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No part of this manual may be reproduced, copied, translated or transmitted in any form or by any means
without the prior written permission of Industrial Control Links, Inc. Information provided in this manual is
intended to be accurate and reliable. However, Industrial Control Links, Inc. assumes no responsibility for its
use, nor for any infringements upon the rights of third parties which may result from its use.
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Important User Information
Warranty
Industrial Control Links, Inc. warrants that each product will be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of three (3) years. The
warranty commences on the date the product is shipped by Industrial Control Links, Inc. Industrial Control Links, Inc.’s sole liability and
responsibility under this warranty is to repair or replace any product which is returned to it by the Buyer and which Industrial Control Links, Inc.
determines does not conform to the warranty. Product returned to Industrial Control Links, Inc. for warranty service will be shipped to Industrial
Control Links, Inc. at Buyer’s expense and will be returned to Buyer at Industrial Control Links, Inc.’s expense. In no event shall Industrial Control
Links, Inc. be responsible under this warranty for any defect which is caused by negligence, misuse or mistreatment of a product or for any unit
which has been altered or modified in any way. The warranty of replacement shall terminate with the warranty of the product.

Warranty Disclaims
Industrial Control Links, Inc. makes no warranties of any nature of kind, expressed or implied, with respect to the hardware, software, and/or
products and hereby disclaims any and all such warranties, including but not limited to warranty of non-infringement, implied warranties of
merchantability for a particular purpose, any interruption or loss of the hardware, software, and/or product, any delay in providing the hardware, software, and/or product or correcting any defect in the hardware, software, and/or product, or any other warranty. The Purchaser
represents and warrants that Industrial Control Links, Inc. has not made any such warranties to the Purchaser or its agents. INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL LINKS, INC. EXPRESS WARRANTY TO BUYER CONSTITUTES INDUSTRIAL CONTROL LINKS, INC. SOLE LIABILITY AND THE BUYER’S SOLE
REMEDIES. EXCEPT AS THUS PROVIDED, INDUSTRIAL CONTROL LINKS, INC. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PROMISE.

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL LINKS, INC. PRODUCTS ARE NOT DESIGNED OR INTENDED TO BE USED IN ANY LIFE SUPPORT RELATED
DEVICE OR SYSTEM RELATED FUNCTIONS NOR AS PART OF ANY OTHER CRITICAL SYSTEM AND ARE GRANTED NO FUNCTIONAL
WARRANTY.

Indemnification
The Purchaser shall indemnify Industrial Control Links, Inc. and its respective directors, officers, employees, successors and assigns including any
subsidiaries, related corporations, or affiliates, shall be released and discharged from any and all manner of action, causes of action, liability,
losses, damages, suits, dues, sums of money, expenses (including legal fees), general damages, special damages, including without limitation,
claims for personal injuries, death or property damage related to the products sold hereunder, costs and demands of every and any kind and
nature whatsoever at law.

IN NO EVENT WILL INDUSTRIAL CONTROL LINKS, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDEN-TAL, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, CATASTROPHIC, PUNITIVE OR OTHER DAMAGES WHICH MAY BE CLAIMED TO ARISE IN CONNECTION WITH THE HARDWARE,
REGARDLESS OF THE LEGAL THEORY BEHIND SUCH CLAIMS, WHETHER IN TORT, CONTRACT OR UNDER ANY APPLICABLE STATUTORY OR
REGULATORY LAWS, RULES, REGULATIONS, EXECU-TIVE OR ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS OR DECLARATIONS OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL LINKS, INC. HAS BEEN ADVISED OR OTHERWISE HAS KNOWLEDGE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND TAKES NO ACTION TO
PREVENT OR MINIMIZE SUCH DAMAGES. IN THE EVENT THAT REGARDLESS OF THE WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS AND HOLD HARMLESS PROVISIONS
INCLUDED ABOVE INDUSTRIAL CONTROL LINKS, INC. IS SOMEHOW HELD LIABLE OR RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE OR INJURY, INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL LINKS, INC.'S LIABILITY FOR ANYDAMAGES SHALL NOT EXCEED THE PROFIT REALIZED BY INDUSTRIAL CONTROL LINKS, INC. ON THE
SALE OR PROVISION OF THE HARDWARE TO THE CUSTOMER.

Proprietary Rights
The Buyer hereby acknowledges that Industrial Control Links Inc. has a proprietary interest and intellectual property rights in the Hardware,
Software and/or Products. The Purchaser shall not (i) remove any copyright, trade secret, trademark or other evidence of Industrial Control
Links, Inc.’s ownership or proprietary interest or confidentiality other proprietary notices contained on, or in, the Hardware, Software or
Products, (ii) reproduce or modify any Hardware, Software or Products or make any copies thereof, (iii) reverse assemble, reverse engineer or
decompile any Software or copy thereof in whole or in part, (iv) sell, transfer or otherwise make available to others the Hardware, Software, or
Products or documentation thereof or any copy thereof, except in accordance with this Agreement.
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In This Manual…
This manual provides the technical configuration information required for implementation and activation of
the Scadaflex II software features.
If you have just purchased a Scadaflex II System, we hope that you are as pleased using it as we have been
developing it.
If you are reading this manual looking at a future purchase, we hope that you will consider a Scadaflex II
SCADA system when you need a complete integrated solution with built-in graphical, LCD, text message and
e-mail HMIs, decades of historical trending capacity, alarming, programmable logic, as well as Ethernet,
serial, wireless and cellular communications, all in a low-cost ready-to-run NEMA 4X enclosure.

Icons used in this manual:

Caution or Warning
Usually advises against some action which could result in undesired or detrimental
consequences.

Point to Remember
Highlights a key feature, point, or step which is noteworthy. Keeping these in mind will
simplify or enhance device usage.

Tip
An idea or suggestion
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Support
If you have questions or need help with an application, we hope that you’ll take advantage of our
free technical support. Simply call us at:

(530) 888-1800
If you need to send us a fax:

(530) 888-7017
If you prefer e-mail (we do), you can e-mail us at:

support@iclinks.com
For additional technical information including datasheets, manuals and software, visit our web site
at:

www.iclinks.com

Your Questions or Comments on this Manual
If you find a problem with this manual, or you have any suggestions for how this
manual could be made more useful to you, please contact us at the address below:

Industrial Control Links, Inc.
1364 Blue Oaks Blvd,.
Roseville, CA 95765

530-888-1800

www.iclinks.com
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Configuration Web
eb Page Access
Scadaflex II controllers are configured via built
built-in
in web pages using standard web browsers such as Internet
Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, or Safari. No separate applications are needed.. The “configuration hardware” can
be nearly any PC, Apple orr Android computing device, including smart phones and tablets.
Scadaflex II controllers also have “user” web pages (blue background) for basic user interaction. The
controllers automatically “morph”” the
their user web pages based on the configuration. For example,
exa
if
historical trending is enabled, buttons and web pages for displaying trends appear automatically.
automatically
To start configuration of the hardware, set your browser to access the controllers IP address (factory default
IP address is 192.168.237.199).
). If you
yourr controller has the LCD HMI option installed, the IP address shows up
on the screen at power-up
up or after the ESC key is held pressed for a couple of seconds and then released.
Upon login, the controllers
ontrollers User Home Page with a blue background will be show
shown
n (similar to what’s shown
below). As more features are enabled, the number of selection buttons down the left hand side will grow to
provide a user access to these features. You will also be able to specify other alternative startup screens
such as a full custom graphical interface.
To configure the
controller, click on
the CONFIGURATION
button.
The controllers
Configuration web
pages will be
displayed (yellow
background). Note
that configuration
web pages can be
secured as part of
the controller’s
username/password
security scheme.
Some configuration information related to the Scadaflex II hardware maintenance is contained in the
following pages of the next section. For additional detailed information on configuration of the Scadaflex II
SC-1 and SC-2 hardware,, please refer to the Scadaflex II Hardware Reference Manual,
Manual available on the
Industrial Control Links web site at www.iclinks.com.
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Local I/O
The local input and output points built into Scadaflex II controllers are configured using web pages in the
CONFIGURATION | I/O CONFIG section.
On the main Local I/O page shown below, there are several configuration items that don’t apply to any one
particular I/O point.

PI Rate Time
The two Pulse Inputs in the Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 Controller can measure the incoming pulse rate by
counting the number of pulses that occur over the time period specified here. For example, if left at the
factory default setting of 1 second, the reading represents pulses per second. Changing this parameter to 60
would result in a reading of the number of pulses per minute. The PI Rate Time is also the fastest rate at
which the reading is updated.
Wiegand on PIs
Weigand is a two wire data interface standard that has been used for years by the security and access
control industry. The two Pulse Inputs may be used with Wiegand compatible card readers and keypads by
enabling this mode. A number encoded in a Weigand standard format is automatically decoded and placed
into the totalizer registers mapped in the Pulse Inputs co
configuration
nfiguration section. A typical application is
recording of facility security checks by patrol personnel.
DO Flash Rate
The individual Digital Outputs may be configured to flash synchronously with each other. This parameter
sets the speed at which they will flash. This is usually used with visual and audible alarm indicators.
Show Forcing on Local I/O Page
Check this box to enable forcing on the user I/O page. If not enabled, I/O forcing can only be done from
the more secure configuration pages under the individual
ividual I/O sections, or under the Programming section.
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In a separate tab or window in your browser, bring up the live I/O display page ((USER
USER HOME | LOCAL I/O).
I/O
When the “Show Forcing on Local I/O Page” is checked, this live I/O display has an extra column for
forcing any local digital or analog, input or output.
Digital I/O points can be forced ON, OFF or not forced ((--) via a pull-down
down selection list.
Analog I/O points can be forced to a value, or if cleared (blank); unforced.
•

20mA I/O points should
d be set
in microamps (4mA = 4000,
20mA = 20000).

•

Voltage I/O points should be set
in millivolts x 10 (1Vdc = 10000).

•

Millivolt I/O points should be
set as millivolts x 100 (100mV =
10000)

•

Resistance I/O points should be
set in ohms (0 to 65535)

Map
Internal voltage measurements of Input Voltage (incoming power) and Battery Voltage (if the battery backup
option is installed) can be “mapped” to any of the Integer (“I”) registers for communications, programmable
logic and display with an HMI.
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Digital Inputs
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controllers have 12 optically isolated Digital Inputs. Each input can be assigned a
Tag Name, forced to a value (over-riding
riding the actual input level), inverted, and marked to be included in the
response to a text message or e-mail
mail “?” command.

Tag Names
Every Digital Input can be named with a user friendly name of up to 23 characters. The names can include
any upper and lower case alphanumeric characters, numbers and an underscore.
Do not use punctuation characters other than an underscore (“_”) in a tag name. Do not use a
number as the first character or any spaces if the Digital Input is to be used in the programming
section or if it is to be used in text message and ee-mail commands.
Show on “?”
Check this box for every Digital Input that is to be displayed in a text message or ee--mail response to a “?”
command.
Force
Setting this to “Force ON” or “Force OFF” over
over-rides the actual state of the physical input
for testing and temporary maintenance purposes.
Invert
Check this box to invert the logical state of the Digital Input.
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Pulse Inputs
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controllers have two high
high-speed
speed pulse inputs that can also be used as simple
“contact closure” digital inputs. These inputs have the same functions and cconfiguration
onfiguration items as the Digital
Inputs, but also have programmable filtering, as well as built-in
in hardware Totalizers, Rate and Interval
measurement. The pulse inputs are sometimes referred to as Digital Inputs 13 and 14.

Tag Names
Every Pulse Input can be named with a user friendly Tag Name of up to 23 characters. The names can include
any upper and lower case alphanumeric characters, numbers and an underscore.
Do not use punctuation characters other than an underscore (“_”) in a tag name. Do not use a
number as the first character or any spaces if the Digital Input is to be used in the programming
section or if it is to be used in text message and ee-mail commands.
Show on “?”
Check this box for every Pulse Input that is to be displayed in a te
text message or e-mail
mail response to a “?”
command.
Force
Setting this to “Force ON” or “Force OFF” over
over-rides
rides the actual state of the physical input
for testing and temporary maintenance purposes.
Invert
Check this box to invert the logical state of the Pulse Input.
Filter (mS)
The Pulse Inputs are very fast (> 10KHz) so they will be more susceptible to noise and contact bounce. To
eliminate these effects, a digital filter value may be set for each input. For example, if a pulse input is being
used with a mechanical
hanical contact closure, a filter of 30mS to 50mS is recommended.
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Mapping
Mapping links a measurement value to an Integer Register that has been configured in the CONFIGURATION
| REGISTERS section. A “Scale” selection formats the value with a decimal poi
point
nt (if needed). Using a 10-digit
10
format (##########) links two 16-bit
bit integer registers together to form a 32
32-bit
bit register (such as for
totalizers as shown in the example below
below). Be sure to check the “Retain” box to make the register nonnon
volatile (such as for totalizers). To make the register show up in a selection list for mapping or use by the
Programming or Web User Interface section
sections, be sure to check the “Visible” box.

Map - Totalizer
Each Pulse Input has a hardware totalizer that can be mapped to an integer register. Typically this register is
configured as a 32-bit non-volatile
volatile register whose maximum value is 4,294,836,225 counts. The maximum
value of a 16-bit register is 65,535.
Map - Rate
Each Pulse Input has a hardware rate measurement capability that can be mapped to an integer register.
Rate is measured by counting the number of pulses that occur in the measurement period specified on the
main CONFIGURATION | I/O CONFIG page. The factory default measurement period is 1 second.
Map - Interval
Each Pulse Input has a hardware interval measurement capability that can be mapped to an integer register
(usually 32-bit).
bit). Interval is measured by counting the number of milliseconds from leading edge to leading
edge of two successive pulses. Interval measure
measurement
ment is an effective way to measure and display the rate of
very slow pulses such as from larger municipal flow meters. The update rate and resolution will be much
better than the conventional rate technique described above for pulse rates of 10 pulses per second or less.
To convert interval to frequency, use the following formula in the Programming Section:
Frequency (x.001 Hz) = 1,000,000,000
,000 / Interval(mS) ‘Frequency is calculated to 0.000001 Hertz
For example, an interval measurement from a large flow meter of 10,000 (mS) =
1,000,000,000 / 10,000 = 100,000
which with a decimal place of formatted 6 positions reads as 0.100000 Hz
You can use further scaling to convert this frequency to flow rate using the meters K factor value from the
meter manufacturer.
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Digital Outputs
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controllers have 4 Digital Outputs; solid-state
state FET transistors
transistor in the SC-1, and
relays in the SC-2.. Each output can be assigne
assigned a Tag Name, forced to a value, inverted, and marked to be
included in the response to a text message or ee-mail
mail “?” command. Each output can also be assigned a
unique attribute to flash (synchronized 50% duty cycle), PWM (programmable duty cycle pulse), toggle (flip(flip
flop) and one-shot
shot pulse, as well as setting its state when a communications
ions failure occurs.

Tag Names
Every Digital Output can be named with a user friendly name of up to 23 characters. The names can include
any upper and lower case alphanumeric characters, numbers and an underscore.
Do not use punctuation characters other than an underscore (“_”) in a tag name. Do not use a
number as the first character or any spaces if the Digital Input is to be used in the programming
section or if it is to be used in text message and ee-mail commands.
Show on “?”
Check this box for every Digital Output that is to be displayed in a text message or e-mail
e
response to a “?”
command.
Force
Setting this to “Force ON” or “Force OFF” over
over-rides
rides the state of the physical output for
testing and temporary maintenance purposes.
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Mode
This parameter sets
ets the operating Mode of a Digital Output to flash (synchronized
50% duty cycle), PWM (programmable duty cycle pulse), toggle (flip
(flip-flop) and one-shot toggle or pulse when the output is activated.
PWM Mode

The output turns ON and OFF based on the “ON TTime” and “OFF
Time” values below the mode setting.

Delay Mode The output turns ON after a delay set by the “ON Time” value below
the mode setting.
Flash Mode

The output turns ON and OFF at the rate specified by the ““DO
DO Flash Rate”
Rate on the main
CONFIGURATION | I/O CONFIG page
page.

Toggle Mode The controller output changes state each time the output is written to.
OS Pulse ON The output turns ON based on the “ON Time” and then resets back to OFF each time the
output is written to (One Shot)
Shot). This mode is ideal to reset remote equipment by SCADA
command.

Recycle Holdoff
This function prevents an output from turning ON immediately after being turned OFF (rapid cycling). This
function can be used to protect large pumps and motors. When this parameter is set to a non-zero
non
value,
the output will be held off from turning ON for the specified time period in seconds. This protection is also
effective just after a power failure so that pumps will not slam ON after a power glitch.
Link to DO
This function is like mapping in reverse, allowing a Bit register or control function (like PID) to be linked to a
physical Digital Output.
Comm Fail
This setting determines how a Digital Output should react to a communications failure. The
output can be set to either HOLD the last stat
state,
e, or turn OFF or ON. The MODE setting can be
used in conjunction with the COMM FAIL setting. For example, if the COMM FAIL setting is set
to “ON” and the MODE setting is set to “FLASH”, the Digital Output can be used to flash a light
or horn when there is a communications failure.
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Analog Inputs
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controllers have 4 Analog Inputs. Each input can be assigned a Tag Name and
forced to a value (over-ride
ride the actual input level)
level). Each input can also have its own conversion speed to
balance between update rate and suppression of noise, etc.

Tag Names
Every Digital Output can be named with a user friendly name of up to 23 characters. The names can include
any upper and lower case alphanumeric characters, numbers and an underscore.
Do not use punctuation characters other than an underscore (“_”) in a tag name. Do not use a
number as the first character or any spaces if the Digital Input is to be used in the programming
section or if it is to be used in text message and ee-mail commands.
Show on “?”
Check this box for Analog Inputs to be displayed in a text message or ee-mail
mail response to a “?” command.
command
Force
This value over-rides
rides the actual reading of the analog input for testing and temporary maintenance
purposes. If blank, forcing is disabled.
bled. To force an input to a specific level, set the Force Value
V
from 0 and
20000 (0 to 20mA),, 0 to 30000 (0 to 3Vdc on SC
SC-1) or 0 to 50000 (0 to 5Vdc on SC-2
2), +/- 0 to 25000 (0 to
250mVdc), 0 to 65535 (ohms), or a temperature x 10 (thermistor).
Mode (forr controllers shipped in 2016 and later)
This parameter sets the Input Mode
odes of individual Analog Inputs. The DIP switches on
the Controller must be set appropriately to match the modes set in the Analog Input
configuration. In SC-11 controllers, the switc
switches are set to the right for “ON”. In SC-2
2
controllers, the switches are set to up for “ON”
“ON”. The switchess are marked with the
<channel#> followed by I (for current) and R (for resistance). For each channel, the I
switch should be ON for 20mA operation and the R switch should be ON for resistance and
thermistor temperature measurements. For voltage and millivolt measurements, both
switches for that channel should be OFF.
Never turn the “I” and “R” switches ON at the same time for an Analog Input
channel.
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Speed
Sets the rate at which analog conversions are performed, from 8 to over 800 times per
second. If high-speed
speed is required (to take advantage of the fast Ethernet capabilities of
the Scadaflex II controller,, set this parameter to a lower value. For bet
better
ter noise rejection
when high-speed
speed is not critical, set this parameter to a higher value.

Scale
This parameter selects a formatting or scaling to be applied to the raw analog reading. Without scaling, the
analog readings read in microamps for the 20mA mode, +/- millivolts x 100 for the millivolt mode, millivolts
for the Voltage mode. ohms for the resistance mode, and temperature x 10 for the thermistor mode.
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Analog Outputs
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controllers have two Analog Outputs. Each output can
n be assigned a Tag Name,
forced to a value (over-ride
ride the output level), and marked to be included in the response to a text message
or e-mail
mail “?” command. The level of each output can be preset for when a communications failure occurs.
o

Tag Names
Every Digital Output can be named with a user friendly name of up to 23 characters. The names can include
any upper and lower case alphanumeric characters, numbers and an underscore.
Do not use punctuation characters other than an underscore (“_”) in a tag name. Do not use a
number as the first character or any spaces if the Digital Input is to be used in the programming
section or if it is to be used in text message and ee-mail commands.
Show on “?”
Check this box for Analog Outputs to be displayed in a text message or e-mail
mail response to a “?” command.
command
Force
rides the “normal” analog output value for testing and temporary maintenance purposes. If blank,
Over-rides
forcing is disabled. To force an output to a specific level, set the value between 0 and 20000 (0mA
(
to 20mA).
AO Mode
Sets the full scale range of an Analog Output; 0 to 20mA, 4 to 20mA, or 0 to 1mA.
Link to AO
This function is like mapping in reverse, allowing aan Integer register or control function
(like PID) to be linked to a physical Analog Outp
Output.
Comm Fail
This setting determines how an Analog Output should react to a communications failure. The output can be
set to either HOLD the last value (blank), or go to a specified value between 0 and 20000 for 0mA to 20mA.
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Mesh Radio Communications/Wireless Remote IO
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 Controllers can be ordered with built-in 900Mhz ¼ watt meshing radios that
support communications with wireless I/O modules as well as other Scadaflex II controllers. Up to 64
remote “nodes” are supported. The meshing feature automatically establishes a web of radios to act as
repeaters for each other. If one of the radio links in the web fails, the meshing web automatically reroutes the message along another path. This is frequently called “self-healing”.
Sleep Mode
The Scadaflex LPR wireless I/O modules can operate for years powered by only internal lithium “D” cell
batteries. To accomplish this, the modules “sleep” for long periods of time with extremely low current drain,
then occasionally wake up, fire off an I/O update message to the Scadaflex II controller, then go back to
sleep. If a Sleep Mode node requires a repeater to reach the Scadaflex II Master, the repeater must either be
configured as a Sleeping Repeater or be awake all of the time. A Sleeping Repeater is awake for a window of
time starting before the sleeping remote sites are scheduled to start waking up, and stays awake long
enough to make sure that all of the sleeping remote sites get their messages through (allowing for some
clock variation). Because of the longer wake times and additional radio activity required for repeating,
Sleeping Repeaters consume more power from their internal battery than plain Sleeping I/O modules.
Sleep Mode with “Wake-up On-change”
With plain sleep mode, the wake up frequency determines how long it can take for a change in the field to
be reflected in the Scadaflex Controller operating as a “Master”. To improve responsiveness, the modules
also support “wake up on change” operation so that if an analog level changes by a certain percentage, or if
a digital input changes state, the module will wake up and update the Scadaflex II controller sooner. Wakeup on Change Mode consumes more power than the simple sleep operation because of the periodic
sampling of the analog and digital inputs (the module also has to power some sensors by supplying a
boosted voltage derived from the internal battery which reduces battery life).
Since powering of the sensors and radio transmissions are the major portion of the modules current drain on
the battery, keeping the module asleep and quiet for long periods of time significantly reduces the drain on
the battery for extra long battery life. Using plain Sleep Mode, or using Sleep Mode with Wake-up on Change
with a slower I/O sampling time will extend battery life.
Polled Mode
If an external power source is normally used to power the unit, the battery can act as a backup and the
system may also be used in a more “conventional” polled mode. The Polling Mode configuration supports
configuration of a slower polling rate when an I/O module switches to backup battery power.

Sleep Operation (Low-power Remote I/O Modules)
All LPR remote I/O modules configured as sleeping nodes or sleeping repeaters operate in a synchronized
fashion as coordinated and controlled by a Scadaflex II master. When a sleeping remote node wakes up and
talks to the Master, the Master exchanges I/O and configuration information with the remote and then
instructs it to go to sleep for however many seconds remain until the next wakeup time. If the sleeping node
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wakes up a little early or a little late, the Master adjusts the sleep time that it gives the remote node so that
it is re-synchronized with the rest of the remote nodes on the next sleep/wake-up cycle.
Sleeping Repeaters operate a little differently. In the Master, there is a configuration parameter that sets the
wake-up window (expressed as a percent of the total sleep cycle time). A sleeping repeater wakes up at the
beginning of the sleep window and goes to sleep at the end of the sleep window as opposed to plain
Sleeping nodes that go back to sleep immediately after talking to the Master. The longer wake time of the
Sleeping Repeaters ensures that they are awake if needed to repeat messages for other units in the system.
Sleeping nodes that are configured for Wake-on-Change operation must not depend on Sleeping Repeaters.
They must either have a good connection to the Master that does not require a repeater, or any repeaters
that they may require must always be awake.
When an LPR I/O module uses sleep operation, it follows the following cycle:
• Wake up when scheduled by the Master
• Turn ON Sensor Power if enabled
• Wait for the configured “Sensor Warmup Time”
• Sample the Analog and Digital Inputs
• Turn ON the radio and transmit the Analog and Digital Input information to the Master
• Receive a confirmation response from the Master with any Digital Output and configuration
information
• Turn OFF the radio power
• Go to sleep for the time just commanded by the Master
Sleeping Repeaters follow the same sequence, except that they don’t go back to sleep right away, but
instead, they wait until an “All Sleep” broadcast message is received from the Master.
The above sequence also applies to Wake-on-Change operation, except that the Analog and Digital Inputs
are sampled (with switched sensor power) at a configurable periodic rate. If a change has occurred
(analog change by a configured percentage or a configured digital input state change), the module powers
ON the radio and sends the input data immediately. The Master then responds with a revised sleep time
that will cause the module to wake up together with the other modules at the normally scheduled time.

Polled Operation (I/O Modules and Controllers)
LPR I/O modules configured for polled operation, as well as all controllers (peer-to-peer communications)
never sleep. The configured polling rates sets the rate at which all modules will be polled, meaning that a
two second polling rate means that the Master will attempt to poll each and every one of the remote
nodes configured for polled operation every two seconds (NOT two seconds between poling each remote
node).
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Mesh Radio System and I/O Module Configuration
Mesh radio communications and LPR wireless I/O modules are configured on a set of web pages
p
under
CONFIGURATION | MESH COMM.. A button to access these pages is only displayed if the Controller has been
ordered
red with the mesh radio option.
On the initial page are the basic Sleep Mode and Polled mode parameters common to the entire mesh radio
system.
ystem. Additional buttons within this section are used to configure individual remote nodes in the network.

Sleep Mode
Timed Period (S)
This parameter sets the Sleep Mode period, from 10 seconds to 65535 seconds (18.2 hours).
Wake Window (%)
Thiss parameter sets the size of the window within which the remote units are
expected to wake up, take their I/O samples, and transmit to the Master. The
window represents a percentage of the Timed Period above. Generally the window
should be set to no less than
han 2%. The default setting of 5% is very conservative
(and tolerant of low-power
power clock drift)
drift), but will waste a little more power than
using a smaller window.
Com Fail Threshold
This parameter sets the number of sequential times that a remote node may misss
reporting in before a communications failure for that node is reported. The
individual communications failure Booleans for the remote nodes are available to
the alarming, Web User Interface and programming sections
sections.
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Polling Mode
Time (S)
This parameter sets the polling rate
rate, from 1 to 65535 seconds (18.2 hours). This is the rate that the
Controller attempts to poll all of the units that have been set to polled operation (all units polled within the
polling interval).
PowerFail Polling Cycle Skip
This parameter
meter sets the number of polling cycles that are skipped if a remote node has lost power and is
running on battery power. For example, if the main polling time is set to two seconds and this skip value is
set to 5, then units that are running on battery po
power
wer will be polled every 10 seconds.
Response Timeout (S)
This parameter sets the maximum amount of time that the Master will wait for a response from a remote
node. The value has a resolution of 0.1 seconds
Comm Fail Probe Time (S)
If communications to a remote node fails in polled mode, that node is removed from the “normal” polling
list and “probed” at a different (slower) rate to reduce its impact on the entire systems polling throughput.
This parameter sets the probe time for units with failed communic
communications.
Com Fail Threshold
This parameter sets the number of times that a remote node may miss responding
to a poll before a communications failure for that node is reported. The individual
communications failure Booleans for the remote nodes are availabl
available to the
alarming, Web User Interface and programming sections
sections.

First Address
A single Scadaflex II Master can control up to 64 remote nodes, but each of the nodes can be addressed
from 0 to 256 (0 to FF in hex). The First Address parameter sets the starting address of the block of remote
node addresses that the Master will control. Multiple Scadaflex II Masters can co
co-exist
exist in an area, each with
its own block of remote I/O modules
modules,, breaking up the 256 addresses into blocks of 64 or less.
less
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Setup (Low-power
power Remote I/O)
The configuration of LPR remote I/O modules is maintained in the Scadaflex II Master.
Master If the type of
module is designated as LPR (Low-power
power Remote), then the following configuration page will be displayed
for configuring the module. Each time the remote module communicates with the Master, the
configuration of the module is updated. Configuration of Low-power Remote I/O modules is done under
CONFIGURATION | MESH COMM|| SETUP.

Mesh Address
selection list to designate the
This parameter is an address and name from a sel
module which is being configured at the moment. The address, shown in square
brackets as a hex value (each digit ranging from 0 to F), should match the setting
of the rotary DIP switches in the Remote I/O module. The name of th
the module
that follows the address is assigned on this configuration page.
Type
In order to configure a LPR Remote I/O module, this setting must be “LPR”. The other settings
“morph” the configuration page for other devices (controllers).
Tag Names
This parameter
rameter is the name of the remote I/O module, or the name of the site where the module
is located. The name can be up to 33 characters long. Avoid using punctuation characters.
Comm Mode
This parameter sets the operating mode of the remote I/O node in ord
order
er of lowest
power consumption to highest power consumption.
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DI On-Change Enable
Check this box if you wish to have the I/O module wake up and transmit an I/O update upon a status
change on any digital input. Checking this box slightly increases the mod
modules
ules power consumption for any
digital input which is ON (low or closed) since in turns on a ssmall
mall excitation current on each input.
DI4 is Pulse Input
Check this box if you are using DI4 as a pulse input. This will enable is to be used as a high-speed
high
totalizer
and will disable its operation as a “Wake
“Wake-on-Change” input.
DI On-Change Enable
Check this box if you wish to have the I/O module wake up and transmit an I/O update upon a status
change on any digital input.
AI On-Change Sample Time (S)
If this parameter is set to a non-zero
zero value, analog on
on-change
change operation is enabled and the analog inputs
are sampled at the designated sampling rate in seconds (from 1 to 65535). Setting this value can
significantly affect the power consumption of the I/O module, sin
since
ce the module must power any
connected sensors to take analog measurements.
Sensor Warmup time (100 mS)
zero value, sensor power will be turned on before any analog readings are
If this parameter is set to a non-zero
taken, allowing the sensors to “warm up” and stabilize ahead of time for better accuracy.
Radio Power
This parameter sets the output power of the radio. If the radio communications
distances in the system are short, the power consumption of the I/O module can be
reduced (for when the radio is trans
transmitting)
mitting) by selecting a lower radio power setting.
Normally, this value should be left at maximum power (+24dBm).

AI On-Change Delta
R1 – R4 (%)
This parameter sets amount of change (xx.x%) in an analog value on any of the first four resistance
measurement inputs that will cause the module to wake up and transmit back to the Master.
AI5 – AI8 (%)
This parameter sets amount of change (xx.x%) in an analog value on any of the last four process
measurement inputs that will cause the module to wake up and transm
transmit
it back to the Master.
Ultrasonic (mm)
This parameter sets amount of change (in millimeters) of a level detected by the optional ultrasonic level
sensor that will cause the module to wake up and transmit back to the Master.
DO Pulse Enables
If either of these
ese boxes is checked, the designates digital output will pulse ON for 1 second and then turn
itself back OFF each time the output is commanded ON. This is especially useful for remotely resting
external devices connected to the remote I/O module as well as simulating pushbutton signals.
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Setup (Controller)
Unlike the LPR Low-Power
Power Remote I/O modules, the configuration of any controller communicating on the
mesh network is maintained in the controller itself. If the type
ype of module is designated as SC-1,
SC SC-2 or SC3, (SCADA Controllers) then the following configuration page will be displayed for configuring the
communications to the controllers. Each time the remote module communicates with the Master, the
configuration of the module is updated. The configura
configuration of the mesh wireless communications to
controllers is done under CONFIGURATION | MESH COMM| SETUP
SETUP.

Mesh Address
This parameter is an address and name from a selection list to designate which controller’s communications
is being configured at the moment.
ment. The address, shown in square brackets as a hex value (each digit ranging
from 0 to F), should match the address setting of the controller (see CONFIGURATION | MESH COMM|
SLAVE) below.. The name of the module that follows the address is assigned on thi
thiss configuration page.
Type
In order to configure mesh communications to a controller
controller, this setting must be “SC
SC-x”. The LPR
setting will “morph” the configuration page for a Low-power
power Remote I/O module which is not
appropriate for controller communications
communications.
Tag Names
This parameter is the name of the controller
controller, or the name of the site where the controller is located. The
name can be up to 33 characters long. Avoid using punctuation characters.
Comm Mode
This parameter sets the communications mode to the controller. “Polled” should be used
for best performance, while “Sleep Sync Polled” mode allows for polling while utilizing
Sleeping Repeaters. The later mode will only poll once for every sleep cycle of the mesh
communications.
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Mappings (Low-power
power Remot
Remote I/O Modules)
Mapping designates blocks of registers, both num
numeric and bits, that will be used to exchange data with
Low-Power
Power Remote I/O modules (type selected under Mesh Comm Setup is “LPR”) on the meshing
wireless network. This register mapping is configured under CONFIGURATION | MESH COMM |
MAPPINGS.

Start Register and Count
This parameter sets the starting register and count (block size) for the numeric and Boolean register
values that will be transferred between the Master and the remote node for eeach
ach type of data.
Last Update Time (S)
This parameter maps the Last Update Time (the latest time between updates) to a register. This value,
used in conjunction with the totalizer count, can be used to determine an average totalizer rate,
rate even
when the update time periods vary
vary, such as when using “Wake-on Change”” operation.
operation
Temperature
This parameter maps the remote I/O modules internal temperature reading in degrees C to a register.
Signal Strength -dBm
This parameter maps the remote I/O modules last measured
red signal strength for messages received from
the Master (in –dBm) to a register. The maximum reading is clamped at -40dBm
40dBm and the minimum will
normally not drop below -90dBm.
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Mappings (Controller to Controller)
Mapping designates blocks of registers, bo
both numeric and bits, that will be used to exchange data with
other controllers (type selected under Mesh Comm Setup is “SCx”) on the meshing wireless network. This
register mapping is configured under CONFIGURATION | MESH COMM | MAPPINGS.
MAPPINGS

Start Register and Count
This parameter sets the starting register and count (block size) for the number of registers
register that will be
transferred between the Master and the remote controller for each type of data.
Last Update Time (S)
This parameter maps the Last Update Time (the latest time between updates) to a register.
Signal Strength -dBm
This parameter maps the remote controllers last measured signal strength for messages received from
the Master (in –dBm)
dBm) to a register. The maximum reading is clamped at -40dBm
40dBm and the minimum will
normally not drop below -90dBm.
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Mesh Communications and Status Registers
Controllers outfitted with mesh radios maintain a complete set of communications and hardware status
and statistics registers for each remote node (when the controller is serving as the Master) and for
communications from the Master (when the controller is serving as a Slave). These registers are available
to the alarming section, the Web User Interface section, and the programming section.
Note that a controller can be both a Master and a slave to another Master on the mesh
wireless system.
REMxx_COMM_FAIL
A Boolean that is set when communications to a specific remote node fails (xx is the hex address).
REMxx_XMITS
A 32-bit Integer that keeps track of the number of message transmissions sent to a specific remote node
(xx is the hex address).
REMxx_RCVS
A 32-bit Integer that keeps track of the number of messages received from a specific remote node (xx is
the hex address).
MESH_MASTER_COMM_FAIL
A Boolean that is set when communications to any remote node fails (general alarm)
MESH_SLAVE_XMITS
A 32-bit Integer that keeps track of the total number of message transmissions sent to all remote nodes
MESH_SLAVE_RCVS
A 32-bit Integer that keeps track of the number of messages received from all remote nodes
REMxx_LOW_BATT
A Boolean that is set when a low battery level is sensed at a specific remote node (xx is the hex address).
REMxx_POWER_FAIL
A Boolean that is set when an external power failure is sensed at a specific remote node (xx is the hex
address).
MESH_SLAVE_COMM_FAIL
A Boolean that is set when communications to any remote node fails (general alarm)
MESH_SLAVE_XMITS
An 32-bit Integer that keeps track of the total number of message transmissions sent to the Master.
MESH_SLAVE_RCVS
A 32-bit Integer that keeps track of the number of messages received from the Master.
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Slave Setup
If this controller is operating as a slave to a Master on the meshing wireless network, the parameters that
control its communications are set on this page. Controller slave meshed wireless networking is
configured under CONFIGURATION | MESH COMM | SLAVE.

Mesh Address
This parameter sets this controllers slave address on the meshing wireless network.
network
I and B Write Offsets
Generally, I and B register
ter data (Integers and Bits) are transferred to symmetrical register references
between controllers and the Master I1 to I1, B1 to B1, etc.). This parameter enables the I and B register
WRITE references from the Master to be offset or shifted so that read and write values can be different. So
for example, if the I Write Offset is set to 100, then when the Master attempt
attempts to write to a block of registers
starting with I1, then the data will actually start to write to a block of registers starting at I101.
Slave Comm Fail Watchdog (S)
Setting this value enables a watchdog timer that monitors receipt of messages
from the Master on the mesh wireless network. If the watchdog timer expires, a
Boolean is set that can generate an alarm, provide an indication in a W
Web User
Interface, or initate an action in a control program. The “tag name” for this
Boolean is MESH_SLAVE_COM_FAIL.
_SLAVE_COM_FAIL.
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Mesh Master Comm Stat
Statistics
When a Scadaflex II controller is serving as a Master on the mesh wireless network, a web page is
available
le to show the current statistics and statuses for all of the remotes nodes that it is configured to
talk to. This information is available under MESH STATS on the main user page.

Sleeping Time Left
This value shows the current number of seconds remain
remaining
ing before the controller expects to hear from any
sleeping remote nodes.
Sleeping Time Left
This value shows the current number of seconds remaining before the controller expects to hear from any
polled remote nodes.
Individual Remote Node statistics and Statuses
Based on the number of remote units that have been enabled, the Master builds a table of
communications statistics and statuses, one line per unit, with the following information:
Xmits
This value shows the total number of messages sent to a speci
specific remote node.
Rcvs
This value shows the total number of messages received from a specific remote node.
Fail
This value shows the total number of times that communications has failed with a specific remote node.
Status
This value shows the current commun
communications status with a specific remote node.
Last(S)
This value shows the current number of seconds since the controller last received a message from a
specific remote node.
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Signal
This value shows the current last radio signal strength reported from a specific remote node. This value
will range from -40 dBm (high) to -90 dBm (low).
Power
This value shows the current power source at a specific remote node; External or Battery.
Error
This value shows the latest error code received from a specific remote node. Please contact technical
support if you see any value other than 0.
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Mesh Slave Comm Statistics
When a Scadaflex II controller is serving as a Slave on the mesh wireless network, an entry is created on
the main User Comm Stats web page.

Xmits
This 32-bit value shows the total number of messages sent to the Master.
Rcvs
This 32-bit value shows the total number of messages received from the Master.
Fail
This value shows the total number of times that communications has failed with the Master.
Status
This
his value shows the current communications status with the Master.
Max(S)
This value shows the maximum amount of time that the controller has had to wait to receive a message
from the Master.
Last(S)
This value shows the last amount of time that the contro
controller
ller had to wait to receive a message from the
Master.
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Mesh Radio Monitor
To assist with testing and troubleshooting mesh radio communications including sleep timing interactions
between the Master and the slaves and tracing the actual routes of messages
messages,, there is a mesh radio
monitor function built into the controller. This monitor also includes the ability to send diagnostic
commands directly to any of the mesh radios in the network. The monitor can be found under
CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | MONITOR
MONITOR.
For the monitor to operate properly, the programming editor must not be currently open in a
browser window.

Snapshot
Click on this button to take a snapshot of the current monitor data. This snapshot opens a new browser
window or tab in a format that is easy to print.
Clear Monitor
Click on this button to clear the monitor window.
Type
Select “Mesh Radio Monitor” from the list of monitor functions.
Send to Event Log
If you would like the data that is displayed to the mesh radio monitor to be copied to the Event Log, click
on this box.
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Scaling (and Formatting)
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 Controllers can automatically scale or simply format any values that are brought
into registers by communications or by reading local or remote I/O. Formatting only affects the way that a
number is displayed with a decimal point. Scaling can also be done in the programming environment and
is independent of the scaling described in this section.
There are pre-defined
defined scaling records for devices. For example, temperature scali
scaling
ng for thermistor
temperature sensors. There are also
so user defined scaling records: 32 linear scaling records, 2 non-linear
non
curve fitting scaling records, and 32 format
formatting records. The user defined scaling and formatting is
configured in the "Scaling" section
tion to be used when setting up registers in the "Registers" section (they
show up in a pull-down menu).
User defined scaling is configured on a set of web pages under CONFIGURATION | SCALING.
SCALING
The first page has check boxes that select the temperature system
tem used (Fahrenheit or Centigrade) and the
resolution of soil moisture measurements.

Temperature in C
Check this box if you want all temperature scaling to be in degrees centigrade instead of Fahrenheit.
Display kPa as ##.#
Check this box if you want alll soil moisture measurements (200SS sensors) to be displayed to tenths of a kPa,
otherwise the measurements are displayed to 1 kPa resolution.
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Linear Scaling
Linear scaling converts a sensor reading to a proportional reading in engineering units such as feet, GPM,
position, etc. User defined linear scaling is configured under CONFIGURATION | SCALING | LINEAR
SCALING. Linearr scaling records can be named, and applied to multiple sensors. A linear scaling record
takes a range for the raw sensor signal and a corresponding span for the readings in engineering units.
Each scaling record includes a text "units". This units information is automatically included in any
presentation of the scaled register used in an HMI (excluding the Web HMI) or trending.
To configure
gure a scaling record, you will need to know the range of values that a sensor reading will
generate across its full output span. For ICL instruments, the following standards apply:
Mode
0 to 20 mA
4 to 20 mA
0 to 5 V
+/- 250 mV
0 to 65535 ohms

Raw Low

Raw High

0
4000
0
-25000
0

20000
20000
50000
25000
65535

Notes
All reading are in uA increments
All readings are in uA increments
All readings are in mV increments
All readings are in 0.01uV increments
All readings are in 1 ohm increments

Tag Names
2 characters long
Tagg names help identify the scaling record functionality. Scaling tag names can be up to 24
and consist of upper and lower case characters as well as underscore and space characters. Do not use any
other punctuation characters.
IO Low and High
Enter the raw minimum and maximum readings for the minimum and maximum readings from the sensor.
Either value can be negative if that's how the readings are going to come in.
Signed
If a raw reading may come in as a negative number, check this box. For eexample,
xample, if the reading is +/millivolts, you would need to check this box.
IO Low and High
Enter the minimum and maximum values that correspond to the minimum and maximum readings from the
sensor. They can be signed.. For a "reverse acting scaling (such as tank level from an ultrasonic sensor, simple
make the higher reading be the "Low" engineering value and vice
vice-versa.
Format and Units
Select a format to position a displayed decimal point. In the example screen capture above, the high reading
will be displayed
ayed as 11.53 ft. The units can be any alphanumeric text of up to 4 characters.
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Non-Linear Scaling
Sometimes,
ometimes, the readings from a sensor must be linearized. For example, the volume of an odd-shaped
odd
tank
or the flow measured as a level going through a weir
weir. In this case, a non-linear
linear scaling record can be used
consisting of a table of raw readings to scaled readings in 5% increments of the raw reading. Raw readings
reading
between two entries in the table are extrapolated.
User defined non-linear
linear scaling is config
configured under CONFIGURATION | SCALING | NONLINEAR SCALING.
SCALING

Tag Names
Tag names help identify the scaling record functionality. Scaling tag names can be up to 24 characters long
and consist of upper and lower case characters as well as underscore and space characters.
cha
Do not use any
other punctuation characters.
IO Low and High
Enter the raw minimum and maximum readings for the minimum and maximum readings from the sensor.
Either value can be negative if that's how the readings are going to come in.
Format and Units
Select a format to position a displayed decimal point. The units are alphanumeric text of up to 4 characters.
Linearization Table
Enter the engineering values corresponding to the raw readings in 5% increments. For example, a 4 to 20mA
sensor will have
ve the same low reading (typically 0) for the first readings up to 20% (4 mA) and then starting
with the 25% point, you should start entering the table values for readings above 4mA in 0.5mA increments.
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Format Only
Sometimes, readings come in from intellig
intelligent devices which have already been
een scaled to engineering units.
They
hey simply need to have a displayed decimal point position
positioned (the numbers are integers with an
“imaginary” decimal point).. For example, this is very common with Modbus devices that can natively
nativ not
handle floating point numbers. For example, a value of 123 might actually need to be displayed as 12.3
Format records are also the way that “unit’s” text is associated with register values.
User defined format records are configured under CONFIGURATION
ATION | SCALING | FORMAT ONLY.
ONLY

Tag Names
Tag names help identify the scaling record functionality. Scaling tag names can be up to 24 characters long
and consist of upper and lower case characters as well as underscore and space characters. Do not use any
other punctuation characters.
Format and Units
Select a format to position a displayed decimal point. For example, the above format record will display
temperatures to tenths of a degree F. The units are alphanumeric text of up to 4 characters.
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Registers
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 Controllers have 504 general purpose "I" (integer)
nteger) and 504 "B" (Boolean or bit)
registers. These registers are used to store data used by nearly all functions in the controller;
communications, trending, alarming, HMIs, etc.
Integer registers support 16-bit numbers (values from 0 to 65,535 or +/- 32767), or they can be linked
together to support 32-bit numbers (values from 0 to 4,294,836,225 or +/
+/- 2,147,418,112). Even though
the "I" registers store numbers that don't inherentl
inherentlyy contain a decimal point, the controller
c
can format
values in these
hese registers to have them show decimal points in displays and communications. There are
also functions to convert between floating point numbers (with decimal points) and integers.
Registerss are configured on a set of web pages under CONFIGURATION | REGISTERS.
REGISTERS The first page has
check boxes that select whether I and B registers are generally accessible on the User pages without
individual configuration (usually this is more of a diagnostic tool). Buttons are available to facilitate
exporting and importing register data in standard CSV spreadsheet formats
formats.

Show User Page: All I Registers and All B Registers
Check these boxes to make all of the numeric I registers and/or Boolean (bit) B registers
regist accessible as a block
on the User web pages. All 504 of either type of registers will be displayable on a scrollable page.
Allow Changes
Check these boxes to make all of the numeric "I" registers and/or "B" bit registers writable on the I or B block
access pages.
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When either or both types of registers are made viewable by checking the above selection boxes, a set of
buttons are displayed on the Main User web page; one for integers and one for bits (whichever were
selected on the configuration page).
).

The I or B registers are displayed in a table; 10 registers per row. If the "Allow Changes" selection for the
register type is checked,, the register data will be displayed in blue, otherwise they will be black. The blue
color indicates that you can
n click on that register and change its value. A scroll bar let's you access all 504
registers.
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The Boolean B register display page is very similar, except that it has individual indicators that turn green
when bits are ON.

Export and Import Registers
Registers can be imported and exported in CSV spreadsheet format. Every variable is separated by a comma:
Type, TagName,
agName, Scale Type, Visible
Visible, Write Enable, Retained, Show on ?
The next portion of this section describes what these param
parameters mean.
A common way that this feature is used is to export a register list, edit it, and then re-import
re
it.
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Integer Registers
Indivdual integer registers can be configured under CONFIGURATION
ATION | REGISTERS | I REGISTERS.
REGISTERS Each
register can have its own tag name, scaling and/or display formatting, and selection boxes for visibility,
write enable, retained and “Show on ?” enables.

Tag Names
Tag names help identify the data sto
stored in particular registers. Integer tag
ag names can be up to 25 characters
long
ng and consist of upper and lower case characters as well as underscore and space characters. Do not use
any other punctuation characters. If a register is to be used in the programming environment, the tag
name may not start with a number and may not have a space in it.
Scale (and Formatting)
Scaling is applied to variables as they are brought in via communications ("on
("on-the-fly"). Formatting is applied
whenever the register is displayed in an HMI or trended (except the Web HMI which has its own formatting).
formatting)
The user definable scaling and formatting functionality is defined in the "Scaling" section. All registers are
16-bits,
bits, unless two registers are linked together by selecting a 32
32-bit
bit format (10 # marks). The register after
the one with the 32-bit format is the se
second half of the 32-bit number.
Visible
Mark a register as "visible" to make it show up in the register selection lists in the HMIs, trending and
programming sections. Registers that are not made visible may still be used for communications.
Write
Mark a register as "write enabled" to make it changeable via a local user interface.
Retain
Registers marked as "retain" will have their contents preserved through a reset or power failure.
Show on “?”
Registers marked as "Show on ?" will be retur
returned in response to an e-mailed orr texted "?" command.
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Boolean Registers
Individual Boolean (bit) registers can be configured under CONFIGURATION
ATION | REGISTERS | B REGISTERS.
REGISTERS
Each register has its own tag name, and selection boxes for visibility, write enable, retained
reta
and “Show on
?” enables.

Tag Names
Tag names help identify the data stored in a particular registers. Boolean tag names can be up to 33
characters long and consist of upper and lower case characters as well as underscore and space characters.
Do nott use any other punctuation characters. If a register is to be used in the programming environment,
the tag name may not start with a number and may not have a space in it.
For Booleans that are used for alarming, the tag name is the name that will be used as the
alarm identifier text. Be sure to choose a name that will be meaningful to the users receiving
the alarm messages..
Visible
Mark a register as "visible" to make it show up in the register selection lists in the HMIs, trending and
programming sections.
s. Registers that are not made visible may still be used for communications.
Write
Mark a register as "write enabled" to make it changeable via a local user interface.
Retain
Registers marked as "retain" will have their contents preserved through a reset o
orr power failure.
Show on “?”
Registers marked as "Show on ?" will be returned in response to an ee-mailed or texted "?" command.
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Communications
Scadaflex II Controllers support
upport industry standard protocols to easily communicate with third party PLCs,
process
ss controllers and other intelligent monitoring and control devices in addition to serving web pages
and exchanging data with other computers
computers. The built-in Ethernet and Serial ports as well as the optional
built-in
in cellular modem provide the physical media communications links for these communications. The
supported protocols for each link are:
Ethernet and Cellular Data
• Modbus TCP/IP and UDP
• Ethernet I/P (Allen Bradley)
• SDX (128-bit encryption)
• HTTP
• FTP
• TFTP
• E-mail (POP3 and SMTP)
• ICMP (ping)

Server and Client
Server and Client
Server and Client
Server
Client
Server
Client
Server and Client

Serial
•
•
•
•

Master and Slave
Slave
Master and Slave
Master and Slave

Modbus RTU
DF1 (Allen Bradley)
SDX (128-bit encryption)
SNP (GE)

Most of the general communications
munications parameters for Ethernet, Serial, and optional cellular
communications are accessed under CONFIGURATION | COMMUNICATIONS.. This includes the enabling
and disabling of various
Slave/Server protocols (primarily
for security reasons).
Master/Client operation that
requires generating messages and
initiating data transfers is
configured in a separate
“Mastering” section described in
the next chapter.
Register Write Key
Nearly all configuration parameters in the Controller (the yellow configuration pages)
pag are accessible as
registers by protocols such as Modbus. These protocols do not have built
built-in
in security, so without
protection, it would be possible to accidently change the configuration of the Controller with errant
protocol write commands. To prevent this, the controller has a register called the "Register Write Key",
Writing to the configuration registers by communications requires setting the Write Key value to "12345",
either through the configuration web page or read/write register 5001 (Modbus 45001)
45
in the controller.
Be sure to clear this value to restore protection after all configuration changes are completed.
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Ethernet
The settings that control the operation of the Ethernet port are found under CONFIGURATION |
COMMUNICATIONS | ETHERNET.

Local
al IP, Subnet Mask and Gateway
These are the addressing parameters that control the local Ethernet port.
Unlike all other configuration settings, the Local IP parameter for the Ethernet port does not
take effect until the unit is reset or you click on the “Set Local IP Now (Reset)” button.

Get IP by DHCP
Checking this box causes the controller to get an IP address from a server on the network instead of using
the specified (static) IP address.
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DNS Server IP
By configuring a DNS (Dynamic Name Server) add
address
ress here, the controller will be able to address external
Ethernet devices by their name instead of a static IP address. This is especially important for e-mail
e
operation and preferred for most Internet communications were addresses can change over time.
DNS Lookup Holdoff (S)
If a DNS lookup fails (in order to translate a name to an IP address), this time value specifies how long the
Controller will wait to repeat any further lookups (prevents banging away at a non-existent
non
DNS server).
NTP Server Address
Enter the IP address or name (if DNS is configured) or an NTP time server here if you which for the
controller to automatically update its internal clock vis Ethernet (usually over the Internet).
DHCP Server Enable
Checking this box causes the controller to act as a DHCP server, providing IP addresses
addresse to any units
requesting them.
the controller to act as a DHCP server if there is another DHCP server on
o
Be sure to NOT enable th
the network (such as on a corporate network). You can easily “crash” a network by doing so.

Slave Comm Fail Watchdog (S)
Setting this value enables a watchdog timer that monitors receipt of register type
communications messages (such as Modbus, DF
DF-1, etc.) from one or more
Masters. If the watchdog timer expires, a Boolean is set that can generate an
alarm, provide an indication on
n a Web User Interface page, or initate an action in
a control program. The “tag name” for this Boolean is ENET_SLAVE_COM_FAIL.

Enable WEB Accelerator
Industrial Control Links maintains a cloud server on the Internet with most of the static
stati web page content
of the Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2
2 controllers. If this box is checked, your web browser will try to contact
this cloud server first before trying to load the files from the controller. This can speed up the loading of
these files and reduce the data traffic (especially if the controller is connected to an external cellular
router).
HTTP Port
HTTP is the protocol used for serving web pages. The industry standard and default port address is 80.
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SDX Slave Enable
Checking this box enables access to the controller using SDX protocol. If you have security concerns and
don’t use SDX slave operation, you should uncheck this box. The default setting is checked (enabled).
SDX Address and Port
These two parameters configure SDX communications over Ethernet. SDX (Secure Data Exchange) is a
secure encrypted SCADA protocol. The address
ddress is used for SDX server operation in addition to the IP
address (think of it as a sub-address).
address). By default, it is set to 1000 (SDX addres
addresses
ses are 16-bit,
16
with a
maximum of 65,535). The default port number is 52227.
Modbus TCP/UDP Slave Enable
Checking this box enables access to the controller using Modbus TCP and UDP protocols. If you have
security concerns and don’t use Modbus TCP or UDP sl
slave
ave operation, you should uncheck this box. The
default setting is checked (enabled).
Modbus Port and Address
These settings configure the basic parameters for Modbus Ethernet communications. The address is used
for Modbus server operation in addition to tthe
he controllers IP address (think of it as a sub-address).
sub
By
default, it is set to 1. The default port number is 502 which is the industry standard.
Example: Modbus TCP/IP Slave
This example shows the typical minimum settings required for Ethernet Modbus TCP/IP Communications
where the Scadaflex controller is a slave.
1. Be sure that the IP address is
“reachable” by the Master; either on
the same subnet or going through a
properly configured router.

2. Make sure that Modbus Slave is enabled (checked)
3. Make sure that the Scadaflex II controller has the correct
Modbus device address (matching what the Master expects)
expects).
Even though the controller has a unique IP address, the Mo
Modbus
TCP/IP specification also requires a Modbus device address so that mu
multiple
ltiple Modbus devices can
be accessed through a single IP address.
See the Register Mapping section at the end of this chapter for the Modbus register addresses
address used to
access I/O and registers in the Scadaflex II controller
controller.
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Serial
The settings that control the operation of the Serial port are found under CONFIGURATION |
COMMUNICATIONS | SERIAL.. The serial port in Scadaflex II Controllers support
supports RS-232
RS
and RS-485
(multi-drop) communications. 4-wire
wire RS
RS-422 operation can optionally be ordered in place of RS-485.
RS

Baud Rate and Parity
Sets the basic serial communications parameters. These must match the devices that are talking to the
Controller.
TxEn Delay (mS)
The serial port RTS (Request to Send) signal may be used to turn on a radio or RS
RS485 transmitter ahead of data being sent. This parameter sets the amount of
time that the Controller waits to transmit data after the RTS signal is activated.
Slave Comm Fail Watchdog (S)
Setting this value enables a watchdog timer that monitors receipt of register type
communications
ications messages (such as Modbus, Ethernet I/P, etc.) from one or more
Masters. If the watchdog timer expires, a Boolean is set that can generate an
alarm, provide an indication in a Web User Interface, or initate an action in a
control program. The “tag name” for this Boolean is SERIAL_SLAVE_COM_FAIL.
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SDX Slave Enable
Checking this box enables the Controller to respond (as a slave) to Masters using the SDX protocol.
SDX Address
SDX (Secure Data Exchange) is a secure encrypted SCADA protocol. This parameter sets the slave
communications address that the Controller uses when talked to by an SDX Master. By default, it is set to
1000 (SDX addresses are 16-bit, with a maximum of 65,535).
Modbus and DF1 Slave Enables
Checking these boxes determines whether the Controller will respond (as a slave) to Masters using
Modbus or DF1 protocols.
Modbus/DF1 Address
Sets the slave communications address that the Controller uses when talked to by a Modbus or DF1
Master. By default, it is set to 1. The maximum address is 255.
Modbus Store and Forward
Modbus is frequently used in radio based SCADA systems. Unfortunately, Modbus does not natively
support Store and Forward repeater operation. To extend the effective range of radio systems, Modbus in
Scadaflex II controllers may be configured to digitally repeat messages destined for devices or controllers
that are not directly accessible to the Modbus Master. Although the Modbus standard has no definition
for this function, the Scadaflex Controllers and other ICL modules use a simple form of block address
translation to support Store & Forward operation within the Modbus specification framework.
The following “rules” are used for Store and Forward operation:
•
•
•

The network addresses to be translated and forwarded must be in a single contiguous block.
The translated addresses must be unique and NOT include the local RTUs address.
The Master must be capable of ignoring the messages generated with translated addresses (as ICL
controllers do). Some Modbus Masters may not like seeing what appears to be a response message
with a different address. Since the repeater is by definition “in radio range”, the Master is certain to
“see” these messages.

Scadaflex II Controllers have three holding registers that control the Store and Forward address translation
functions; an “In Address” register, an “Out Address” register, and a “Block Size” register.
When a Modbus message is received, the Scadaflex II controller first checks to see if the message is intended
for itself (matching address). If not, it then checks to see if the message falls within the Incoming range of
addresses (Incoming Base through Incoming Base + Block Size - 1) or within the Outgoing range of addresses
(Outgoing Base through Outgoing Base + Block Size - 1).
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If a message address falls within the Incoming
Range, then the Scadaflex II knows that the
message came from the Master (or a previous
repeater en route from the Master) and it
translates the address to the Outgoing Range,
calculates a new message CRC check block, an
and
retransmits the modified message. Likewise, if a
message falls within the Outgoing Range, then the
Scadaflex II knows that the message came from a
downstream RTU (or a previous repeater) and it
translates the address to the Incoming Range,
calculates a new
ew message CRC check block, and
retransmits the modified message back towards the
Master.
There is no limit to the number of repeater hops that can be used other than the total number
numbe of available
addresses (255).
Address
ddress is set to “10”, the Outgoing Base Address is set to “20”,
In the example above,, the Incoming Base A
and the Block Size is set to “5”.
A message that comes from the direction of the Master with an address of “13” is translated to an
address of “23’ and rebroadcast. Likewise, when the downst
downstream
ream unit responds, the message will come
from address “23” and be translated and rebroadcast as address “13”. As far as the Modbus Master is
concerned, it is communicating with address “13”, but with some additional delay caused by the
repeating process.
Example: Modbus RTU Slave
This example shows the typical minimum settings required for serial Modbus RTU Communications
where the Scadaflex controller is a slave (address 2 in this example).
1. Be sure that the baud rate and
parity settings match the
Modbus Master.
2. Set the TxEn (Transmit Enable)
delay; typically 3mS for RS-485
485
and 500mS for keyed (older
UHF/VHF) radios. Not used for
most modern RS-232
applications.
3. Make sure that Modbus Slave is enabled (checked)
4. Make sure that each device on the network has a unique Modbus address (from
(
1 to 255)
including the Scadaflex controller.
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Serial Monitor
To assist with testing and troubleshooting serial transfer operations (especially if they use human
readable ASCII data), there is a serial transfer monitor function built into the controller. This monitor can
be found under CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | MONITOR
MONITOR.
For the monitor to operate properly, the programming editor must not be currently open in a
browser window.

Snapshot
Click on this button to take a snapshot of the current monitor data. This snapshot opens a new browser
window or tab in a format that is easy to print.
Clear Monitor
Click on this button to clear the monitor window.
Type
Select “Serial Monitor”” from the list of monitor functions.
Send to Event Log
If you would like the data that is displayed to the serial monitor to be copied to the Event Log, click on this
box.
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Cellular
Cellular communications can
an be used to exchange register data using data or text message transfers,
transfers
access Web User Interface
nterface screens, trends, logs and reports, and perform remote configuration
maintenance. If a Scadaflex II SC-11 and SC
SC-2
2 Controller is ordered with an optional built-in
built cellular modem,
the settings that control the operation of the cellular modem are foun
found under CONFIGURATION |
COMMUNICATIONS | CELLULAR.

Cell Tower Link Fail Delay (S)
This parameters delays the annunciation of communications loss to the cellular tower. Use this
parameters to prevent false alarms when the cellular link is lost to the towe
towerr for short time periods.
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Slave Comm Fail Watchdog (S)
Setting this value enables a watchdog timer that monitors receipt of register
type communications messages (such as Modbus, SDX, etc.) from one or more
Masters. If the watchdog timer expires, a Boolean is set that can generate an
alarm, provide an indication on a Web User Interface page, or initate an action
in a control program. The “tag name” for this Boolean is
CELLULAR_SLAVE_COM_FAIL.
Billing Day of the Month
The Controller keeps track of current and previous month data and text
message usage. To improve the accuracy of this information and to make it
better correspond with the cellular carrier billing, set the day of the month that
starts the billing cycle. The usage information starts at midnight.
Map RSSI
Use this selection list to “map” the cellular signal strength measurement into a register. Make sure that
the register is formatted for a signed (+/-) value since the signal strength will always be a negative number
typically ranging from -40dB for a very strong signal to -110dB for a very weak signal.
Cellular Data Enable
Check this box to leave cellular data operation always enabled. If you leave this box unchecked, the
Controller will only momentarily enable data operation when it needs to transmit cellular data messages.
Be aware that if you leave the cellular data mode enabled, the controller will always be
exposed to the Internet. Your cellular costs may be affected by various attacks and spurious
accesses that have nothing to do with your legitimate use of the system.
Enable WEB Accelerator
Industrial Control Links maintains a cloud server on the Internet with most of the static web page content of
the Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controllers. If this box is checked, your web browser will try to contact this
cloud server first and use it to supply these files before trying to load the files from the controller. This can
speed up the loading of these files and reduce the data traffic and cellular costs.
HTTP Port
HTTP is the protocol used for serving web pages. The industry standard and default port address is 80.
SDX Slave Enable
Checking this box enables access to the controller using SDX protocol. If you have security concerns and
don’t use SDX slave operation, you should uncheck this box. The default setting is checked (enabled).
SDX can be used to access nearly any parameter within the Controller. Although there is an
extra security mechanism to avoid unauthorized accesses, it is still a security concern. Avoid
leaving SDX enabled if you are not using it to communicate with other devices.
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SDX Address and Port
These two parameters configure SDX communications over Cellular. SDX (Secure Data Exchange) is a
secure encrypted SCADA protocol. The address is used for SDX server operation in addition to the IP
address (think of it as a sub-address). By default, it is set to 1000 (SDX addresses are 16-bit, with a
maximum of 65,535). The default port number is 52227.
Modbus Slave Enable
Checking this box enables access to the controller using Modbus TCP and UDP protocols via the cellular
modem. If you have security concerns and don’t use Modbus TCP or UDP slave operation, you should
uncheck this box. The default setting is checked (enabled).
Modbus can be used to access nearly any parameter within the Controller. Avoid leaving
Modbus enabled if you are not using it to communicate with other devices.
Modbus Address and Port
These settings configure the basic parameters for Modbus Ethernet communications. The default port
address is 502 which is the industry standard. The address is used for Modbus server operation in addition
to the controllers IP address. By default, it is set to 1
Text Command Mode Enable
Checking this box enables access to the controller using Text Message commands. If you have security
concerns and don’t want to use text message commands, you should uncheck this box. The default setting
is checked (enabled).
Text Message commands can be used to access nearly any parameter within the Controller.
Avoid leaving Text Message Command Mode enabled if you are not using it.
STM Slave Enable
STM is the text message form of the SDX protocol. Checking this box enables access to the controller using
STM protocol. If you have security concerns and don’t use STM slave operation, you should uncheck this
box. The default setting is checked (enabled).
STM can be used to access nearly any parameter within the Controller. Avoid leaving STM
enabled if you are not using it to communicate with other devices.
Old Message Timeout(M)
Messages passing through a cellular network can sometimes be delayed by fairly significant amounts of
time. This is especially true for text messages, but can happen with data messages also. To avoid making
register changes or performing control actions on stale data, this value may be set in order to reject old
messages (writes). Messages requesting data (reads) are never rejected. The default value is 30 minutes.
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Received Message Timestamp Offset (H)
In some cellular systems (such as Verizon in the United States)
States), the timestamps
mps in the messages are given
in GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) instead of local time
time.. In other situations along time zone borders, cellular
messages may be received from a tower in an adjoining time zone, causing a one hour error in the
message timestamp. In either
ither case, the timestamp error can cause messages to be rejected (see Old
Message Timeout above). This parameter provides a means of offsetting the message timestamps to
accommodate these situations.
On the User Home Page, the
difference between cellular
message timestamps and the
Controller clock is displays as
the “Last Cell Delivery
Latency”. When installing a
system in the field, you can
use this value (shown in
minutes) to set the Received
Message Timestamp Offset
after sending any data or text
message to the Controller.

Show Input Voltage and Cellular Signal Strength on “?”
A “?” is a standard Status Request
equest text message that a user can send to the controller. Various I/O points
and registers can be configured to be included in the response. The
These
se two checkboxes enable the
Controller Input Voltage (power) and Cellular Signal Strength to be included in the response.

Cellular Monitor
To assist with testing and troubleshooting cellular communications operations, there is a cellular
communications monitor function built into the controller. For the non human readable information
involved with cellular data communications, there is special debugging data displayed in the monitor. Text
message and modem communications data is human readbale and displa
displayed
yed without alteration. The
cellular monitor can be found under CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | MONITOR.
MONITOR
For the monitor to operate properly, the programming editor must not be currently open in a
browser window.
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Snapshot
Click on this button to take a snapshot
pshot of the current monitor data. This snapshot opens a new browser
window or tab in a format that is easy to print.
Clear Monitor
Click on this button to clear the monitor window.
Type
There are actuallyy three different cellular monitors available depen
depending on the
type of troubleshooting required (contact Technical Support for details). Select
one of the Cellular Monitors from the list of monitor functions.

Send to Event Log
If you would like the data that is displayed to the serial monitor to be cop
copied
ied to the Event Log, click on this
box.
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File Transfers
Scadaflex II controllerss can be configured to automatically transfer (by FTP protocol) any recent updates
or complete copies of its trend logs, event log, error log and journal to another computer. The transfers
can be sent periodically or as a result of a programmed trigger. On the server (receiving computer) side,
the controller can create separate files, or build single files that mirror the logs on the controller. The
T
configuration settings that control the automatic file transfer operation are found under
CONFIGURATION | COMMUNICATIONS | FILE TRANSFER.

Use Cellular for File Transfers
Check this box if the controller has an optional built
built-in cellular modem and you wish
ish to have that modem
used for file transfers.. Otherwise, the computer will use the Ethernet port.
File Server Address
Entire the full path to the computer and file area on that computer where you wish to have the controller
transfer the files. This path should look like:
<server address>/path/,more
ess>/path/,more path>
without a destination file name. The controller will automatically create any required file names.
Username and Password
Enter the username and password for security access to the FTP server that the controller is to transfer
files to.. Leave the username blank for anonymous login.
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Preface File Name with User Name
Check this box if the controller is to add the Unit name (configured in CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE |
HMI) as a preface to the filenames of the transferred files went they ar
are
e sent to the FTP server.
Mode
Select how files will be transferred to the server. The options are:
•
•

•

New Single File
Each time a transfer is initiated, the controller creates a new file or set of files.
New File with Timestamp
Each time a transfer is initiated,
ated, the controller creates a new file or set of files,
files each with a name
that includes a timestamp of when the transfer was initiated in the file name.
name
Append to Single File
When a transfer is initiated, the controller creates a new file or set of files, but every transfer after
that, if the file(s) already exist, it simply appends the data to those existing file(s).

Interval
Select the frequency of periodic automatic data transfers, or if only a programmed trigger will
be used to initiate transfers. Periodic
odic data transfer
transfers can be sent every 10 minutes, 15 miutes,
half hour, hourly, or every 2 hours, 4 hours, 8 hours, half day, or daily.
Starting hour
Periodic transfers are always initated at the “top of the hour”. Select that starting hour here.
Files to Send
Select which log files to send on each transfer. For the Trend Log, you can either send the entire trend or a
single trend group within the trend. You can select a trend log resolution to reduce the size of the file
transfer if the full 1 second or 8 second recording resolution of the controller trend is not required.
Reset Starting Pointers
If the controller is configured to append dat
data to files in the FTP server, it only sends the data that has
been added to the log file(s) since the previous transm
transmission. Internal pointers keep track of the last data
that was sent to support this function. These internal pointers can be reset by clicking on the appropriate
“Reset Starting Pointer” buttons.
Test
Clicking
king on this button immediately initaiates a transf
transfer for test purposes.
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File Transfer Monitor
To assist with testing and troubleshooting the setup of the controller file transfer operation, there
the is an
FTP (File Tranfer Protocol) transfer monitor function built into the control
controller.
ler. This can be very useful
usef since
all initial negotiations transactions with the FTP server are human readable messages. This monitor can be
found under CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | MONITOR
MONITOR.
For the monitor to operate properly, the programming editor must not be currently open in
i a
browser window.

Snapshot
Click on this button to take a snapshot of the current monitor data. This snapshot opens a new browser
window or tab in a format that is easy to print.
Clear Monitor
Click on this button to clear the monitor window.
Type
Select
ct “FTP Monitor” from the list of monitor functions.
Send to Event Log
If you would like the data that is displayed to the FTP monitor to be copied to the Event Log, click on this
box.
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Dynamic DNS (DDNS)
When a Scadaflex II Controller is connected into an Ethernet or Cellular network, itt may not have a fixed
address (static) IP address.. Instead, the IP address may be “l
“leased”
eased” to it (using DHCP) and it may change
at any moment. This makes it very difficult to utilize important features such as the Web User Interface,
Reports and remote configuration support if you don’t know the address of the unit. This is typical of
devices connected to the Internet or cellular network
network.. To solve this type of problem, there are services on
the Internet that provide a Name-to
o-Address
Address lookup function that allows the address to change relatively
frequently. The controller updates the serve
server whenever it is leased a new address, and users utilize a
name instead of an address to access the Controller.
The settings that control Dynamic
amic DNS operation are found under CONFIGURATION |
COMMUNICATIONS | DYNAMIC DNS
DNS.

To take advantage of the Dynamic DNS feature, you will need a free (or low-cost)
cost) account on a Dynamic DNS
server. Scadaflex II Controllers can easily utilize and h
have
ave been tested with two different DDNS servers: NoIp.com and DynDNS.com.
In the following examples
examples,, you must use your own usernames, email addresses and passwords.
These parameters below are strictly examples.
DDNS Enable
A control to select whether you want to use Dynamic DNS for Ethernet or Cellular
access.
Hostname
Enter the name that will be used to access the controller as set up when you established an account with
the DDNS provider. And example would be “Scadaflex.no
“Scadaflex.no-ip.com”
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Username
Enter the username that you set up when you established an account with the DDNS provider. Typically,
this is your e-mail address.
Password
Enter the password that you set up when you established an account with the DDNS provider.
Be careful. Typically, the password is case sensitive!

Server Address
Enter the address of the Dynamic DNS server. This will be provided to you when you sign up for an
account. For example, for the no-ip.com
ip.com service, the address is: dynupdate.no-ip.com/nic/update
ip.com/nic/update.
Test
Click on this button to have the controller immediately send an update to the Dynamic DNS server. Look
for responses (“Response Code”) on the Main User Home page.

DDNS using No-Ip.com
Set up an account with No-Ip.com. This requires a valid email address, a
password, your name,
me, and some answers to a few security questions. You will
receive an email to confirm your account. Click on the activation link and
activate your No-Ip account.
Go to www.no-ip.com and log in with your email address and password that you used above. In this
example, we are using scadaflex@hotmail.com
@hotmail.com and mypassword—use
use your own email and password.
Click on “Add a Host”.
Enter a Host Name for this example we are using ““scadflexmaster”
Select a domain name-for
for this example we are using “no
“no-ip.org”
This will give
ive you a domain name of “scadaflex
“scadaflexmaster.no-ip.org”.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go to the CONFIGURATION | COMMUNICATIONS | DYNAMIC DNS web page
Select the DDNS Enable: Ethernet or Cellular
Enter the Hostname (scadaflex
scadaflex.no-ip.org)
Enter your email address in the Username field (ex. scadaflex@hotmail.com)
@hotmail.com)
Enter your Password above (ex. mypassword)
Enter the Server for no-ip.com
ip.com which is “dynupdate.no-ip.com/nic/update”
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DDNS using DynDNS.com
Go to www.dyndns.com
Enter a free domain name and click Add
Enter a Username (they will not
ot accept an email address
address)) and Password Password (ex. mypassword).
Enter an email address (ex. scadaflex
cadaflex@hotmail.com)
Enter the security information
Click Create Account
You will receive an email on the account given
Click on the link to complete the acco
account creation process.
To check your setup, go to the Testing Your DDNS Configuration section below.
•
•

Go to the CONFIGURATION | COMMUNICATIONS | DYNAMIC DNS web page
Select the DDNS Enable: Ethernet or Cellular

•

Enter the Hostname (scadaflex
cadaflex.dyndns.org)

•

Enter your account Username and Password (from when you created your DynDNS account)

•

Enter the Server for dyndns.com which is “members.dyndns.org/nic/update”

Testing Your DDNS Configuration
1. Be sure that you have a static IP on your internal network and that you
yourr Network Mask, Gateway, and
DNS Server are setup properly to get out to the Internet.
2. Click on the “Test” button to force an update to the DDNS server.. You can check to see that it was
successful by going to the User Home page and check the “Response Code”—this
this item should read 1000.
If there was an error logging on to the no
no-ip.com
ip.com server, then a 2000+ error will be displayed:
1000
2000
2001
2002
2100
2200

DyDNS_GOOD
DyDNS_NoDNS
DyDNS_BadResponse
DyDNS_Timeout
DNS_BadResponse
DHCP_Timeout

Dynamic DNS Service has been successfully Updated.
Aborted DDNS Server IP is 0.0.0.0 or the D
Dynamic
ynamic DNS Server name is blank
DDNS Service got a Bad respo
response
nse from the Dynamic DNS Server
DDNS Service was aborted because of a bad configuration or timeout
Bad response from DNS Server
DHCP did not finish. We will retry again

3. All responses are also logged in the controllers
Error Log whose time stamped contents can be
viewed or downloaded via the Reports section
on the User Home Page.
4. Open a command prompt in Windows
indows and type
nslookup <yourname.yourselecteddomain>. An
IP address should come back confirming that
the lookup is successful.
To get to the web pages in the Scadaflex IIII, type http://yourname.yourselecteddomain.
http://yourname.yourselecteddomain If everything is set
up correctly, you should be able to access your Scadaflex II controller by name over the Internet.
Internet
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Register Map
Every I/O value, I (integer) and B (Boolean) register, as well as nearly every configuration parameter in a
Scadaflex II Controller is accessible by communications. This information is contained in Boolean and 16-bit
and 32-bit registers in fixed addresses within the Controller. The most commonly used registers are the I/O
and I/B registers listed in this section. For a complete list including the several thousand configuration
registers available, please contact ICL technical support.
I/O Registers
Analog Inputs and Outputs (16-bit integer)
I/O (read only)

Modbus

DF1/Ethernet IP

AI1
AI2
AI3
AI4

30001
30002
30003
30004

N7
N7
N7
N7

Vin
Vbattery

30006
30007

N7 6
N7 7

PI1 - Rate
PI2 - Rate

35001
35002

N7 8
N7 9

1
2
3
4

I/O (read/write)

AO1
AO2

Modbus

DF1/Ethernet IP

40001
40002

N17 1
N17 2

Analog Inputs (32-bit integer; 2 x 16-bit registers)
I/O (read only)

Modbus

DF1/Ethernet IP

I/O (read/write)

Modbus

DF1/Ethernet IP

PI1 - Interval
PI2 - Interval

35003
35005

N7 10
N7 12

PI1 - Totalizer
PI2 - Totalizer

35801
35803

N17 3
N17 5

I/O (read/write)

Modbus

DF1/Ethernet IP

Digital Inputs and Outputs (Booleans)
I/O (read only)

DI1
DI2
DI3
DI4
DI5
DI6
DI7
DI8
DI9
DI10
DI11
DI12
DI13 (PI1)
DI14 (PI2)

Modbus

DF1/Ethernet IP

10001
10002
10003
10004
10005
10006
10007
10008
10009
10010
10011
10012
10013
10014
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B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

DO1
DO2
DO3
DO4

00001
00002
00003
00004

B13
B13
B13
B13
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Data Registers
Numeric Registers (16-bit integer; combine 2 for 32-bit)
Reg (read/write) Modbus

I1
I2
etc....
I504

DF1/Ethernet IP

41001
41002

N17 101
N17 102

41504

N17 604

Boolean Registers
Reg (read/write) Modbus

B1
B2
etc....
B504

DF1/Ethernet IP

11001
11002

B13 101
B13 102

11504

B13 604
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Mastering
Mastering is when the Controller initiates data transfers to and from other devices. The Controller can
initiate communications via the Ethernet port, serial port, and cellular modem. Messages
Messag utilizing the
following protocols can be mastered by the Controller:
Ethernet:
• Modbus TCP/IP
• Ethernet IP
• SDX
Cellular:
• Modbus TCP/IP
• SDX
• STM (SDX using text messaging)
Serial:
• Modbus RTU
• SDX
• SNP (GE)
Master messages can be generated at periodic timed in
intervals (polling), and/or
or based upon triggers (such
(
as used for “on change”” transmissions
transmissions).
The settings that control the mastering of messages are found under CONFIGURATION | MASTERING.
MASTERING

Individual categories within this section control the messaging via Ethernet, Serial or Cellular.
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Ethernet
The settings that control the mastering of messages via the Ethernet Port are found under
CONFIGURATION | MASTERING | ETHERNET
ETHERNET.

Our Address
This parameter is used by SDX protocol
protocol. Since SDX is a peer-to-peer
peer protocol, even units that are
mastering messages must have an address. The parameter is not used for mastering of messages using
any of the other protocols.
Polling Time (S)
This
is parameter sets the rate at which the Controller will periodically poll devices that are configured for
polled operation. The time can be set in tenths of a second. A value of 0 is as fast as possible.
Retrigger Holdoff Time (S)
This parameter limits the frequency of messaging to devices using triggered messages. This can be used to
avoid “flooding” a network in an “on change” based system when frequent changes are occuring. The
time can be set in tenths of a second.
Response Timeout (S) and Retry Count
The Response Timeout parameter limits the amount of time that the Controlle
Controllerr will wait for a response to
a message and declare that the message exchange failed. When a message exchange fails, the Controller
will retry the exchange for the number of times specified in the Retry Count parameter. The Response
Timeout time can be set in tenths of a second.
Comm Fail Probe Time (S) and Use Retries on Probing
If communications to a device using polling fails, the Controller can take the device out of the normal
polling sequence to avoid impacting to polling performance to other devices. The probing time sets the
interval that previously failed devices will be probed to see if they have come back on-line.
on
For especially
bad links, the probing messages can use retries if the checkbox is checked.
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Example: Polling Modbus TCP/IP Master
This example shows the typical minimum settings required for Ethernet Modbus TCP/IP Communications
where the Scadaflex controller is the Modbus Master.
1. Be sure that the IP address and subnet
mask are correct to “reach” the Slaves
Slaves;
either on the same subnet or going
through a properly configured router.

2. Set the polling rate, timeout time and number
of retries (2 retries = 3 tries, the initial one
plus 2 retries).

3. Set up one or more Modbus Slave destinations (names, IP addresses and local Modbus unit IDs).

4. Configure the data transfer Events; type, starting local register address, starting address in the
remote Modbus device, and the number of registers to be transferred (block size).
size)
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Serial
The settings that control the mastering of mes
messages
sages via the Serial Port are found under CONFIGURATION
| MASTERING | SERIAL.

Baud Rate
This parameter sets the communications data rate over the serial port. It can be set from
1200 baud to 115,200 baud.
Our Address
This parameter is used
d by SDX protocol. Since SDX is a peer
peer-to-peer
peer protocol, even units that
are mastering messages must have an address. The parameter is not used for mastering of
messages using any of the other protocols.
Polling Time (S)
This parameter sets the rate at which
ch the Controller will periodically poll devices that are configured for
polled operation. The time can be set in tenths of a second.
Retrigger Holdoff Time (S)
This parameter limits that frequency of messaging to devices using triggered messages. This can be used
to avoid “flooding” a network in an “on change” based system when frequent changes are occuring. The
time can be set in tenths of a second.
Response Timeout (S) and Retry Count
The Response Timeout parameter limits the amount of time that the Cont
Controller
roller will wait for a response to
a message and declare that the message exchange failed. When a message exchange fails, the Controller
will retry the exchange for the number of times specified in the Retry Count parameter. The Response
Timeout time can bee set in tenths of a second.
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Comm Fail Probe Time (S) and Use Retries on Probing
If communications to a device using polling fails, the Controller can take the device out of the normal
polling sequence to avoid impacting to polling performance to other devices. The probing time sets the
interval that previously failed devices will be probed to see if they have come back on-line. For especially
bad links, the probing messages can use retries if the checkbox is checked.
Quiet Time (mS)
In a peer-to-peer network, both radio and hardwired, any device can initiate a message at any time. There
is no coordination. To help avoid collisions, each device listens to see if another device is “talking” before
jumping in with it’s own message. The quiet time sets how long the controller will listen for silence before
starting to send it’s own message.
Message Size Limit
Some older serial modems and radios cannot handle larger message packets. To optimize performance,
the SDX protocol permits concatinating data transfers of various data types into a single message. This
parameter limits the size of outgoing messages by possibly breaking up data transfers into multiple
messages to accommodate older hardware.
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Example: Polling Serial Modbus RTU Master
This example shows the typical minimum settings required for Serial Modbus RTU Communications
where the Scadaflex controller is the Modbus Master.
1. Set the baud rate to match the Slaves,
the polling rate, timeout time and
number of retries (2 retries = 3 tries,
the initial one plus 2 retries).

2. Set up one or more Modbus RTU Slave destinations (names, protocol and addresses).

3. Configure the data transfer Events; type, starting local register address, starting address in the
remote Modbus device, and the numbe
number of registers to be transferred (block size).
size)
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Cellular
The settings that control the mastering of messages via the optional built
built-in cellulaar modem are found
under CONFIGURATION | MASTERING | CELLULAR
CELLULAR.

Our Address
This parameter is used byy SDX protocol. Since SDX is a peer
peer-to-peer
peer protocol, even units that are
mastering messages must have an address. The parameter is not used for mastering of messages using
any of the other protocols.
Polling Time (S)
This parameter sets the rate at which the Controller will periodically poll devices that are configured for
polled operation. The time can be set in tenths of a second.
Retrigger Holdoff Time (S)
This parameter limits that frequency of messaging to devices using triggered messages. This can be used
to avoid “flooding” a network in an “on change” based system when frequent changes are occuring. The
time can be set in tenths of a second.
Response Timeout (S) and Retry Count
The Response Timeout parameter limits the amount of time that the Control
Controller
ler will wait for a response to
a message and declare that the message exchange failed. When a message exchange fails, the Controller
will retry the exchange for the number of times specified in the Retry Count parameter. The Response
Timeout time can be set
et in tenths of a second. Keep in mind that response time over cellular can be
ralatively long, especially using text messaging where response times are can run tens of seconds!
seconds
Comm Fail Probe Time (S) and Use Retries on Probing
If communications to a device
ice using polling fails, the Controller can take the device out of the normal
polling sequence to avoid impacting to polling performance to other devices. The probing time sets the
interval that previously failed devices will be probed to see if they have come back on-line.
on
For especially
bad links, the probing messages can use retries if the checkbox is checked.
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Destinations
In the Destination section, each device that the Controller will master messages to is named, and a
protocol/port and address are assigned,
igned, along with optional repeater “hop” information. The Controller
can Master messages to up to 32 destinations. The Destination settings are found under CONFIGURATION
| MASTERING | DESTINATIONS.

Destination
This parameter is any printable ASCII name o
off up to 24 characters used to identify a destination when
defining communication events (later in this section)
Disable
To help with system startups, troubleshooting and maintenance,, communications to individual
destinations can be disabled by checkeing tthese
hese boxes. Disabling a destination also disables the timeout
and communications failure timers and bits for that destination.
Protocol
This parameter is the protocol to be used to communicate with the destination,
selected from a pull-down
down list. Implicitl
Implicitly,
y, this also selects the port that will be used
to communicate with the destination.
IP/Phone
Depending on the protocol/port selected, this parameter contains an IP address (for
Ethernet and Cellular Data) or a telephone number (for Cellular Text Messaging
Messaging).
ID
This parameter is the Unit ID or address. Even IP protocols such as Modbus TCP/IP and SDX use this as a
type of sub-address.
address. Serial protocol
protocols use this as the address. Text Messaging does not require the ID.
Port Override
For IP communications (Ethernet
et and Cellular Data), the controller uses industry standard port numbers
as its defaults. These can be overriden for each destination by filling in a port number for this parameter.
Hops
For SDX messaging, the intermediate repeater addresses are specifie
specified
d in these columns.
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Polling Events
For each destination,
n, one or more Polling EEvents
vents can be defined to specify the actual data transfers to be
done on a periodic basis. A total of up to 128 polling events can be defined across all of the destinations.
The Polling Event settings are found under CONFIGURATION | MASTERING | POLLING EVENTS.
EVENTS

Destination
This parameter is selected from a pull
pull-down list built-up
up from the Destinations entered previously in the
CONFIGURATION | MASTERING | DESTINATIONS section.
Message Type
Based on the protocol selected for the selected destination (in the CONFIGURATION | MASTERING |
DESTINATIONS section), this parameter sets the type of data transfer choosen from a pull-down
pull
selection
list.
Local
This parameter is the starting address
dress within the Controller for a data transfe
transfer.
r. For example, if the
Message Type
ype is “Local B from Status (1x
(1xxxx)” for a Modbus exchange and the Local parameter is set to
“1”, then individual bits will be read from the Modbus device and transfer sequentially
sequential to the Controller
starting at register B1.
Remote
This parameter is the starting address within the remote device for a data transfe
transfer.
r. For example, if the
Message Type
ype is “Local I from Holding (4x
(4xxxx)” for a Modbus exchange and the Remote parameter is set
to “21”, then a block of integer registers will be sent from the Controllers I registers to the Modbus device
starting at register 40021 in that device.
Block Size
This parameter is the number of bits or integers to be transferred. The maximum number is
i limited by the
protocol and whatever the remote device will support.
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Triggered Events
For each destination, one or more Triggered Events
vents can be defined to specify the actual data transfers to
be done when a trigger bit is set.. A total of up to 32 triggered data transfers can be defined across all of
the destinations. The Triggered Event settings are found under CONFIGURATION | MASTERING |
TRIGGER EVENTS.

Tag Names
This parameter
er is the name of each trigger event. This name will show up in a selection list for buttons in
the Web User Interface as well as a Boolean in the “{System}” list in the Programming Section.
Destination
This parameter is selected from a pull
pull-down list built-up
up from the Destinations entered previously in the
CONFIGURATION | MASTERING
NG | DESTINATIONS section.
Message Type
Based on the protocol selected for the selected destination (in the CONFIGURATION | MASTERING |
DESTINATIONS), this parameter sets the type of data transfer choosen from a pull
pull--down selection list.
Local
This parameter
er is the starting address within the Controller for a data transfe
transfer.
r. For example, if the
Message Type is “Local B to Coil (0xxx
xxxx)” for a Modbus exchange and the Local parameter is set to “1”,
then individual bits will be sent sequentially from the Controller ( starting at register B1)
B1 to the remote
device.
Remote
This parameter is the starting address within the remote device for a data transfe
transfer.
r. For example, if the
Message Type is “Local B to Coil (0xxxx)” for a Modbus exchange and the Remote parameter is
i set to
“101”, then a block of bits will be sent from the Controllers B registers to the Modbus device starting at
register 00101 in that device.
Block Size
This parameter is the number of bits or integers to be transferred. The maximum number is limited by the
protocol and whatever the remote device will support.
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Alarming and Notifications
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 Controllers are capable of sensing and annunciating over 700 different alarm
conditions by sending out both text messages and e-mails to a list of up to 32 users. The users and
individual alarms can be associated into eight groups, so that users only receive alarms that are
appropriate for their groups (equipment alarms can be targeted to maintenance personnel, security
related alarms to security personnel and police, etc.). A flexible scheduling system is also included, so the
"on call" times can be set for individual alarm recipients. This scheduling can work with "n" days ON and
"n" days OFF type shifts, and specify active hours and days of the week. Up to eight alarm schedule groups
are supported for quick schedule shifts for holidays and special events.
Up to 10 variables in the system can be included in the alarm messages. This gets critical process
information into the hands of alarm recipients without further inquiries. It is possible to provide access to
any variable(s) in the controller by text message or e-mail requests by authorized users.
When an alarm occurs, the system expects at least one of the current on-call alarm recipients to
acknowledge the alarm(s) by text message, e-mail, discrete input (such as a pushbutton switch), or by
setting any designated Boolean variable in the controller. If the alarm(s) are not acknowledged in a timely
fashion (configurable time period), the alarm notifications will be re-sent. This cycle is repeated for the
number times specified in the alarm section configuration. If the alarm(s) are not acknowledged by the
original group of recipients, they are "elevated" and resent to a second set of recipients (such as
managers and supervisors).
All alarm activity is recorded to a time-stamped journal spreadsheet file, including when individual alarms
occurred, who and when the alarm annunciation messages were sent out to, and when and how they
were acknowledged.
The alarming system also supports two types of automatic notifications:
The first type of automatic notification sends out a daily "I'm alive" message to one or more groups of
alarm recipients to ensure that the entire system is functioning properly. The notification message can
include up to 50 variables such as the last days production totals, the number of alarm events in the past
24 hours, etc. Users become accustomed to receiving a daily notification and respond when they don't get
such a notification. This effectively tests the entire alarming system (sensors, controller, cellular link, etc.)
daily.
The second type of automatic notification can be sent out at user selectable intervals from every 10
minutes or longer time periods, or based on a programmable trigger condition. The notification can
include a custom report with an unlimited number of variables as well as an attached portion or all of the
controllers trending or event logs.
A messaging capability is provided so that contacts in the address book can mass-send others that are in
the address book by text message or e-mail without having to send individual messages. This features
improves coordinating alarm responses.
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Alarms and Notifications are configured on a set of web pages under CONFIGURATION
URATION | ALARMING.
ALARMING
On the main page shown below, there are several configuration items that apply to the entire alarming
system. Other sub-sections
sections contain the configuration pages for individual alarms, the alarm Address Book,
Alarm Schedule and Alarm Groups.

Alarm Retry Timer (S)
This value determines how soon the controller re
re-annunciates any outstanding alarms that have not been
acknowledged. Be sure to allow enough time for all of the alarm notifications to be received and one or
more users
rs to acknowledge the alarm(s). EE-mail
mail alarms are typically slower to be received depending on how
individual e-mail
mail client applications are set to check in with the
their e-mail
mail server, so systems configured for ee
mail alarms may need to use larger values tha
thatt systems wholly based on text messaging.
Alarm Retry Counts
This value determines the number of times that alarms are re
re-annunciated
annunciated before the controller "elevates”
"elevates
the alarm(s) to a second group of recipients (managers and supervisors?)
Reannunciate Alarm Time (M)
This value determines when alarms will be reannunciated if not acknowledged within the number of minutes
specified for the Alarm Retry Timer (above)
(above).
Site ID
Enter the site name here. It will be included in the alarm messages to help users identify
iden
where the alarm
came from.
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Alarm Group
Individual alarm contacts can be assigned up to 8 individual alarm groups. Alarm groups can be easily
selected on the main user pages (lower security). This feature is used to rapidly change the group of people
to be contacted for alarms for holidays and special events. By default, every alarm contact is assigned to the
first alarm group. The alarm groups can be named in a separate portion of the Alarming Section.
Include HMI Page in Alarm Message
Select one of the five textual alarm pages here to have their data included with the alarm messages.
Typically, this is used to provide critical process information such as levels, temperatures and pressures at
the time of an alarm, so the information is available immediately without requiring further inquiries.
Acked Alarms in Alarm Messages
Checking this box will cause any outstanding alarm conditions, including those that have already been
acknowledged, to be included in the alarm messages. This may provide a better picture of what is going on if
all current alarm data is made available together, not just the new alarms.
Allow Off Schedule Acks
When this box is checked, alarm acknowledgements will be accepted from anyone, even if their telephone
number or e-mail address is not currently active or present in the alarm schedule.
Report on Cleared Alarms
When this box is checked, the clearing of alarm conditions will be annunciated in addition to when alarms
occur and when they are acknowledged.
Add Alarms to Cleared Report
When this box is checked, all currently outstanding alarms will be included with the reporting of alarm
conditions clearing.
Show Idle Alarms on Web Site
When this box is checked, the state of all possible alarms will displayed, whether they are in alarm or not.
Only current alarms are shown without this box checked.
Ack All Alarms with DI.
This pull-down menu enables you to select a Discrete Input or Boolean bit, that when active, will
acknowledge and current alarms (in any alarm group).
Input Voltage Alarm Setpoint (V)
Sets the input voltage level for an input power alarm.
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Alarm Enables
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2
2 Controllers support over 500 user specified alarms and more than 200
additional system generated alarms (including I/O, master and slave communications
nications failures, as well as
remote I/O communications failure,
ailure, low battery and power failure alarms).
). To generate any
an specific
alarm, they must be enabled on the
he CONFIGURATION | ALARMING | ENABLES page and assigned to one
or more alarm groups. Alarm groups
ups enable different types of alarms to be directed to specific
speci groups of
alarm recipients such as security, maintenance, etc. and each alarm can be directed to any one or more of
those groups. The corresponding groups should be selected under the Alarm Sc
Schedule
hedule section so that
specific recipients will receive the alarms configured for those groups
groups.

For the Alarm pages to show up on the User Home web page, at least one alarm must be
enabled and assigned to an Alarm Group.
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Notifications
Notifications are e-mail and text messages that are sent out vi
viaa the alarming system to provide status and
production information (not alarm conditions). They are not acknowledged. There are two types:
Daily Site Check-in Notification
Daily Site Check-in Notifications are sent out at a selectable time each day to provide a positive indication
that the alarming and the communications medium (cellular or Internet link) used for alarming are
functional; essentially a system self test. Most systems use the beginning of the work day. The absence of a
Daily Site Check-in
in Notification should be cause to troubleshoot the alarming system.
The Daily Site Check-in
in Notification message may be targeted to any or all of the Alarm Groups (for example,
to maintenance personnel but proba
probably not to security). Daily Site Check-in
in Notifications can also configured
to be skipped if an alarm has been sent out in the previous 24 hours.
Periodic Report Notification
interval, or based
d upon a programmable
A Periodic Report Notification is sent out at a selectable time interval
trigger condition, and typically include
includes current process status or production
ion information.
Periodic reports can be as simple as a list of up to 50
0 controller register tag names and their current values,
or include a full formatted textual
xtual report with unlimited data register information as well
w as the attachment
of the controllers Event or Trend Log
Logs (e-mailed notifications only).
A Periodic Report Notification message may be targeted to any or all of the Alarm Groups (for example, to
managers, but probably not maintenance or security
security).
The configuration of both Site Check
Check-in
in and Periodic Reports is done on the Alarm Notifications
configuration web page (CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION | ALARMING | NOTIFICATIONS).
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Daily Site Check-in Report Notificat
Notification
Hour to Send Message
This is a selection list to set the time of day that the Site Check
Check-in
in Notification message is sent
out. The messages are always sent on (beginning of the) hour boundaries.
Skip if Alarmed in Last 24 hours
When this box is checked, the Site Check
Check-in
in Notification message will not be sent if an alarm
has been sent out in the last 24 hours.
Alarm Group Enables
This is a series of checkboxess to select which Alarm Groups will receive the Daily Site Check-in
Check
Notification messages.

Periodic Report Notification
Interval
This is a selection list to set how often a Periodic Report is sent out (timed report
transmission). A periodic Report transmission may also be initiated by a trigger in the
Programming Section. Intervals of 1 hour or more cause the report out be sent on hourly
boundaries. Intervals of less than an hour always start at the beginning of the hour. For
F
example, with a 15 minute interval, the report will be sent out at the top of the hour, and
15, 30 and 45 minutes after the top of the hour.
Starting Hour
This is a selection list to set the first hour that the Periodic Report will be sent out. For
example with a starting hour of Midnight and a report interval set to 12 hours, the reports
will go out at Midnight and Noon each day
day.
Include Textual HMI Pages
Under the Textual HMI Section (CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION | TEXTUAL HMI
HMI),
), up to five "pages" of up
to 10 registers each can be configured. The register data from these pages can also be
included in the Periodic Report by checking any or all of the 5 Textual HMI checkboxes.
Include "notification.rpt"
If this checkbox is selected, the system will locate a report file called notification.rpt in the
User Files storage and include it in the notification.
Edit Report button
A notification.rpt filee can be created, edited and saved using a report editor built into the
controller. The editor is accessed by clicking on this button.
The built-in
in Report Editor requires a device with a mouse or mouse pad pointing device.
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Enable Input
The Enable Input is a selection list of Digital Inputs and Boolean registers that can be used to control if a
notification report should be sent. For example, a user program might be used to turn a Boolean register
OFF for weekends or holidays.
Alarm Group Enable
These eight
ht checkboxes select which groups or recipients will receive notifications, qualified by their
configuration in the Alarm Schedule. At least one Alarm Group must be selected with a recipient configured
to be “on call” for a notification message to be sent out.

Notification Report Editor
The Report Editor is a comprehensive text editor with enhancements to include "metadata" such as
controller register tag names and tags for trend and event log attachments. Any standard text editor can be
used, hand entering the metadata in the body of the text and pasting the text into the editor window,
window but
the built-in editor is normally
ally easier and more convenient to use
use. Non-printing
printing comments are included as
text with a single quote in the first position. Comments are di
displayed in green. Metadata such as register tag
names are enclosed in |tag name|| bracketing characters. IIff the tag names are selected from the bar on the
bottom, the brackets
kets are included automatically. The tag metadata is replaced with the current register data
values when the report is created.. There are also metadata commands to select attachment of trend and
event logs. These should be located at the end of the report.
An example small report is pictured below.
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When sent as a notification, this repo
report will look like the
screen capture on the right.
If a report is sent as an e-mail
mail notificat
notification, and the
report has been configured to include a trend or event
log, then the trend file or log file will be attached to the
e-mail. If sent by text message, the
he trend or event log
data is omitted (text messages are just too short for file
attachments).
Editor Controls
The following editing controls are accessed by clicking on the icons at the top of the Report Editor page:
HOME
Moves the editing point back to the Home or Upper Left-hand corner.
DOWNLOAD
Download the report to the Controller to the storage slot specified below.
below
DOWNLOAD and DISPLAY
Download the report to the Controller to the storage slot specified below,
below and run the report.
FIND and REPLACE
Find and optionally replace a text string in a report
report.
UNDO and REDO
Undo and Redo editing changes
changes.
MORE TOOLS
In the very upper left-hand
hand corner of the editor page, there is
a toolbox pull-down
down selector. When you hover your mouse
pointer over it, the following menu items are displayed:
Report Load and Save Source
These two buttons enable you to store and retrieve a report file to/fro
to/from
your local device (PC, etc).
Print Report Source
Click on this button to print out your report source document
(metadata not interpreted)
Config Pages
Click on this button to jump back to the controller configuration pages
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Editor Register and Log Selector Toolbar
A Register and Log Selector Toolbar is located at the bottom of the editor window. The top part of the
toolbar can be "grabbed" with your mouse pointer to move it anywhere in the editing window.

Under the different catagories are pull
pull-down
down menus with all of the "visible" tagnames in the system. By
checking the "ALL:" checkbox, the menus wi
will include all registers,
s, even the ones that don't have their
visibility turned on. Register tag names selected from this list will be inserted into your report document
enclosed within “|” metacommand brackets.
Trend Selection and Formatting from the Editor Register and Log Sel
Selector
ector Toolbar
Under the Trend Selector, you can select
individual or all trend groups to be extracted
for the report attachment. Then the amount of
data and resolution are selected in a second
window. Choosing smaller times and coarser
resolution will reduce
duce the size of the file
attachment.

Event Log Selection and Formatting
ormatting from the Editor Register and Log Selector Toolbar
Under the Event Log Selector, you can select whether the entire Event Log is sent, or
just the last events that occurred since the previous transmission (usually much smaller
small
files).. Then an Event Log Configuration window is display.

The format of an event log is strictly determined by the user (Programming Section). We recommend
using CSV format, placing a comma delimiter (sem
(semi-colon
colon with "European mode" set) between each
"column" of data. Rows of data can be marked with a leading "Records Character". In the configuration
window, you can designate which rows (starting with the specified Records Character) and columns
(checkboxes,
s, one per delimited field) are extracted for attachment to a report (e
(e-mail
mail only).
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Address Book
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2
2 Controllers support an Alarm and Notification Address Book with up to 32
contacts. The address book is simply a list of contact na
names
mes and their cell phone telephone numbers (for
text messaging) and e-mail
mail addresses. Alarms and notifications will be sent to these contacts as
configured in the Alarm Schedule and Notification pages.
The Alarms and Notifications Address Book is managed o
on
n a configuration web page under
CONFIGURATION | ALARMING | ADDRESS BOOK
BOOK.

Note that paratheses and dashs can be added
d as desired to enhance the readability of cell phone
numbers.
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Schedule
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-22 Controllers have a powerful and ver
veryy flexible Alarm Scheduler. Every alarm and
notification contact can have one or more entries. For example, during normal working hours, a
supervisor might want to receive any alarms by ee-mail,
mail, but at night, might want to only receive certain
types of critical
ical alarms by text message. Some people have specific days of the week that they will be on
call, while others have "ON 6 days, OFF 3 days" type schedules. All, and many more of these scenarios can
be easily handling by the Scadaflex II Alarm and Notifica
Notification Scheduler.
Alarm and Notification Schedules are managed on a configuration web page under CONFIGURATION |
ALARMING | SCHEDULE.

Contact
A pull-down
down list with all of the contacts configured in the Address Book.
Alarm Groups
Check the boxes for the alarm
rm groups whose alarms should be sent to the selected contact on this
schedule.

For "x days ON, y Days OFF" Scheduling
Start Date
Start Date for an "x days ON, y Days OFF" Schedule
Schedule.. This data is advanced as each on days/off days
sequence is completed.
ON and OFF Days
Number of days ON and number of days OFF for an ""x days ON, y Days OFF" Scheduling.
Schedul

For All Scheduling
Start and End times
Pull-down
down lists with the Starting and Ending hours of the day that this contact will be on call.
Days of the Week
Check the
he appropriate boxes for the days of the week that this contact will be on call.
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Call Groups
Any schedule entry can be associated with any one of eight Call Groups. By default, everyone is associated
with the first group, but you may wish to have different entries for the same contact associated with
different Call Groups. For example, the primary Call Group might be for normal scheduling, but a separate
Call Group might be for holidays, and others for various vacation scenarios. Call Groups can be selected by
lower security level personnel on the User web pages, and by commands via text message and e-mail.
The Call Groups can be named in a separate section of Alarms and Notifications.
Elevate
Check this box if this schedule line applies to an alarm contact that is to be notified only if the primary
responders for an alarm in the selected alarm group does not get acknowledged within the configured
number of attempts. Usually this applies to managers and supervisors. When an alarm is elevated, the
alarm is tried and retried using the same configuration settings as the primary alarm settings.
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Alarm Groups
Alarm Groups are used to associate various similar types of alarms together (for example; maintenance,
security, etc.) so that alarm contacts will receiv
receive
e only the alarms that are applicable to them. In the Alarm
Event section, each alarm is associated with one or more Alarm Groups. In the Alarm Scheduling section,
each line on the schedule associates an alarm contact with the Alarm Groups whose alarms will
wil be sent to
them.
To simplify their use, each Alarm Group can be given a meaningful name.. When working on the Alarm
Schedule, hovering your mouse pointer over an Alarm Group column header will cause this name to be
displayed (names are not displayed by de
default to save space in the table)
The Alarm Groups are named on a configuration web page under CONFIGURATION | ALARMING |
ALARM GROUPS.
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Call Groups
Call Groups can be given meaningful
ul names to simplify their use. For example, the primary Call Group
G
might be named "Normal", but the second Call G
Group
roup would be named "Holiday". When an operator
wants to shift the alarm
notifications to a holiday schedule,
they simply have to select the
"Holiday" Call Group,, either on the
User Web Page,, or by text message
or e-mail command. The scheduler
eduler
will then start using the schedules
with contacts that match the
selected Call Group.
The Call Groups are named on a
configuration web page under
CONFIGURATION | ALARMING |
CALL GROUPS.

Then, on the User Alarm Schedule web page, the schedule selection list will show the customized names:
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Example: Setting up a Basic Alarm “Dialer”
This example shows the typical minimum settings required for an alarm “dialer” in a Scadaflex II
controller.
1. Set up the time between
n retries (5 minutes is typical) and retry counts (2 = 1 try and 2 retries for a
total of 3 attempts). Enter a Site ID so users know the site that is alarming.

2. Enable the Booleans that will generate alarms. Group them by alarm groups (security,
(security
maintenance, etc.)

3. Enter the Alarm Contacts into the Address Book.
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4. Set up the Alarm Schedule for each contact. Note that you can set up an x days ON, y day OFF type
schedule or weekly schedule with certain days of the week and
nd times of the day.

5. Review the current active alarm schedule on the User Pages. The current “on call” contacts will be
listed under the ALARM SCHEDULE button.

6. Current active and acknowledged alarms are listed with time stamps on the
e Alarm Status page.
The alarm status for each alarm will have a red background for unacknowledged alarms and a
yellow background for acknowledged alarms that are still in an alarm state.
Click on ACK ALL Alarms at the top of the alarm status column to ack
acknowledge
nowledge all currently
unacknowledged alarms.
Click on the “Generate Test Alarm” button to send out a test alarm to the currently on-call
on
contacts.
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E-Mail
Alarms may be sent by both text message and ee-mail, but e-mail
mail operation requires some additional
addition setup
because it uses a separate server on the Internet
Internet. E-mails
mails may be sent as data packets via the Ethernet
port if it has access to the Internet, or by internal cellular modem using data or text messaging
messag operation.
For e-mail
mail operations using the Ethernet port or data operation via the optional internal
cellular modem, an e-mail
mail account is required from a provider that does not require TLS/SSL
protocols and authentication. If you need help establishing such an account, please contact ICL
Technical Support.
E-mail
mail operation is setup using a configuration web page under CONFIGURATION | COMMUNICATION |
E-MAIL. After you configure the e-mail
mail server information, you can test sending and receiving e-mails
e
from the controller by using the E-mail
mail monitor un
under CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | MONITOR.
MONITOR

Mode
Select how e-mails
mails will be sent out; via the Ethernet port, or the optional built
built-in
in cellular
modem using either data operation or using text messaging and a text message to ee
mail gateway server supplied by the cellular carrier
carrier.
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POP3 (Incoming) E-mail Server
When using Ethernet or cellular data, Scadaflex II controllers use an external POP3 type server to receive
and collect incoming e-mails. Incoming e-mails are used to acknowledge alarms as well as requesting
information from the Controller and processing commands and parameter changes via text commands.
Like any other e-mail client, Scadaflex II controllers are set to periodically poll the incoming e-mail server
to check for new e-mails. The polling rate determines how quickly the e-mails get through to the
Controller. In Scadaflex controllers, the polling rate varies depending on what is happening in the system
at the time. There is a “normal” polling rate that the controller uses to generally check for e-mails, an
alarm polling rate that can be used to select what is generally a faster polling operation when there are
outstanding alarms and the controller is waiting for an acknowledgement, and there is a command polling
rate which is also generally set to a faster rate which is used when the controller begins to receive
inquiries and other textual commands from an operator. By using the faster rates during alarming and
operator interaction, the controller is more responsive when needed without constantly “hammering” the
e-mail server during idle periods.
The following parameters on the e-mail page configure the incoming e-mail operation.
Server
Enter the IP address or name of the POP3 server. If a name is used, make sure that the DNS server IP
address is set up under Communications Configuration
Poll Interval (M)
This parameter sets the basic idle polling rate (in minutes) of the incoming e-mail server. The default value
is five minutes.
Alarm Poll Interval (M)
This parameter sets the polling rate (in minutes) of the incoming e-mail server when the controller has
annunciated any alarms and is waiting for alarm acknowledgements. The default value is one minute.
Command Poll Interval and Period (M)
When a first command is received by e-mail, the controller switches to using a Command Poll Interval for
the server polling rate and continues to do so for a configurable period of time (Command Poll Period).
When no additional commands or requests are received for the specified Command Poll Period, the
controller switches back to using the normal Poll Interval. The default values are a Command Poll Interval
of one minute and a Command Poll Period of 10 minutes.
Username and Password
These parameters are the e-mail login credentials for the POP3 e-mail server.
Command Mode Enable
Check this box to allow processing textual commands by e-mail. If this feature is not being used, then you
should uncheck this box for security reasons.
E-mails from Known Contacts Only
Check this box to allow processing of e-mails only from contacts in the Address Book. Although e-mail
sender addresses can be spoofed, checking this box can provide some level of improved security.
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SMTP (Outgoing) E-mail Server
When using Ethernet or cellular data, Scadaflex II controllers use
se an external SMTP server to send
outgoing e-mails. Outgoing e-mails
mails are used to annunciate alarms as well as sending responses to
commands and requests for information from the Controller. The controller supports two accounts for
outgoing e-mails; one forr command responses and one for alarms.
The following parameters on the e--mail page configure the incoming e-mail
mail operation.
Server
Enter the IP address or name of the SMTP server. If a name is used, make sure that the DNS server IP
address is set up under Communications Configuration.
Use User/Password
Check or uncheck this checkbox as required by the ee-mail
mail provider. Most will require that this is checked.
Command and Alarming Account/Usern
Account/Username and Password.
Enter the account information for the SMTP e-mail account. Some e-mail
mail providers have daily limits on
the number of e-mails.
mails. In this case, it is recommended that you have separate ee-mail
mail accounts for
command processing and alarm processing. Otherwise, enter the same account information for both.
E-mail by Text Message
Some cellular providers,
s, including the four major carriers in the United States, provide a means of send ee
mails by text messaging (the carrier has special servers to convert a text message to an e-mail).
e
If you set
the “Mode” (at the top off this page) to SMS Gateway, then the Scadaflex II controller will use text
messaging to send out e-mail
mail alarms.
Gateway
Select your cellular carrier or custom for others not listed.
Custom Gateway and Tag Prefix
You will need to fill these in if you are setting up a custom SMS to e-mail
gateway configuration. Contact ICL technical support for determining if this is
possible with a specific carrier and for assistance in setting this up.
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E-mail Monitor
To assist with testing and troubleshooting the set
setup of the controller e-mail alarming operation, there is
an e-mail
mail communications monitor function built into the controller. This can be very useful since all ee
mail transactions are human readable messages. This monitor can be found under CONFIGURATION |
MAINTENANCE | MONITOR. Select the “E
“E-mail Monitor”.

For the monitor to operate properly, the programming editor must not be currently open in a
browser window.
The e-mail
mail monitor displays all of the ee-mail traffic back and forth for e-mails passing
sing through the Ethernet
port or the internal cellular modem using data mode operation. To monitor EE-mail
mail by Text Message traffic,
you will need to use the cellular modem data monitors (under “Type”)
Snapshot
Click on this button to take a snapshot of the current monitor data. This snapshot opens a new browser
window or tab in a format that is easy to print.
Clear Monitor
Click on this button to clear the monitor window.
Type
Select “E-mail
mail Monitor” from the list of monitor functions.
Send to Event Log
Check this iff you would like the data that is displayed on the e-mail
mail monitor to be copied to the Event Log.
Log
To test communications to a configured POP3 service (for receiving ee-mails),
mails), click on the “Send
“
POP3
Request Now” button. To test sending ee-mails via the configured SMTP server, enter your own e-mail
address and click on “Send” under SMTP Test
Test. You should receive a test e-mail
mail on you phone or
computer.
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Textual HMI
Scadaflex II Controllers have a built
built-in simple textual HMI that is very
fast and easy to configure. It is used to display data on the local LCD
HMI screen as well as on mobile device
devices. The display that is more
compact than most WUI (Web User Interface) graphical HMI pages. On
a mobile device, the textual HMI can display 5 pages with up to 10
registers (integers or Booleans) each. On the built
built-in LCD HMI, the same
(up to) 50 registers are displayed; one register at a time because of the
limited screen size.
The Textual HMI settings are configured under the CONFIGURATION | TEXTUAL HMI pages.

Title
The Textual User Interface can consist of a “home” page plus four additional pages. When one of the four
additional pages is enabled with at least one element to display, a button on the home page is
automatically created. The page
ge title/
title/button
button label for each of these pages is configured here.
System Buttons
The controller
ontroller will automatically create up to four additional buttons based on the controllers
configuration. This includes a button to switch to the full web site (user and configuration pages), a button
to display a trend if trending is enabled, and a button to display any current alarms if there are any active
alarms. The first three buttons can be disabled (will not be visible) by checking the appropriate boxes. A
fourth button,
utton, when checked, provides for switching to a Graphical (WUI) HMI page.
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Textual HMI Page Configuration
The Textual HMI consists of up to 5 pages (a Home page plus 4 other pages) with up to 10 variables on
each of the pages. Pages are configured with vvariables
ariables to be displayed by selecting from a list of registers
from a selection list. If a selected register has been marked as writable, then the variable will be
changeable from the interface (changeable values are displayed with blue digits instead of black).
b
Boolean
variables can be displayed with custom labeling and coloring for their ON and OFF states.
The Textual HMI pages are configured under CONFIGURATION | TEXTUAL HMI | PAGE x CONFIG.
CONFIG

Source
This is a selection list of “visible” I/O and
registers
rs (points with their visibilty attribute
checked in the I/O or registers configuration
pages) that can be selected to be displayed
on a line of the Textual HMI page.
Bool On and Off
Used to configure the verbage and color for diplay of the two states of Boolean variables.
Scan
When a Scadaflex II controller has an optional built
built-in
in LCD display, the Textual HMI elements define what
is shown on it. The LCD HMI can only display one variable at a time, but if the “scan” checkbox is checked
for one or more variables
riables on any of the five pages, then the LCD display will automatically cycle through
the display of each of these variables when placed into “automatic scan” mode.
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User Boolean Verbiage
The displayed state of Boolean variables in the Textual HMI can be customized with custom text and
colors. This customized text is configured under CONFIGURATION | TEXTUAL HMI | USER BOOL
VERBAGE.

Verbiage
Enter the Boolean text to be displayed for this selection (up to 9 characters
characters)
Color
Select the background color to be displayed for this Boolean text selection
selection.. The text color is
automatically matched (white or black) for the best readability as shown on the right.
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Triggers
Special buttons that can trigger programmable events in the controller can be created and included within
the Textual HMI. These buttons control a set of Boolean variables that can be used within the
programming section of the controller. When one of these buttons is activated, the trigger Boolean goes
ON for one program scan. These triggers can also be activated by a text message or e-mail
e
using the
trigger name. Customized triggers are configured under CONFIGURATION | TEXTUAL HMI | TRIGGERS.

Trigger Name
Enter the Boolean text
ext to be displayed or used in text messages and ee-mail
mail to activate this trigger.
Visible
Check this box for any trigger that is to be displayed in a selection list in the programming section.
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Graphical HMI
Scadaflex II Controllers have a built--in high-resolution
esolution graphical HMI that provides a full color animated
interface using any devices that have
ve a modern web browser; from smart phones and tablets to laptop
and desktop computers. The tools used to create the web pages are themselves web based and integral
integ
to the Controller, so there are no add
add-on applications to purchase, download or install.
The graphical HMI, also known as the WUI (Web User Interface)
Interface), is a powerful tool to provide overall
system access including status and levels, set points, trends, alarms,, reports, documents, and live video.
No web page programming knowledge is required; drag and drop development makes screen creation
very fast and easy. Below are a few sample graphical HMI screens from a couple of our customers:
Small Water System Pump and Tank Site

Equipment Front Panel Replacement
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The tools for building Graphical HMI screens and managing user graphics and report files that can be
included in these screens are found under the CONFIGURATION | GRAPHIC HMI.

ogging in
Allow WUI Access without logging
Check this box to allow users to get into the graphical HMI without logging in (applies
applies to when security is
enabled).. If the HMI allows setpoints and and other operating parameters to be changed, you should
secure
ure the screens with the controllers normal Username/Password log-in mechanism.
mechanism If no damage can
be done because there are no changeable parameters on the HMI screens, not requiring a user log in can
provide a better user experience.

Graphical HMI Editor
The editor for creating and modifying Graphical HMI screens is found under the CONFIGURATION |
GRAPHIC HMI | GRAPHIC EDITOR. Pop-ups must be enabled in your browser.
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If pop-ups
ups are enabled, in general or for the controller’s IP address, the Graphical HMI editor will be
displayed in a new window or tab (depending on your browser).

Editor Settings, Page Settings, and File Access
If you hover your mouse over the black square in the upper left hand corner of the editor window,
window a pulldown menu with selection buttons,, similar to what you see to the right, appears:
WUI Parameters
Use this button to access the general configuration parameters for the graphical
HMI such as update rates, menu controls, background page color and page size
size,
etc.
Page and Group Parameters
Use this button to access the general configuration parameters for individual
pages and groups of pages.
New, Save and Load (file functions)
Use this button to start a new
w HMI, or save and restore (clone) an existing one.
Config Pages
A shortcut to
o get back to the controller configuration pages
pages.
Page Selection
A means of selecting the HMI page to edit
edit.
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WUI Parameters
This button sets up the general configuration parameters for the graphical HMI like update rates, menu
controls, background page color
olor and page size, etc.
WUI Name
This is the name that appears at the top of the
window or on the browser tab for the HMI
HMI.
WUI Scan Rate mS
This parameter sets
ets the fastest rate that the HMI
pages will update. Slower speeds can reduce data
costs for cellular based systems.
Link Timeout (Sec)
This parameter sets the longest time that the
browser will wait for a response from the controller.
Menu Font, Font Size, Attributes and Disable
For navigating multi-page
page HMIs, the controller
automatically creates a menu
u page selector (square
box in the upper left-hand corner).. These parameters
enable modification of the menu appearance, or
complete elimination it if the designer prefers to use
only their own navigation buttons on the HMI pages.
Show Full Website Link
On
n the automatically generated navigation menu, a link to the main user pages can be
provided. Leave this link disabled to keep users from accessing any other pages other
than the web HMI.
Page Color
The background color of the HMI pages can be customized (the default is
white). Clicking on the color value brings up a color picker window as shown on
the right. The arrows on the right should be set to the general color tone
desired. Clicking on a spot on the gradient on the left picks a specific color. The
hex
ex RGB value of the selected color is shown at the bottom. It can be copied
and pasted for color matching.
Snap to Grid
Set the grid size to simplify placement and lining up the HMI objects. The default grid size is 3 (pixels).
Auto Save (Minutes)
Until a design is downloaded into the Controller, it only resides in your browser. The Auto Save feature
automatically saves off a copy of the work in progress periodically (default is 10 minutes) to your local device
storage.
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Screen Width and Height
These parameters set the HMI page size. If set to zeros, the pages are auto sized to accommodate the
content on the pages. The size of the screens can be fixed (in pixels) by entering non-zero values.
Show Invisible Registers
When configuring graphical elements on an HMI web page, animated elements are linked to registers in the
controller, normally using a selection list of registers that have been marked as “visible”. This drastically
shortens the selection list and generally makes it faster and easier to use. If you want to see all registers in
these lists, not just the “visible” ones, set this parameter to “yes”.
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Add/Edit Groups
Groups are used to organize HMI pages in the automatic
selection menu. Like pages can be placed together under a
group to make it easier for operators to use. This button is used
to create, delete and name menu groups.

Add/Edit Pages
HMI pages have configuration settings for naming them, assigning them to groups for the automatic
selection menu, security access level (for the entire p
page),
age), a trigger to “pop” the page up based on a
trigger event, and a background image or solid color.

Page Name
Page Names show up in the automatically created select
selection list menu well as the top of the browser window
or tab.
Group
Pages can be assigned to one or more groups to organize them in the automatic selection list menu.
Sec(urity) Level
Scadaflex II controllers support 32 levels of access security. If the controller is
configured to require a security login, then each user is assigned a specific security
ecurity
level. The page security level configuration setting will restrict access to that page to
only users that have a security level equal to or greater than the page security
configuration setting.
Trigger Reg(ister)
A page can be made to “pop up” auto
automatically
matically when a Boolean is set or an analog
register becomes non-zero.
zero. The Trigger Register parameter selects the controlling
register for each page. This feature is frequently used for alarming.
BG Image, Mode, sizing and position controls, or Background Color
Each page can have a background image or color. To be selected here, the image must have been previously
loaded into a file slot in the controller (see “User Files” later in this section). The image mode can
automatically size the image to the full page size, tile the image on the page, or scale it to the height and
width settings and position. If no image is selected, a fixed background color can be set (default is white).
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New Interface
Clicking on this button erases any existing HMI and starts a ne
new
w one after prompting for a confirmation.
Save/Load Configuration
WUI configurations can be saved and
loaded from your local device storage
storage. The
directory path is whatever your browser is
configured for downloads.

Config Pages
Clicking on this button opens
ns a new window or tab in your browser with the first configuration menu page
of the controller.
Page Selection
Click on a button under Page Selection to open an HMI page for editing.
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Graphic HMI Editor Tools
Along the top of the editor window are a set of buttons that control the basic editor functions such as
cut/copy/paste, undo and redo, alignment, downloading, etc.

Download
Download the Web HMI Design to the controller. This button is enabled whenever a
change is made to the design.

Redraw
Each time a control is edited, it is brought to the top level (front) to simplify working with
it. The redraw button refreshes the HMI layout and re
re-establishes
establishes the proper “look” of the
page.
Do NOT use the browser refresh to do this. You could lose changes that you have
made if you have not saved them and they have not been auto-saved
auto
yet!
Download and View
Download the Web HMI Design to the controller and view the web page in a new window
or tab. This button is enabled whenever a change is made tto
o the design.
Undo
Undo recent changes to the design.

Redo
Redo recent undo changes to the design.

Edit Tools (Select, Copy, Paste, Delete)
Clicking on this button brings up a floating Tool Bar window with
editing functions to select HMI controls an
and
d Copy, Paste and Delete
them. On a desktop platform, it is usually easier to take advantage of
the shortcut keys (as shown in parentheses), but on a device that has
no control keys (such as a tablet), you can use this Tool Bar. The tool
Bar can stay open and be moved to any place within the editor
window while you are working on your design.
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Alignment Tools
Clicking on this button brings up a floating tool bar window with
alignment (and distribution) functions. The tool bar
ar can stay open and
be moved to any place within the editor window while you are
working on your design.
By selecting multiple controls and clicking on one of the alignment
buttons, you can get perfect alignment of controls in a column or row.
At the bottom of the window are a pair of indicators that show the
precise location of controls (in x/y pixels) when you click on them. The
control location is always the upper left
left-hand corner of the control..

Size Matching Tools
Clicking on this button brings up a floating tool bar window with size
matching functions. The tool bar
ar can stay open and be moved to any
place within the editor window while you are working on your design.
By selecting multiple controls and clicking on one of the size buttons,
you can get a perfect sizing match
tch of multiple controls on a page. For
example, if you are laying out a page for a tank farm, you can make all
of the tanks have the same dimensions, or change all of their
dimensions at one time, by:
•
•
•

selecting the tanks (rubber band around them with your
mouse)
enter a width and height
clicking on “Apply Size” button
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Graphic HMI Library
The Graphic HMI in the Scadaflex II comes with a complete symbol
library for SCADA applications, including tanks, pumps, pipes
switches, indicators, etc. Groups of th
these symbols are accessed
using the library selector in the upper left quadrant of the editor
window.
Control objects from the library are added to a page by dragging
and dropping them from the library to the page. A control in the
edit area can be deleted,, moved in front of other controls, or
moved behind other controls by double clicking the control and
selecting the appropriate action. A control can copied and pasted
by single clicking on it to select it, then using Control/C and
Control/V, or by holding the Control key while dragging the control
to another location then letting go of the mouse button.
Editor Key Combinations
There are several key combinations that are helpful when editing a page
page:
• Control/Z – This will undo the last edit action.
• Control/Y – This will redo the last edit action.
• Shift/Arrow key – This will move the control one pixel at a time in the direction of the arrow key
that you’re using.

Control Editing
Once a control has been placed on a page, double
clicking on it brings up a menu
u of parameter settings
for that control. The example on the right is for one
of the tanks.
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Common Control Parameters
The following list details the most common control parameters shared by many of the HMI controls in the
graphics library.
Register
The controller register(s) controls the behavior of the control object that it is mapped to. In many cases,
the register is named by its function, such as “Tank Level”. Some controls operate upon multiple registers
using a starting register and a block size. The block size is the total number of registers including the
starting register.
Clamp Min and Clamp Max
If enabled, the value shown on the web page will be clamped to these values, and any value from the
mapped register that is over or under the settings will cause the displayed value to stay at the clamp
setting until the mapped register falls/rises back into the range equal to or between the clamp settings.
This is especially useful to limit value entry (displays can also be used for entering register values). Setting
both of these limits to zero will disable this feature.
Scale In Min /Max and Scale Display Min/Max
The displayed value will be scaled according to the scale in min/max and scale display min/max settings.
An example would be for an input that has a raw 4-20mA value (typically 4000-20000), but the preferred
displayed value is in engineering units such as the level of water in a tank in feet. Setting both of these
Scale In values to zero will disable this feature.
Integer Width
This setting defines the number of digits that will be displayed for an Integer portion (left of the decimal
point) of a number. If the register value has more digits than the integer width setting plus the decimal
places setting (below), the register value will be displayed as dashes.
Decimal Places
This setting defines the number of digits that will be displayed to the right of the decimal point to emulate
real numbers when integers have an “imaginary” decimal point. If the register value has more digits than
the integer width setting (above) plus the decimal places setting, the register value will be displayed as
dashes.
Font Family and Size
This setting for text allows the selection of the font type and size. Be sure to test the fonts with the
browsers being used, since some of the less common fonts are not supported by all browsers.
Label Attributes
This opens a dialog to set the Label (static text) foreground and background colors and attributes such as
bold, italic, underline, blinking text, as well as alignment (left, center, or right).
Value Attributes
This opens a dialog to set the Value (variable data) foreground color and attributes (such as bold, italic,
underline, blinking text) and alignment (left, center, or right), as well as the background color.
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Register Thresholds
These settings cause the text or some part of the control to change to specific colors at specific values.
The values can be hardcoded or can come from values stored in registers giving them user settable values
(on and HMI, for example) as well as making the values dynamic. Note that the register mapped to the
control as the start register cannot also be mapped as one of the color registers.
Underline Override
If the control is a text type then it can be underlined always (if designated as u
underlined
nderlined in the font
controls) or dynamically based on whether or not it is currently in a read only or writable condition.
Labels
This opens a dialog to define the way the name/title of a register is presented on the web page.
Underline Override
This iss used with text and register fields to indicate whether the control is read only (no underline) or
read/write (has an underline).
Text Attr (Text Attribute)
This opens a dialog to set the text foreground and background colorss as well as attributes such as
a bold,
italic, underline, and blinking.
Read Only
es changing the register value from the HMI.
Making a register Read Only disables
Security Level
This setting limits access to controls by users with a security access level that is equal to or higher than the
controls access level setting security access level.
Disable
A control can be disabled (from a user making changes) by mapping this parameter to a register. The
control is disabled when the register is true or non
non-zero.
Invisible
A control can be made invisible
visible on the web page by mapping this parameter to a register. The control is
disabled when the register is true or non
non-zero.
Invalid
When this is parameter is mapped to a register and the register is true or non-zero
zero, a box
around the control with a yellow
llow “X” through it will appear over the control. This can be
mapped to a communications fail Boolean to indicate that the displayed data is not necessarily
valid (not up to date).
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Graphic HMI Library Control Descriptions
This section provides information
on related to each of the graphic controls included in the Scadaflex II
Graphic HMI library, and how theyy operate
operate.
Standard Controls
Standard controls are the basic controls to display and enter
register values, link to other HMI pages, network/Internet si
sites and
documents, and to display pictures or video feeds
feeds.

Register Field
Display one or more sequential register(s) on a web page. If not configured as “Read
Only”, register value
values can also be changed with this control.
Value List
Display text with various configurable foreground and background colors and attributes
based on the value in a register o
or group of sequential registers.
HTTP Web Page Link Buttons
These three button
buttons will open a new browser window to the specified web link.

Graphical HTTP Web Page Link
This button works
orks the same as the previous HTTP Link Buttons, except that custom
graphics can be used for the button
button.

HMI Page Link Buttons
These buttonss serve as a navigation links to one of the other pages in the WUI.
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Graphical HMI Page Link
This button works the same as the previous HMI Page Link buttons, except that custom
graphicss can be used for the button.

Video
Embed a streaming video camera image or any other network or Internet connected
device or site. This ccan be set to display only a portion of a web page at specific x/y
coordinates.
Image
Place a graphic image (JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP) on the web page.

Text Field
A static control to place a single line of text on the web page.

Text Memo
A static control to p
place multiple lines of text on the web page.

Time and Date
Place a time or date display field on the web page.

Trend Drop In
Place a trend on the WUI page. This gets linked to one of the existing trends (all or a
single trend group) that were configured in the trend configuration section.
Get Documents
This button retrieves documents (such as .txt,.rpt,.htm,.pdf and.csv
csv files) and log files
stored in the User Files section of the controller.
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Alarm Controls
Alarm Controls provide visual and audible in
indications of alarms.
An alarm grid provides a full alarm status summary including all
open and acknowledged alarms with time stamps. Individual
alarm indicators can be used as pinpoint indicators over graphic
maps and pictures. A couple of audible alarm in
indicators can play
prerecorded sounds or custom user WAV files stored in the
controller.
Alarm Grid
This control display
displays the state of alarms, acknowledged, not acknowledged,
acknowledged and
optionally; idle,, with activation and acknowledgement time stamps. It includes
include the option
of a built-in
in alarm acknowledgement button. An active alarm in the grid looks like this:

The following parameters are unique to the alarm grid.
Alarm Attributes
Text
ext attributes for a displayed alarm while they are in alarm (unacknowledged).
(unacknowledged
Ack’d Attributes
Text attributes for active alarms that have been acknowledged.
Idle Attributes
ext attributes for a displayed items not in alarm (option).
Text
Background (Color)
(Color), Grid Color, Header Font Color
Background color,, grid color and header font color for the Alarm Grid.
Grid
Show Idle Alarms
Show state of all possible alarms
alarms,, even those that are not currently in alarm (idle).
(
Show Alarm Grid
Select when the alarm grid is displayed; always, or only when there are active
(unacknowledged) alarms, or any alarms (acknowledged or unacknowledged).
Ack All Button
Enable
nable or disable the Ack All button.
Grid Width
Set the thickness in pixels of the grid lines.
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Grid Pad
Set the amount of space (in pixels) between the grid lines and alarm text.
Poll Time
Set how often the controller is checked for new alarms (in seconds). Default = 30.
30
Alarm Readout Panels
These panels (one flat, the other beveled) provide variable background colors based on a
register value. The thresholds may be constants or values in oth
other
er registers. By default,
the threshold values are (if no thresholds are configured):
0 = Grey.
1 = Green.
2 or more = Red and flashing.
Configurable Warning Indicator
A three-state
state warning triangle controlled by a register value,, with custom text:
text
0 = Control
ntrol is not visible
1 = Control flashes
es and displays custom alarm text.
2 or more = Control visible but not flashing, and displays custom acknowledgment text.
Warning Graphic Indicators
A three-state
state warning triangle controlled by a register value:
0 = Control
ontrol is not visible
1 = Control flashes
2 or more = Control is visible but not flashing

Audio Alerts
A control that plays digital audio along with a visual alert
indication when activated. There are multiple alarm type
sounds built-in,
in, or these control
controls can be configured to play
custom WAV files stored in the User File Area of the controller.
The control can play the sound once or repeatedly as long as it
is activated. The sound can be silenced by clicking on the
control (with the appropriate security llevel) without
acknowledging the alarm.
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Bargraphs and Panels
Bargraphs and Panels are low-level
level elements used to customize
user supplied graphics and objects and provide finishing touches
to items on an HMI web page. They make it possible to add leve
level
displays to pictures, variable color and opacity backgrounds for
fixed graphics, and highlighting frames around any control.

Bargraph Vertical
This control is typically used as a level indicator. The mapped register will control the
height of the bar according to value in the mapped register and the scale min/max values.
This control has a color list configuration using the Static Thresholds and Register
Thresholds type parameters
parameters. By default, the color list is set to a cyan foreground (level
color) on a black background.
ackground.
Color Panel with Transparency
There are round and rectangle versions of this control. They don’t get mapped to a register
and are intended as panels to go in front of or behind other controls. The opacity is
settable, so they can be translucent.. Setting the opacity to 100% will make them opaque.
The color can be set and they can have a frame. They will show up as yellow in the WUI
designer, but in the set color when displayed on the web page.
Panel with Color List
There are round and rectangle versions of this control. They have a color list configuration
using the Static Thresholds and Register Thresholds type parameters. See the Common
Parameters section for more information about Static and Register Threshold parameters.
By default
fault the color list is set to these values:
0 = Grey.
1 = Green.
2 = Red and flashing.
They will show up as green in the WUI designer, but in the set color when displayed on the
web page.
Panel Frame
This control places a frame around text
or other control.. It can be used to
organize things such as data for a specific
process for example, or as a border
around data or controls to give the page
a nicer appearance. In the example on
the right, it’s being used around an alarm
grid.
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Buttons and Switches
Thee Scadaflex II Graphic HMI Library includes a variety of switches
and indicators. Most of the switches and indicators have a “Read
Only” setting, that if unchecked, provide both a switch and an
indication capability.

Legacy Pushbutton Switches
The pushbutton switches at the top of the library window
provide Set ON, Set OFF and Toggle (push-on
(push
and push-off)
functionality. For the most part, their functionality has been
replaced by the fully configurable versions of these switches
described later in this section,, but are included in the library
for compatibility. To determine their functionality, hover your
mouse over the control in the library to display a “tool tip”
description of the control. They either set a register ON (to 1),
OFF (to 0), or TOGGLE on each click (activation).
(activation)
The above controls are an older style and generally not recommended for new designs.
The fully configurable controls described later in this section should be used instead.
Padlock Buttons
This
is control has a tog
toggle
gle action and will latch in the open or closed position.
position When
not configure
configured as “Read Only”, this is a clickable control that can be used to
alternately set
et a register to a 0 or a 1. This control has a settable background color,
including transparent.
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Selector
elector Switches
Selector switches come in 2 and 3 position types with two different handle styles.
styles
They can be used as both a switch (input device) and as an indicator (output
device). When not set to “Read Only” they are a clickable control; activated by
clicking on the oval “targets” above the switch. The targets are gray if the switch is
disabled. The register value for each position and the active color is settable.
Indicator Button
Buttons
These indicators are available in three colors; Green, Red, and Yellow. The color is
bright when ON, and dark when OFF
OFF. This button has a toggle action. When not
configured as “Read Only”, these are clickable controls that can be used to
alternately set a register to a 0 or a 1, otherwise they simply indicate the state of
the register to which it is mapped. A fully configurable version of these indicators,
described later in this section, is available with customizable ON and OFF colors.
Push Buttons
These
se have a 3D look and come in three colors; Green, Red, and Yellow. They have a
toggle action and latch in the up or down position
position. When not configured as “Read
Only”, these are clickable controls that can be used to alternately set a register to a
0 or a 1, otherwise they simply indicate the state of the mapped register.
Illuminated Rocker Switches
There are two styles of illuminated rocker switches; narrow and wide,
wide available in 5
colors. They have a toggle action and latch in the ON or the OFF position. They can
be used as both a switch (input device) and as an iindicator
ndicator (output device). The OFF
condition is always gray. These are clickable controls that change the value of a
register to a 0 or a 1. The off condition is always gray.

Checkbox Buttons
These controls have a toggle action and latch in the cchecked
hecked or not checked
position. When not configured as “Read Only”, these are clickable controls that can
be used to alternately set a register to a 0 or a 1, otherwise they simply indicate the
state of the register to which it is mapped. This control has a settable background
color, including transparent.
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Configurable Indicator Button
The on and off colors for this control can be configured. The color is bright when
ON, and dark when OFF
OFF. This button has a toggle action. When not configured as
“Read Only”,, th
this is a clickable control that can be used to alternately set a register
to a 0 or a 1, otherwise it simply indicates the state of the register to which it is
mapped. The default colors are:
ON = light green.
OFF== dark green.

Configurable Buttons
These
ese can be configured as an O
ON, OFF,, or Toggle type along with the text and
colors for ON and OFF conditions. Two versions are provided, one with an older
Windows style and one with a more modern web page look.
The default colors are shown here for the off and on conditions for each type:

ON
OFF
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Chasers
Chasers are primarily used to show liquid flow by overlaying them
on pipes (they appear to be a cutout in the pipe). They have a
moving black or white stripe (bubble). The stripe will chase from
one end to the other at a speed that is set by the mapped register
value and the range min and max settings. The background (liquid)
color is also configurable.

Displays
Numeric “digital” displays emulate the look of 77-segment LED
indicators. They
ey provide the easiest aand least ambiguous readout
of a register value. If not set to “Read Only” operation, the
numeric display may also be used to change the value in a register.
Seven Segment Display
This is a clickable control that can be used to display and change the value of a mapped
register to an Integer or Real number value. This control has the unique capability to
internally scale and clamp the displayed value, so conversions such a mA from a
sensor to level or flow in engineering units can b
be done in the display control
without having to do the scaling in the controller. The number of digits, decimal
point position and digit(foreground)/background color are configurable.

Drawing
These are a set of simple drawing objects with lines, corners,
arrows, and a circle. When combined together, tthey are useful to
show process flow and to separate or highlight portions of a system
diagram on an HMI page. The line thickness and color is set in the
configuration parameters of each element
element. All of the elements
have a default line thickness of 10 pixels except the circle which has
a thickness of 20 pixels.
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Meters
Meters emulate the mechanical operation of the
their
namesake analog devices in order to visually display a
register value along with a colored ba
bar/scale that
indicate warning or alarm conditions. ”Analog” style
meters are therefore sometimes a better solution than
numeric displays when trying to quickly convey to an
operator what readings are at abnormal or hazardous
levels.
Here are two examples, one with default settings and
one with some non-default
default settings that help
immediately understand the readings and their
potential impact on the system.

The meters in the Scadaflex II Graphic HMI Library are highly configurable in order to provide the best
looking and easiest to interpret displays.
Parameters
rameters that are unique to meters are listed below.
Marker Decimal Places
This sets the number of decimals places for when the numeric values are a real number.
Background Color
Sets the background color of the meter.
Marker Color
Sets the color of markers and sub markers.
Marker Font Color
Sets the text color for the numeric values.
Pointer Color
Sets the color of the needle.
Color List
Sets the marker line color which can be a specific color for a specif
specific
ic range of data values.
value
Show Marker Values
This will hide or show the numeric values.
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Marker Font Weight
This is for the bold setting of the numeric values.
Background Opacity
This affects the color of the background by making the colored panel more solid or more see-through. The
colored panel is on top of another panel that uses grey scale colors but has the gradient effect. A more
solid color will show more of the selected color but less of the gradient effect. The gradient effect gives
the appearance of a light source behind the meter.
Scale Width
This sets the thickness of the colored scale bar in pixels. It starts at the bottom of the markers (the longer
vertical lines in the example), and extends outward away from the numeric values.
Number Markers
This sets the total number of markers (not including sub markers).
Marker Width
This sets the width of the markers and sub markers.
Marker Length
This sets the length of the markers. The sub markers will be ½ the length of the markers.
Num Sub Markers
This sets the number of sub markers between any two markers.
Shine Opacity
The “shine” is an effect that gives the appearance of a glass cover over the meter that is reflecting light. A
higher opacity makes the shine more visible. A zero value will hide the shine completely.
Start and End Angles
These parameters change the way the scale looks by changing where it starts and ends. The angle is part
of a complete circle, and the 0/360 degree point for this circle is where the 90 degree point is for a normal
circle (at the right side half way down).
Adjust Radius
This will adjust the size of the circle talked about above for the Start Angle.
Marker Offset
This sets the distance from the numeric values to the start point of the markers.
Sub Marker Offset
This sets the distance from the bottom of the markers to the start point of the sub markers.
Marker Font Color
This sets the text color for the numeric values.
Marker Font Offset
This sets the distance from the top of the numeric values to the bottom of the scale.
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Pipes
Pipes help add realism to an HMI web page for systems with
tanks and pumps. Pipe
ipe pieces can be set to specific static colors to
clarify their function in the system.

ms are put together from individual pieces;
Piping systems
straights, corners,
orners, Ts, flanges, etc. Pipes can be resized in
both directions. To make abutting pipe sections look right,
use the Height setting for horizontal section and Width
setting in the configuration dialogue to precisely match
the pipe “diameters”
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Pumps and Fans
The Scadaflex Graphical HMI Library includes ten styles of pumps,
two styles of fans along with a compressor and a generator. Some
of these controls have variable colors to show running status
based on a register value,, while some have variable spee
speed
rotation animation with the speed
peed of rotation linked to the value
in a register.

Configurable Color Pumps, Compressor and Generator

The Configurable Color Pumps, Compressor and Generator have static and register thresholds that control
their color and blink attribute. A unique value or range of values can set the
their color. So
S for example, they
can be a dark gray for OFF, Green
reen for ON, and yellow and/or flashing red for error conditions. There is no
fixed limit to the number of color thresholds. If a color list is not configured, these are the default colors:
0 – Grey
1 – Green
2 or greater – Red and Flashing

Rotating Center Pumps and Cooling Fans

Rotating Center Pumps and Cooling Fans provide an animated display of speed by spinning the center
c
at a
variable rate based on a register value and min/max scale settings. They have fixed ON and OFF colors of
gray and green, used as shown:
0 – Grey
1 or greater – Green
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Scales
Scales are static controls that enhance the readability and
functionality of Sliders, Tanks, Bar Graphs, etc
etc. The Scales are
extremely versatile and customizable for major and minor mark
scaling, size and position,, labeling font, as well as background,
marker, and font colors, to name a few.
Parameters unique to Scales are:
Range Left/Bottom and Range Right
Right/Top
These parameters set the scale value at the left and right side of the horizontal scales
scale or the bottom and
top of the vertical scale.
Decimal Places
This parameter sets the number of decimal places for the numeric
numerical value.. Integer values with an
“imaginary” decimal point are displayed with decimal point to look like a floating point value.
value
Font Family and Size
scale.
These parameters select the font type and size used to label the scale
Background Color and Opacity
These settings customize the look of the scale background by making the colored panel more solid or
more see-through with a gradient effect. Reducing the opacity enhances the built--in gradient effect.
Show Marker Values
This parameter shows or hides the numeric
numerical values that label the markers.
Marker Color, Marker Font Color and Marker Font Weight
These parameters set the color of the major marker lines
lines, text font and optional bolding for the numerical
values that label the markers.
Justification
Horizontal scales can have their scale values and marker lines on the top or the bottom.
Vertical scales can have their scale values and marker lines on the left or the right.
Number Markers, Marker Length and Marker Width
These parameters set the number of major marker
markers over the length of the scale, and their size.
Num Sub Markers
This parameter sets the number of minor marker lines between major markers.
Marker and Sub Marker Offset
This parameter sets the distance (in
in pixels
pixels) of the major marker and sub marker lines from
f
the edge of the
control.
Marker Font Offset
This parameter sets the distance in pixels between the numerical value and the major marker lines.
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Slider Controls
The slider controls can serve as both indicators as well as ent
entry
devices for register values when
n not configured as “Read Only”
Only”.
They are available in horizontal and vertical orientations, multiple
knob styles, and configurable single color and multi
multi-color versions.
The multi-color versions use a color list configuration with a nearly
infinite number of color bands to make a control that operators ccan
use to quickly identify good, cautionary and bad levels with just a
glance.

Static Images
Static Images are gradient and solid patterns to help buil
build
nameplates and labels, and a cross--hatch pattern that can be used
to simulate fencing and other types of material at a site. In addition,
a brick image with settable color and opacity in included.
As an example, below, static images were used as a background and name “plates” for a rocker switch to
form a better looking control:

Tanks
Tanks are available in animated and non
non-animated versions. A
“site glass” is also included to superimpose a level indicator on
the background image of a tank. The animated tanks and site
glass have a configurable color
olor list using Static and Register based
thresholds, so the color of the “liquid
liquid” can change based upon a
register value. For example, this can be used to draw attention to
low and high level conditions.
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Valves
Valves are available as graphic images as well as 2-way, 3-way
and 4-way
way diagram form. Register controls coloring can be used
to indicate valve open or closed states.

The valves come in two basic types, the multi position and grey. These are the default colors for OFF:

These are the default colors for ON:

For the multi position types, all possible combinations are provided, and each piece for each direction is
individually color settable:

The grey types have an ON color and an OFF color which are activated by the value of the mapped
register, 0 and >=1 .
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Text Message/E-mail HMI
Scadaflex II Controllers have a built--in text message/e-mail
mail HMI that provides simple access to nearly any
I/O point, register and configuration variable in the controller. There are 76 standard commands, 16
custom user commands (triggers) and 44 custom user reports. The interface can be secured by the
controller’ss standard username/password facility.

Text Message Setup
Text Message (SMS) HMI operation requires an optional internal cellular modem configured for text
message communications in the CONFIGURATION | COMMUNICATIONS | CELLULAR section.

Command Mode Enable
Checking this box enables access to the controller using a Text Message commands. If you have security
concerns and don’tt want to use text message commands, you should uncheck this box. The default setting
is checked (enabled).
Text Message commands can be used to access nearly any parameter within the Controller.
Although there is an username/password mechanism available to avoid unauthorized accesses,
it is still a security concern. Avoid leaving Text Message Command Mode enabled if not being
used.
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STM Slave Enable
STM is the text message form of the SDX protocol. IT IS NOT REQUIRED FOR TEXT MESSAGE HMI
OPERATION. Checking
ing this box enables access to the controller using STM protocol. If you have security
concerns and don’t use STM slave operation, you should uncheck this box. The default setting is checked
(enabled).
STM can be used to access nearly any parameter within the Controller.
ler. Although there is an
encryption mechanism to avoid unauthorized accesses, it is still a security concern. Avoid
leaving STM enabled if you are not using it to communicate with other devices.
Old Message Timeout(M)
Messages passing through a cellular network can sometimes be delayed by fairly significant amounts of
time. This is especially true for text messages, but can happen with data messages also. To avoid making
register changes or performing control actions on stale data, this value m
may
ay be set in order to reject old
write messages. Messages requesting data (reads) are never rejected. The default value is 30 minutes.
Received Message Timestamp Offset (H)
In some cellular systems (such as Verizon in the United States), the timestamps in the messages are given
in GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) instead of local time. In other situations along time zone borders, cellular
messages may be received from a tower in an adjoining time zone, causing an error in the message
timestamp. In either case, the timestamp error can cause messages to be rejected (see Old Message
Timeout above). This parameter provides a means of offsetting the message timestamps to accommodate
these situations.
On the Home User Page, the
difference between cellular message
timestamps
amps and the Controller clock
is displayed as the “Last Cell Delivery
Latency”. When installing a system in
the field, you can use this value
(shown in minutes) to set the
Received Message Timestamp Offset
after sending any data or text
message to the Controller.

Show Input Voltage and Cellular Signal Strength on “?”
A “?” is a standard status request text message that a user can send to the controller. Various I/O points
and registers can be configured to be included in the response. These two checkboxes
checkbo
enable the
controller
ontroller Input Voltage (power) and Cellular Signal Strength to be included in the response.
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E-Mail
Mail Message Setup
E-mail HMI operation requires external servers supplied by your ee-mail
mail service provider. A POP3 server is
used to receive and collect e-mail
mail commands, and an SMTP server is used to send e-mail
e
responses.
To work properly with Scadaflex II controllers, the e-mail servers MUST NOT require SSL or TLS
encryption (many e-mail
mail providers do these days to avoid spamming). If you
yo need assistance is
locating a compatible e-mail
mail service provider, please contact ICL technical support.
The setup information for the POP3 and SMTP ee-mail servers is located in the CONFIGURATION |
COMMUNICATIONS | EMAIL section

Mode
Select how e-mails will be received and sent out; via the Ethernet port, or the optional
built-in cellular modem using data operation or using text messaging and a text message
to e-mail gateway server.
Ethernet

The controller must have access to the Internet vvia
ia the Ethernet port for this to selection.

Cellular Data The controller must have an internal cellular option with data mode enabled for this to
selection.
SMS Gateway The controller must have an internal cellular option and be configured with a carrier
provided SMS to e-mail
mail server for this to selection.
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POP3 (Incoming) E-mail Server
When using Ethernet or cellular data, Scadaflex II controllers use an external POP3 type server to receive
and collect incoming e-mails. Incoming e-mails can be used to request information and send commands
and parameter changes using textual commands. Like any other e-mail client, Scadaflex II controllers are
set to periodically poll the incoming e-mail server to check for new e-mails. The polling rate determines
how quickly the e-mails get through to the controller. In Scadaflex II controllers, the polling rate varies
depending on what is happening in the system at the time. There is a “normal” polling rate that the
controller uses to generally check for e-mails, an alarm polling rate that can be used to select what is
generally a faster polling operation when there are outstanding alarms and the controller is waiting for an
acknowledgement, and there is a command polling rate which is also generally set to a faster rate which is
used when the controller begins to receive inquiries and other textual commands from an operator. By
using the faster rates during alarming and operator interaction, the controller is more responsive when
needed without constantly “hammering” the e-mail server during idle periods.
The following parameters on the e-mail page configure the incoming e-mail operation.
Poll Interval (M)
This parameter sets the basic idle polling rate (in minutes) of the incoming e-mail server. This in turn sets
the maximum response time for e-mail requests or commands. The default value is five minutes.
Alarm Poll Interval (M)
This parameter sets the polling rate (in minutes) of the incoming e-mail server when the controller has
annunciated any alarms and is waiting for alarm acknowledgements. The default value is one minute.
Command Poll Interval and Period (M)
When a first command is received by e-mail, the controller switches to using a Command Poll Interval for
the server polling rate and continues to do so for a configurable time period (Command Poll Period).
When no additional commands or requests are received for the specified Command Poll Period of time,
the controller switches back to using the normal Poll Interval. The default values are a Command Poll
Interval of one minute and a Command Poll Period of 10 minutes.
Username and Password
These parameters are the e-mail login credentials for the e-mail server.
Command Mode Enable
Check this box to allow processing textual commands by e-mail. If this feature is not being used, then you
should uncheck this box for security reasons.
E-mails from Known Contacts Only
Check this box to allow processing of e-mails only from contacts in the Address Book. Although e-mail
sender addresses can be spoofed, checking this box can provide some level of improved security.
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SMTP (Outgoing) E-mail Server
When using Ethernet or cellular data, Scadaflex II controllers use an external (SMTP) server to send
outgoing e-mails. Outgoing e-mails
mails are used to annunciate alarms as well as sending responses
resp
to
commands and requests for information from the Controller. The controller supports two accounts for
outgoing e-mails;
mails; one for command responses and one for alarms.
The following parameters on the e--mail page configure outgoing e-mail
mail operation.
Server
Enter the IP address or name of the SMTP server. If a name is used, make sure that the DNS server IP
address is set up under Communications Configuration.
Use User/Password
Check or uncheck this checkbox as required by the ee-mail provider. Most will require
equire that it is checked.
Command and Alarming Account Username
Usernames and Passwords.
Enter the account information for the ee-mail accounts. Some e-mail
mail providers have daily limits on the
number of e-mails.
mails. In this case, it is recommended that you have separate e-mail
mail accounts for command
processing and alarm processing. Otherwise, enter the same account information for both.
E-mail by Text Message
Some cellular providers, including the four major carriers in the United States, provide a means of sending
send
e-mails by text messaging (the carrier has special servers to convert a text message to an e-mail).
e
This is
primarily useful for alarming. If you set the “Mode” (at the top of this page) to SMS Gateway, then the
Scadaflex II controller will use text messaging to send out e-mail alarms.
Gateway
Select your carrier or custom for others not listed.
Custom Gateway and Tag Prefix
You will need to fill these in if you are setting up a custom SMS to ee-mail
gateway configuration. Contact ICL technical support for determi
determining if this is
possible with a specific carrier and for assistance in setting this up.
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Text Message / E-Mail Commands
Standard Text Message/E-mail HMI Commands
The following is a list of the standard commands to request information or make setting changes in the
controller, using text messaging or e-mail.
E-mail commands should be placed in the body of the e-mail, starting at the top far left-hand
side. Do no place the command in the “subject” area.

Text Message/E-mail HMI Rules and Standards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only one command per request is allowed.
White Space (blanks) is ignored.
There is a 160 Character Packet size limit with the SMS Messages. If the response goes over this
size then the controller will send as many messages as it takes to fill the request.
To set a value, add an equal sign after the command followed by the value. Booleans can be set
with either On/Off or 1/0. To Unforce a forcing register, leave the value blank after the equal sign.
If Security is enabled, a User and Password must be entered first. (.User.Password: <command> )
Ranges cannot be used with tag names.
Users will be automatically logged out after 10 minutes of inactivity.
There are no automatic write confirmations.
Adding a ! before a value allows it to be written even from an “Old Message” (over-ride)

Tag names for DI, DO, AI, AO, B and I registers will be translated to their equivalent registers. Examples
Digital In 01
=
DI1
Digital In 04.Force
=
DI4.Force
Examples :
STS
.User.pass:Di4, DO2=1
Digital Out 02=On
Setpoint 02.On=10000
DI3=!on
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General Commands
HELP
Display Help

R

Report brief help information (list of commands)

?
Display All

R

Report all visible DI’s, DO’s, AI’s, AO’s, Numbers & Bits

*(0 to 4)
Display Text HMI Group

R

Report a Page from the Text HMI System (up to 10 parameters) *0 = Home Page

<tagname>
Display a tagged value

R/W Report or change a value by its tag name

I/O Commands
AI#
AI Scaled

R

AI#.F(ORCE)
Force AI

R/W Report or Set Analog Input Forcing (setting to blank clears forcing)

AO#
AO Register

R/W Report or Set an Analog Output value

AO#.F(ORCE)
Force AO

R/W Report or Set Analog Output Forcing (setting to blank clears forcing)

DI#
DI Register

R

DI#.F(ORCE)
Force DI

R/W

DO#
DO Register

R/W Report or Set a Digital Output State

DO#.F(OURCE)
Force DO

R/W Report or Set Digital Output Forcing (setting to blank clears forcing)

Report a scaled Analog Input value

Report a Digital Input State
Report or Set Digital Input Forcing (setting to blank clears forcing)

Communications Status and Statistics Commands
ST
General Statistics

R/W Display General Status and Statistics: VIN, Temp, CF, etc… ST=1 to Clear Stats

STC
Cell Statistics

R

Report Cellular Communications Status and Statistics. STC=1 to Clear Stats

STE
Ethernet Statistics

R

Report Ethernet Communications Status and Statistics. STE=1 to Clear Stats

STS
Serial Statistics

R

Report Serial Port Communications Status and Statistics. STS=1 to Clear Stats

STM
Master Statistics

R

Report Master Communications Status and Statistics. STM=1 to Clear Stats
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System Commands
USER#
Set/Read User info

R/W Report or Set User Information
Format = “User:Password:Level”, each parameter is optional.
Setting User# to blank will clear the user

USERS
Read All Users

R

VER
Version & IP

R

Report the controller firmware version and IP address

#DEBUG
Show Debug info

R

Report controller debugging information

#SECURITY
Security Enable

R/W Report, Enable or Disable Security (append “=On” or “=Off”)

#CELLDATA
Cell Modem Data Enable

R/W Report, Enable or Disable Cell Data Mode (append “=On” or “=Off”)

#PROG
Set/Read Prog’ State

R/W Report, Enable or Disable Program Run State (append “=On” or “=Off”)

#PROGAUTO
Set/Read Prog’ AutoRun

R/W Report, Enable or Disable Program AutoRun Mode (append “=On” or “=Off”)

#RESTART
Restart the controller

R

Restart the controller after 3 seconds

<report>
Run report.rpt

R

Run a report (by name)

Report a list of all users (not Master Admin)

Register Access Commands
I#
I Register

R/W Read/Write an I (Integer) Register

B#
B Registers

R/W Read/Write a B (Bit) Register

IR<reg#>
Input Register

R

OR<reg#>
I/O Register

R/W Read/Write a Modbus (numeric) Holding Register ***

IB<reg#>
Input Boolean

R

OB <reg#>
I/O Boolean

R/W Read/Write a Modbus Coil (bit) Register ***

Read a Modbus (Numeric) Input Register

Read a Modbus Status Boolean Register
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Alarm Commands
ACK
Acknowledge Alarms

W

Acknowledge all Alarms

ACKED
Acked Alarms

R

Report all Acknowledged Alarms

ALARMS
Show All Alarms

R

Report all Alarms

UN
UnAcked Alarms

R

Report all Unacknowledged Alarms

GROUP
Alarm Group

R/W Report the names in groups, report or set the current group.

GROUPS
List Alarm Groups

R/W Report the Group names, Set current group

ONCALL
List OnCall names

R

Report the current on-call names and contact numbers

MSG <message>
Relay a Message

W

Send message to all currently on-call contacts

MSGE <message>
Relay a Message

W

Send message to all currently on-call & elevated contacts

MSGA <message>
Relay a Message

W

Send a message to every contact in the address book

NAME#
Address Book

R/W Report or edit an address book entry (format = “Name:number”).

CONTACT#
“contact” <Schedule item> R/W Report or edit a contact (set =0 to disable the Schedule Item)
TIMES#
Start/End Schedule
DAYS#
Day & Elevation Schedule

SCHEDULE#
Schedule Items

R/W Report or edit a schedule start/end time entry (format = “Start Hour:End Hour”)
R/W Report or edit a day/elevation schedule entry
(format = “SMTWTFSE” <Sun><Mon><Tues>…<FRI><SAT><ELEVATE>
Use the letter to set or ‘-‘ to clear
R

Report: contact, times & days
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Pump Controller Commands
LEAD(A).ON
Lead A ON Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lead A (Day) ON set point value

LEAD(A).OF(F)
Lead A OFF Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lead A (Day) OFF set point value

LEADB.ON
Lead B ON Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lead B (Night) ON set point value

LEADB.OF(F)
Lead B OFF Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lead B (Night) OFF set point value

LAG(A).ON
Lag A ON Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag A (Day) ON set point value

LAG(A).OF(F)
Lag A OFF Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag A (Day) OFF set point value

LAGB.ON
Lag B ON Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag B (Night) ON set point value

LAGB.OF(F)
Lag B OFF Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag B (Night) OFF set point value

LAG2(A).ON
Lag 2A ON Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag2 A (Day) ON set point value

LAG2(A).OF(F)
Lag 2A OFF Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag2 A (Day) OFF set point value

LAG2B.ON
Lag 2B ON Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag2 B (Night) ON set point value

LAG2B.OF(F)
Lag 2B OFF Set Point

R/W Report or Set Pump Controller Lag2 B (Night) OFF set point value

P#
Pump Controller

R

P#.T(OTALS)
Pump Starts

R/W Report or Set Pump# Start counts (#=pump number), append “ =0” to Clear

P#.R(UNTIME)
Pump Runtime

R/W Report or Set Pump# Runtime (#=pump number), append “ =0” to Clear value

P#.H(OA)
Pump HOA

R/W Report or Set Pump# Hand/Off/Auto (#=pump number), Hand(on) – Off – Auto

Report Pump status (#=pump number),
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Custom Text Message/E-mail
mail HMI Commands (Triggers)
Triggers are custom defined commands that when received, turn on a Boolean bit for one program scan.
These can be used to initiate an action in a user program
program.
The Custom Text Message/E-mail
mail Triggers are configured under CONFIGURATION
ON | PROGRAMMING |
TRIGGERS.

Trigger Name
There are 16 user custom triggers, each with a user definable name. The trigger names must be unique and
must not duplicate any other tagg names in the system. Each trigger has a default tag name of Triggerxx (xx is
1 through 16),, but this can be changed to any name with upper and lower case letters and numbers (no
spaces or punctuation other than an underscore). The name must not start wit
with
h a numerical digit. The
trigger is “fired” by texting or e-mailing
mailing the trigger name to the controller.
Visible
Checking this box causes the trigger name to be visible in a selection list in the programming section.
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Reports
Scadaflex II Controllers can generate
enerate reports both automatically (at periodic intervals or based upon a
trigger condition
tion or event), or upon demand where a user clicks on a button in the Reports section of the
main User Page, or on a Web User Interface page
page.
There three types of reportss supported by Scadaflex II controllers:
Notification Report - A simple text report with file attachments sent periodically to an Alarm Group
based on time or an event trigger.
Automatic Reports - Simple text report with file attachments initiated as part of a User Program
On-demand Reports - Simple text or formatted reports initiated from buttons on Web User HMI pages.
File information is formatted in tables as part of the report body. This type of report
can include logos and other graphics stored in the user file area. Variable font styles
and sizes are supported.
Notification Reporting is part of the Alarming and Notification section of the controller. There is one
Automatic (Notification) Report called ““notification.rpt”. It is a simple plain-text
text file without any
embedded graphics or formatting stored as a User File. The destinations to which the report is e-mailed
e
or
texted to are contained within an Alarm Group.
A button on the CONFIGURATION|ALARMING|NOTIFICATIONS
GURATION|ALARMING|NOTIFICATIONS page provides access to the Report Editor
Ed
(same editor as the one in the Reporting section)
section).

As an alternative to using the built--in editor, you can use any plain-text
text editor and simply save the file as
notification.rpt in one of the user file slots. Any place that you want the ccontroller
ontroller to fill in register data,
use “|” to bracket the register tag name (for example, |Tank_Level|).
). It is possible to attach all or portions
of a trend or event log to an e-mailed
mailed report
report. Generally, it is easier to use the built-in Report Editor
(below) to add these since it includes selection menus to configure the trend and event log attachments.
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Automatic Reports are initiated by program events in the Programming Section. The report files are kept
in any user file slot. See the Programming Section for details on using the “Report” instruction and how to
send automatic reports from a program
program.
On-demand Reports are part of the Graphic HMI section of the controller. In the layout of
a Graphical HMI page, one or more “Get Docs” buttons can be placed (each button can
have a custom name). When the user clicks on one of these buttons, the controller serves
the report to the user’s browser for display and/or printing.
On-demand reports can also
be pulled up from the Reports
section of the Main User Web
page. Custom reports are
listed at the top, with the
Event Log, Journal and Error
Log at the bottom.

On-demand reports can be either of two forms; simple text
text.rpt
rpt files like the notification report described
above, or a report with enhanced capabilities us
using
ing HTML and CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) formatting to
generate a fancier and much more attractive report with graphics and logos, font selection and
configuration, background colors and “watermarks”, and formatted tables. The names of these reports
have a.htm suffix.
All reports are stored as User Files ranging in size from 4KB up to 1MB. In Scadaflex II controllers, there
are up to 44 User File slots, and therefore up to 44 different reports.
Notification and Automatic Reports can have file attachments in
including
cluding all or a portion of a trend file (all
or a specific trend group), the event log, the system error log or the journal.
On-demand
demand Reports do not have attachments. Instead, trend and event log data can be extracted and
displayed/printed as formatted tables
ables with the report document. This along with insertion of graphics as
well as formatting iss best done using the built
built-in Report Editor.
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Report Editor
The Report Editor can be accessed by its own selector button in the Web User Interface configuration
configuratio
section: CONFIGURATION|REPORTING
REPORTING | REPORT EDITOR. You can use an external editor, but using the
built-in
in editor is recommended, especially if you want to take advantage of the enhanced capabilities
using HTML and CSS formatting.

The Report Editor
ditor requires that “pop
“pop-ups”
ups” are enabled. Most browsers allow for you to
selectively enable pop-ups
ups by address, so if you like, you can just enable them for access to the
controller web pages.

The Report Editor requires a device with a mouse. This is on
one
e of the few cases were a tablet or
smart phone may not be used.

All reports are stored as User Files ranging in size from 4KB up to 1MB. In Scadaflex II controllers, there
are up to 44 User File slots, and therefore up to 44 different reports.
Notification
on and Automatic Reports can have file attachments including all or a portion of a trend file (all
or a specific trend group), the event log, the system error log or the journal.
On-demand Reports do not have attachments. Instead, trend and event log data can be extracted and
displayed/printed as formatted tables with the report document. This along with insertion of graphics as
well as formatting is best done using the built
built-in editor.
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When started, the Report Editor opens as its own tab or window in you
yourr browser. Besides the text area
itself, there are various tools and selection lists available to create attractive and effective reports.

The editor is a standard textt editor with a few enhancement
enhancements.
Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V copyy and paste text in the report. You can copy text from another source on your PC and
paste it into a report.
Non-printing
printing comments are included as text with a single quote in the first position. Comments are displayed
as green text.
File Access Pull-down Menu
Report documents
ments can be stored and retrieved to and from your local storage in
addition to the controller itself. If you hover your mouse over the black square in the
upper left hand corner, the selection box with four buttons appears.
Report Load and Save Source
These
se buttons store and retrieve a copy of a report locally on you
your computer.
Print Report Source
Clicking on this button prints a copy of the displayed report from your browser.
Config Pages
Clicking on this button starts a new window or tab to access the ma
main
in configuration pages.
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Report Storage Selection (in the Controller)
This area is used to load and store reports in the controller.

The User file area that stores the reports is broken up into slots of various sizes. A report in a slot can be
loaded into
to the editor from the controller, or saved from the editor to the controller using the pull-down
pull
menu shown to the right. Plain text reports must have a .rpt
rpt extension. HTML/CC formatted reports must
have a.htm extension.
Current Slot
This is a pull-down menu that shows the current storage slot. Note that the size of the
storage slot is shown next to the file name as well as just to the right of the window. If
you attempt to save a report to a slot that is too small, you will be prompted to select
a larger slot.
Clear Slot
Click on this button to erase the contents of the selected slot.
File Rename
When you select a new (fresh slot), or if you want to rename an existing document,
enter that name here. Remember that report names must end with either aa.rpt (text)
text)
or.htm (HTML/CSS) extension.
Report Editor Tools
A row of buttons near the top of the editor page are used to select the editor tools. Some buttons may be
“grayed out” if they are not selectable at the time. Hovering you
your mouse over a button displays a “tool tip”,
a short description of the buttons function.

Home
Click on this button to return the cursor to the home (upper left
left-hand)
hand) position. This is a
shortcut to scrolling to the top of the document if you are editing an especially large report.
repo
Download
Download the Report to the Controller (to the currently selected slot). This button is enabled
whenever a change in the report has been made (the report copy in the editor differs from the
copy in the controller).
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Download and Display
Download
wnload the Report to the Controller (to the currently selected slot) and then display it in your
browser (in a new tab or window) for .htm files, or a text editor for .rpt files.
files
Insert Styles
Click on this button to insert style information into a repor
report,
t, including fonts, tables,
backgrounds, etc. This button is only enabled when editing
editing.htm
htm report files.
Remove Styles
Click on this button to remove any style information in a line. This strips the line down to just
the bare text and tags. This button iis only enabled when editing.htm
htm report files.
Search and Replace
Click on this button to find text or do a mass change to the text in your report.

Undo and Redo
Click on these buttons to undo or redo an edit to your report.

Tag Selection Pull-down Lists
A floating bar near the bottom of the editing window has a set of selection lists with any
a tag names that
have been marked as “visible” grouped into lists of related items. Selecting an item from one of these lists
automatically inserts the tag name ((within
within | brackets) into your document. For example, if you select a tag
name called “tank level” from the {numbers} list, the editor will insert
|Tank_Level|
into
nto your document. If you want to see all tag names in the lists regardless of whether they are visible
v
or not,
check the box on the left side marked ““All”.
When the report is run,, all of the tag names within brackets will be replaced with the current values in their
registers.

Besides register tags, trend, event log, graphical elements (images) can be selected from the Tag Selection
Lists.
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Trend Data in Reports

The Trends selection list is used to attach trend data to notification reports and to insert
trend data into the body of all other plain text and HTML/CSS reports. You can select all
or individual
ndividual trend groups to be included.
Trend Data Filters
When a trend is selected from the pull
pull-down
down lists, a filter selection window is displayed. This allows the data
that is extracted from the historical data storage in the controller
ontroller to be reduced to the most manageable
levels as required for your application. The filter information varies depending on the “Report Type” selected
at the top of the filter selection window. The report filtering is included as a “meta-tags”
“meta
within “|” brackets
in the reportt text. The report editor creates these meta
meta-tags for you as part of the trend data tools when you
select and configure a trend data filter.
Time From Now Filtering
Time From Now filtering extracts data back from the current
time that the report is run. For example, if a 24 hour report
is run at 1:30pm on a Tuesday, the extraction of trend data
will begin with the data that starts at 1:30 pm on Monday.
The filter allows you to select a reduced resolution in
seconds, minutes or hours, going back a number o
of hours or
days.
The meta-tag inserted for the example on the right:
|~TA,30S,168|
TA
30S
168

means ALL trend groups. This will be T1 for just
trend group 1, etc.
means 30 second resolution. This will be 30M for minutes and 30H for hours.
is the number of hours back. If you select days in the filter, that number is converted to hours.

Daily Filtering
Daily filtering extracts data back one day starting at a
specific hour. That means that regardless of when the
report is run (within 24 hours),, the extracted data will start
at a specific hour on the previous day.
The meta-tag inserted for the example on the right:
|~T1,30M,D,2|
T1
30M
D
2

means just trend group #1
means 30 minute resolution.
means “Daily” filtering
means starting at 2am (0 = midnight)
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Weekly Filtering
Weekly filtering extracts data back one week starting at a
specific hour on a specific day of the week. That means that
regardless of when the report is run (within a week), the
extracted data will start at a specific day and hour in the
previous week.
The meta-tag inserted for the example on the right:
|~T2,1H,W,7,SU|
T2
1H
W
7
SU

means just trend group #2
means 30 hour resolution.
means “Weekly” filtering
means starting at 7am (0 = midnight)
means starting on Sunday

Monthly Filtering
ly filtering extracts data back one month starting at a
Monthly
specific hour on a specific day of the month. That means
that regardless of when the report is run (within a month),
the extracted data will start at a specific day and hour in the
previous month.
The meta-tag inserted for the example on the right:
|~T6,12H,M,7,1|
T6
12H
M
7
1

means just trend group #6
means 12 hour resolution.
means “Monthly” filtering
means starting at 7am (0 = midnight)
means starting on the first of the month (1 to 28)

Day of the Week Filtering
Day of the Week filtering extracts data back to a specific day
in the previous week starting at a specific hour on a specific
day of the month. That means that regardless of when the
report is run (within a week), the extracted data will sstart on
a specific day of the week and hour in the previous week.
The meta-tag inserted for the example on the right:
|~TA,15M,MO,8|
T6
15M
MO
8

means ALL trend groups
means 12 minute resolution.
means “Monday” filtering
means starting at 8am (0 = midnig
midnight)
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Event Log Data in Reports

The Event Log selection list is used to attach event log data to notification reports and to insert event log
data into the body of all other plain text and HTML/CSS reports. Event Log data is written by a User Program.
There is no set format for the data placed into the event log, but the preferred format for processing and
exporting event data is CSV (Comma Separated Variable) which uses commas to delimit individual fields of
ASCII data (a semi-colon is used instead of a comma if “European Mode is selected under CONFIGURATION |
SYSTEM|MAINTENANCE.. If CSV format is used, the log data can be filtered to extract specific records and
“columns” of data as required, reducing the total amount of data that needs to be transmitted or printed.
Event Log Data Filters
When the event log is selected from the pull
pull-down
down lists, there are two choices of how the data is extracted;
either as the entire log (up to about 0.5MB), or just the data that is new since the last report was run (usually
(usual
much smaller). Within both of these selections, there is the option of additional filtering to extract individual
records (lines) of like data types, as well as selecting individual “columns” of delimited data values.
Event Log Filtering
og is inserted into a Report, the following configuration dialogue is displayed for configuring
When the Even Log
any filtering of the data to be extract.

If a tag character or word (only the first character of the first column is checked), is placed at the very
beginning
eginning of each event record (line), then you can specify that only lines starting with a specific tag
character are to be extracted. For example, you could use a p or the whole word “production” for
production related data, s or “security” for security rrelated
elated data, etc. Then in the filter configuration, you
would specify the applicable tag or “Records Character” to qualify a line to be included in the extracted data.
Likewise, there are 16 check boxes to individually select individual delimited elements in the record (line), so
only specific data columns are extracted. For example, if you use a tag or Records Character, but don’t want
that to show up in the extracted data, you would simply make sure that the first column was unchecked. So
in the example above,
bove, if a line of data in the event log was:
a, 01/25/15,10:26:04,55.2,128.6,24.5
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then the extracted data would be:
01/25/15,10:26:04,55.2
Any line that didn’t start with the letter “a” would be eliminated as well as any data that was not in
columns 2,3 or 4.
The meta-tag inserted for example above is: |~E,'a',000E|
~E

means ENTIRE log (~L for last log data)

‘a’

is the tag or Records Character

000E is a bitmap in hex for the selected fields to be extracted

Images in Reports (.htm reports only)

es selection list is used to insert graphical images and pictures into the body of HTML/CSS reports
The Images
(this list does not show up as an option for
for.rpt plain text reports). This makes it easy to add logos, site maps
and pictures to any report. The images are any graphic files stored as a User Files (CONFIGURATION |
GRAPHIC HMI | USER FILES or LARGE USER FILES). When an image is inserted into a report, you have the
option of specifying the height and width of the image as well as it
its absolute position on the page.
pa
Image Height and Width
If left blank, the image is inserted “as is”. Entering a value
for either Height or Width will resize the image (in pixels).
Image X and Y Position
If left blank, the image is inserted below the last text
entered just before it,, justified to the left hand side.
Otherwise, you can specify absolute location (in pixels). X is
the horizontal position, Y is the vertical position.

The meta-tag inserted for example above is:
<img src="ICL Logo short.jpg" style=position:absolute;heig
style=position:absolute;height:50;width:100;left:400;top:200;>
ht:50;width:100;left:400;top:200;>
If all of the size and position fields are left blank, the inserted tag is much simpler:
<img src="ICL Logo short.jpg" >
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Report Style Tools (.htm reports only)
When editing.htm
htm reports, the editor provides a set of to
tools
ols to apply and remove styles
that dress up the look of the reports and improve their readability.
When you click on the Insert Styles button:
A selector window is displayed to choose the type of style information that you
want to work with:
• Document
• Tables
• Window/Tab Title
• Text Style
When you click on a line and then the Remove Styles button:
the style information in that line is removed. Use this tool before you apply a new style.
Document Style Tool
Document Style Settings
The Document Styles Settings
ings window is used to select a
background color or background graphic, and specify a
default font and font size for the entire report. If none of
the values are set, the background will be plain white
and the font will be the default browser setting.

Document Background Color
Clicking on this selection brings up a color picker. Move
the arrows on the right up or down to the basic color
scheme that you want to use and then click on the color
palette on the right for the specific shade. Clicking on th
the
Document Styles Settings window (behind the picker)
will close the picker window, and you will see a small
sample of the color that you have chosen.
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Document Background Image and Image Style
Clicking on “Background Image” brings up a selection list
of the available graphics stored in the User Files are
area of
the controller. To avoid readability problems as a
background picture, you may need to modify the image
in a graphical editor to “dial it back” (lighten it) before
you load it into the controller.
Under image style, you have three choices:
Tile

Multiple copies of the image are pasted
together as a background

Full

The image is adjusted to fill the entire page

Center

The image size is left untouched. The image is simply centered on the page.

Document Font and Font Size
Clicking on “Document Font” brings up a selection list of
the available fonts. Below it, you can specify the font
size. The font and font size that you select will become
the defaults for the report. You will be able to set other
fontss for specific lines in the report.
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Tables
Tables can be an effective way of dressing up the presentation of trend or event log data. As an example,
below on the left is the plain text presentation of a sample log, while on the right is the same
sa
data
formatted with the Table Styling tool.
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Table Styling Tool
The Table Styling Tool enables setting borders, spacing
between the data in the table cells and the borders, the
table font, bolding, and alignment of the header and data
in the cells
ls of the table, and a highlighting background
color for alternate rows in the table.

Border Width and Collapse
If the Border Width is set to 1 or greater, a border line is placed around each cell with a small space between
cells. If the border width
idth is 0 or blank, there is no border line (just a blank space). If Border Collapse is
checked, the space between cells is removed. For example:
Border Width:
Border Collapse:

0 or Blank
Not Checked

Border Width:
Border Collapse:

0 or Blank
Checked

Border Width:
Border Collapse:

1
Not Checked

Border Width:
Border Collapse:

1
Checked
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Cell Padding
Cell Padding sets the spacing between the cell border
borders and the text within the cellss.
Cell Padding:

0 or Blank

Cell Padding:

4

No Cell Wrapping
Wider data in a cell will wrap to one or more lines (breaking at spaces between words) unless this box is
checked.
Table Font and Font Size
This sets the Font Type and Size used throughout the table. Note that some of the
less common fonts (such as Ariel Bold) may not display with the same look between
browsers. The “Default” selection uses whatever has been set as the standard font
in your browser.

Header Text Bolding and Alignment
These settings provide control over the look and al
alignment
ignment of the column headers.

Alternate Row Coloring and Row Color
Use these setting to place a background color behind all rows or just
alternate rows in the table, making it more attractive and easier to
read. The color is selected from a color select
selection palette, adjusting
the arrows on the right to get within the range of color desired, the
clicking in the window on the left to select the specific shade. Click
off of the window to close it.
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Alternate Row Coloring:

All

Alternate Row Coloring:

Even

Row Text Alignment
This
is setting controls the alignment of the data in the columns (Left. Right, Center)..

Window/Tab Title Tool
The Window/Tab Title Tool sets the name that is
displayed on the tab or window of the report in a
browser.

Text Style Tool
The Text Style Tool sets the font, font color, font size and
bolding of text within a line in the report. To use it,
highlight the text in the report, select this tool,
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Report Access and Delivery
Reports are accessed/delivered to users in three different ways:
1. Automatically, as part of a periodic or triggered notification message
message,, or as part of a user program.
program
2. On demand, clicking on a button in the Reports section of the Main User Web page.
3. On demand, clicking on a button on a graphical Web User Interface page.
Notification Report Delivery
A Notification Report is part of the Alarming and Notification section of the controller.
controlle It is sent out at a
selectable time interval, or based upon a programmable trigger condition, and typically
typi
includes current
process status or production information. It may be targeted to any or all of the Alarm Groups (for
example, to managers, but possibly
ossibly not maintenance or security).
There is one Notification Report. Its name is always ““notification.rpt”” and it is simply stored as a User File.
Depending on the file slot, the report can range from 4KB to 1MB in size. The notification report is a
simple plain-text
text file without any embedded graphics or formatting. Trend and Log files can be configured
within
hin the report and become attachments when the report is sent (e
(e-mail only).
The configuration of Notification Report delivery is done under CONFIGURATION | ALARMING |
NOTIFICATIONS.

Interval
This is a selection list to set how often a Periodic Report is sent out (timed report
transmission). A period Report transmission may also be initiated by a trigger in the
Programming Section. Intervals of 1 hour or more cause the report out be sent on hourly
boundaries. Intervals of less than an hour always start at the beginning of the hour (for
example, with a 15 minute interval, the report will be sent out at the top of the hour, and
15, 30 and 45 minutes after the top of the hour.
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Starting Hour
This is a selection list to set the first hour that the P
Periodic
eriodic Report will be sent out. For
example with a starting hour of Midnight and a report interval set to 12 hours, the reports
will go out at Midnight and Noon each day.
Include Textual HMI Pages
Under the Textual HMI Section (CONFIGURATION | TEXTUAL HMI
HMI),
), up to five "pages" of up to
10 registers each can be configured. The register data from these pages can also be included
in the Periodic Report by checking any or all of the 5 Textual HMI checkboxes.
Include "notification.rpt"
If this checkbox is selected,
ted, the system will locate a report file called notification.rpt in the
User Files storage and include it in the notification.
Edit Report button
A notification.rpt file can be created, edited and saved using a report editor built into the controller. The
Th
editor is accessed by clicking on this button.
The built-in
in Report Editor requires a device with a mouse or mouse pad pointing device.

Enable Input
The Enable Input is a selection list of Digital Inputs and Boolean registers that can be used to control
contro if a
notification report should be sent. For example, a user program might be used to turn a Boolean register
OFF for weekends or holidays.
Alarm Group Enable
These eight checkboxes select which groups or recipients will receive notifications, qualified by their
configuration in the Alarm Schedule. At least one Alarm Group must be selected with a recipient configured
to be “on call” for a notification message to be sent out.
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Report Access via the Main
ain User Page
Anytime a report is created, access to it iis automatically made available via the Reports button on the
main User page.

On the Reports page,, buttons are displayed for every report loaded in the controller. Buttons are also
provided to access the Event Log, Alarm Journal, and Error Log.
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Reportt Access via the Web User Interface
Buttons can be created on Web
User Interface (WUI) pages to
access any report as shown in
the bottom right-hand corner
of this example:

Use the “Get Docs” button under “Standard Controls” in the WUI
editor. In the configuration window for the button, you can select the
report that will be linked to the button, along with the button text and
other parameters that configure the look of the button.
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Historical Trending
Scadaflex II controllers
ontrollers can automatical
automatically record up to 63 different values at a time, at either a 1 second or
8 second rate. The trending data is recorded to a user supplied micro SD memory card. These cards are
very inexpensive and easy to find since they are frequently used with cell phones
phones.. The real time (strip
chart) or historical data can be displayed in a graph and historical data can be downloaded as a
spreadsheet file over a selectable time period.
The common parameters used for trending all of the traces (pens) such as the look of the trend
t
graph, the
starting mode of a trend display (strip chart or historical) and the fixed axis scaling values are entered on the
main trending configuration page under CONFIGURATION | TRENDING.

Graph Display Schemes
This is a selection list of different styles and color schemes for when the graph is displayed.
display
The schemes are:
Classic:
Arctic:
Sahara:
Transparent:

A predominately blue background
A predominately white background
A predominately yellow
yellow-cream background
The background color is allowed to show through

Strip Chart Update Rate (S)
This selection determines how frequently the graph is updated in the near real
real-time
time strip chart mode. The
default value is 4 seconds which is good for most hardwired Ethernet access. Faster rates
rat are not
recommended. Slower rates may be best for cellular systems which "charge by the byte"
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Strip Chart Display Minutes
This parameter sets how much time is displayed (by default) in strip chart mode. The default value is 1 hour.
Smaller values will cause the strip chart display to appear to "move" faster.
Default Download resolution
The resolution of the data downloaded from a trend chart can be lower than the recording
resolution in order to reduce the amount of data downloaded and the time recorded to
download that data. The default resolution setting is 1 minute, while the recording rate is either
1 second or 8 seconds per reading. The default download setting is the resolution that will be
used if not changed by the user (the download resolution can be changed when the user
requests a new file download). The default download resolution can be selected from 1 second
to 12 hours per line in the spreadsheet as shown to the right.
Start in Strip Chart Mode
If checked, when the user first calls up a trend graph, the mode will start in Strip Chart mode. If unchecked, it
will start in Historical Mode.
Axis Scale Settings
By default, the graphing of the trend data automatically sets the axis scales based on the span of the data
being displayed. Optionally, the axis scales can be fixed to specific values by entering those values here. To
restore automatic scaling, simply clear out any scaling information so that it is blank.
Slow Log
By default, data is recorded at a 1 second interval. Checking this box slows the recording rate to 8 seconds to
provide for a longer recording time in the micro SD card. Approximate recording time for various common
micro SD card sizes are listed below:
Capacity

1 second rate

8 second rate

8MB

1.9 years

16 years

16MB

3.8 years

30 years

32MB

7.6 years

60 years

64MB

15.2 years

120 years

Clear Logging System (button)
Removes all previously recorded data and restarts logging. This button should always be used when a new
micro SD card is installed.
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Traces
The Traces page
age is used to select wha
what data will be logged (by tag name),, the display group(s) that the data
will be associated with, the color and line style for each trace, and the axis to which the data is scaled when
displayed.

Trace Select
A selection list used to select the tag name that will be recorded. The tag names that
th may be selected are
only the ones that have registers that have been configured as "visible".
Trending 32-bit
bit variables requires the memory of two 16
16-bit
bit trace selects. If you select a 32-bit
32
value to be trended, the
he next sequential trace will also be used for trending that 32-bit
32
value and
is not available for trending any other data.
Enabled Trace Name
This is a display only field that shows the tag name of the data being recorded for a particular trace.
Groups
Every
ery trace can be associated with up to 8 trend groups. Trends can either show all of the traces being
recorded, or only a specific group at any one time. This allows trend displays to be customized for different
groups of users so that they only see the da
data which they need. A trace MUST be assigned to at least 1
group. The names of the groups are displayed by "hovering" over the blue group number. The description of
how these names are set is covered in the next section.
Color and Style
These settings enable
le differentiating traces by their color and pattern (solid or dashed with certain dash
lengths). You may need to use the scroll bar to get to these settings.
Right Axis
Checking this box for a trace associates th
that trace with the right axis for the purpose
purpos of display scaling. You
may need to use the scroll bar to get to th
this setting.
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Trend Groups
Each trace of a trend recording can be associated with up to 8 different trend groups. Each group can be
named to make it easier to configure which traces are associated with which trend groups.
groups The entered
group name is displayed by hovering over the trend group number on the Traces configuration page
described above.
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Trending Operation
Formatting a new micro SD Card
When a new micro SD card is
installed in a Scadaflex II Controller,
or if you wish to erase and start over
using a card that is already installed,
you must format it. This can be done
by clicking on the “Clear Logging
System” button
n on the main Trending
configuration page, or by clicking
ng on
“Format SD Card on the
CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE |
SYSTEM page.

You can verify that the micro SD card is properly installed and formatted on the MAINTENANCE page:

When trending is enabled, the total trending capacity (for the selected rrecording
ecording rate and card size) and
the trending space that has been used is shown at the bottom of the Main User Home
ome page.
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Displaying Trend Data
Trend data can be displayed in a full
full-page form, or as part of a WUI (Web User Interface) graphical HMI
page. A button to access the trends in full
full-page
page form is automatically placed on the Main User Page when
trending is successfully created with a formatted micro SD card and at least 1 trace is configured.

Trend Group Selection
A selection list used to
o select the trend group to be displayed; either "all" traces, or those
associated with any 1 of 8 trend groups. The trend group names can be customized so that
they may not appear exactly as shown on the right.

Graph (button)
Clicking on the Graph button will cause the selected trend group to be graphed on a separate web page tab.

In the upper left-hand
hand corner of the graph, there are a set of quick controls plus a pull-down
pull
menu with user
control settings (small square in corner).
Clicking on "Strip" places the graph in strip chart mode. C
Clicking
licking on one of the times, ranging from 1 hour to
90 days, selects historical mode with the data from current back to the amount of time selected (e.g. 7 days
selects the last 7 days worth of data). Zoom in and Zoom O
Out
ut controls are also provided. Clicking and
dragging over a portion of a graph will highlight and zoom in on that data also (historical mode only).
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Moving the cursor over a portion of the graph will cause the precise values at that exact point in time to be
b
displayed in the floating windows in the lower corners. This windows can be selected and dragged out of the
way if desired.

Trend Graph Controls
Hovering over the small square in the upper left
left-hand corner reveals a user tools
menu.

Reports
Click
ick on this button to download a spreadsheet file for the
data shown in the graph,, using the default resolution
resolution, or
for a user specified resolution, time and date range.

Traces
Click on this button to selectively enable and disable traces in a group. TThis
his can be used to "declutter" a
graph.
Settings
The user can click on this button to customize some
of the look and feel of the graph. The customization
is saved individually for each person accessing these
controls.
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Date Range (only active in Historical
rical Mode)
Sets the date range of the data shown in the graph
(alternative to selections on the face of the graph)

Info
Provides diagnostic information on the current graph performance. You may be asked for this information
when working with technical support.
pport.
Stats
Provides statistical information (min, max, deviation and
average, as well as current value, for each trend trace
displayed.

Mode
Select the current charting mode (strip chart or historical). When the graph is actually being redrawn, this
button will be disabled for a short moment (button gets grayed out).
Drag
Configures the "drag" function that can be used to highlight a portion of a trend display for zooming in on a
portion of the historical data. Some mobile devices do not support a tru
true
e drag operation (hold down a
mouse left-hand
hand key and move sideways)
sideways),, so this control can be used to change the drag operation to a 22
point (click and click) highlighting operation.
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Special Functions
Scadaflex controllers have built-in
in high
high-level functions for:
•
•
•

Triplex (1, 2 or 3) Pump Control
PID Control (2 loops)
SmartflowTM Meterless
eterless Flow Calculation

The configuration pages for these high
high-level functions are accessed under CONFIGURATION | SPECIAL
FUNCTIONS.

The buttons for the three different
nt special function sections are then displayed on the left-hand
left
side.
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Triplex Pump Control
Scadaflex controllers can automatically control 1, 2 or 3 pumps using float switches or a level sensor.
Simple configuration is all that is needed instead of cust
custom programming. Duplex and Triplex
configurations support alternation by one of multiple selections; round
round-robin,, by pump starts, or by
runtime. Timed pump failure detection automatically brings on
on-line
line another pump when a pump fails.
Dual set points for allll three pumps allow for optimized operation during different times of the day for
minimum energy costs. Soft Hand-Off
Off-Auto
Auto (HOA) controls are provided as well as support for external
HOA selector switches. The pump controller automatically keeps track of pump runtimes and starts for
maintenance support.
The configuration information for the pump controller is accessed under CONFIGURATION | SPECIAL
FUNCTIONS | PUMP CONTROLLER..

Alternation/Control Scheme
control
ol (float switches or sensor), and if using float
A selection list used to select the type of contr
switch control, the type of operation; pump up or pump down. When using a level sensor,
pump up or down operation is determined by the setting of the O
ON and OFF set points.
"Flip-flop" operation simply alternates
rnates the lead, lag, lag2 operation in round
round-robin style.
Otherwise, the alternation can favor pumps that have fewer starts or less runtime.
Call Output, Auto Input, Run Input
These selections are used to "map" the I/O points to the pump controller. The C
Call
all outputs drive the pump
motor starters. The Auto inputs come from external HOA (Hand
(Hand-Off-Auto)
Auto) switches (ON for automatic
operation). The Run inputs are generally from auxiliary contacts on the pump starters.
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Pump Failure Timer (S)
If "pump run" signals have been
"mapped" to the pump controller (see
above), then the pump controller will
automatically verify that a pump run
signal is received, within the set time
period, whenever a corresponding
pump call output is turned ON. A
pump failure will cause the pump
controller to automatically bring the
next pump in the alternation
sequence on-line.
line. A pump failure can
automatically generate an alarm by
configuring the "Pump n Fault" bits in
the Alarming Section. These bits are
also available in the programming
section for customized operation
under fault conditions.
On Pump Fail, Leave Call On
When a pump failure is detected, the pump controller will automatically try to bring on-line
on
the next
pump in the rotation sequence. By checking this box, the controller will leave the call output for the failed
pump turned ON. Otherwise, the controller will turn the call output for that pump OFF.
Primary and Secondary Pause Inputs
These are selection
election lists to map local inputs or Boolean bits, that when turned ON,, will momentarily turn
off the pump call outputs even if the rest of the pump controller sees that it needs to run. A typical use is
preventing excessive draw-down
down on wells, etc.
A/B Selector
This is a selection list to determine what sensor source and set points are used for
pump control (sensor mode only). The pump controller supports two sets of sensors or
control set points; A and B. With this selector, select:
• Always use the A sensor and set points
• Always use the B sensor and set points
• Alternately use the A or B sensor or set points based on time of day settings
• Switch from using A to using B sensor and set points based on a Boolean register or local digital input
turning ON. This allows for special events such as a communications failure or fire to automatically
automatic
alter the control of the pumps.
A and B Sensor,
nsor, Time and Set Point Settings.
These are the configuration
onfiguration parameters to select the sensor source (analog input or register), start times (for
A/B timed operation), and On/Off set points for both the A and the B sensor/set point settings.
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Triplex Pump Control User Page
When a pump controller is configured ((Alternation/Control Scheme not set to disabled), the Controller
automatically creates a button/web page for it on the Main User Page.. This provides a single
s
place for an
operator to see the current level from the source, the current pump running status, a soft HOA (Hand-Off(Hand
Auto) control, pump runtime and number of starts statistics, and control of the current On/Off set points.

his same information is available to the Web HMI section, allowing for easy creation of customized
All of this
user web pages with operating information for the built
built-in pump controller.
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PID Control
Scadaflex controllers have two independent PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) loop controllers builtin. These PID loop controllers can operate from any analog signal source such as a local analog input or a
register value pulled in by telemetry. The loop controllers can provide an analog or digital (PWM) output.
Typical applications are for variable speed pump control and heater temperature control.
PID Basics
PID loop controllers provide a constantly varying output based on repeated calculation of an error signal
(input signal - set point) applied to three different calculations. The result of those calculations is summed
together to generate an output signal that can be used to operate a control device. The controller
constantly attempts to adjust the control device to minimize the error signal (bring the input signal as
close as possible to the set point).
The diagram below depicts the basic PID control:

Error
P_Out
I_Out

= Set Point (SP) - Source (PV)
= P_Gain x Error (updated every calculation cycle)
= (Previous_I_Out + Error) x I_Gain (updated every Integral/Derivative Time period)
Note: The Integral Calculation is frozen when the PID_Output hits 0% or 100% in the direction that the Integral
calculation is trying to drive it ("wind-up prevention")
D_Out = (Error + Previous_Error_Total) x D _Gain (updated every Integral/Derivative Time period)
PID_Out = P_Out + I_Out + D_Out

For standard operation, as the error increases (the source or process variable PV differs more and more
from the set point), the output increases, operating a control device to try to counteract the increasing
error. If Reverse Acting Output is selected, the output decreases to adjust the output. The type of action
used depends on the type of control device being used and whether it requires more or less actuation to
counteract the growing error (and vice-versa).
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PID Configuration
The configuration page for the PID loop controllers is accessed under CONFIGURATION | SPECIAL
FUNCTIONS | PID.

The configuration page for the PID loop controllers is accessed via CONFIGURATION | SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
| PID.

Source (PV)
A selection list used to select the input signal source (PV or Process Variable).. This can be an analog input
or an integer register.
Set Point
A selection list used to select the source of the set point value (SP). This can be an analog input or
o an
integer register.
Hold
A selection list used to select a Boolean input or variable that when active, will place the PID controller in
i
suspense, freezing itss calculations and preventing any output changes. This can be any digital input or a
Boolean register.
Source Normalization Span
When set to a non-zero
zero value, the input is clamped (+/ - span value) and normalized to a value of 0 to
100.00%. The PID output is also normalized to a value of 0 to 100.00%. If an Analog Output
Outpu is linked to the
PID output, the output is scaled as 20mA = 100.00%.
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P (Proportional),
roportional), I (Integral), and D (Derivative) Gain
Gain factors that are applied to each of the PID calculation results. Ultimately, this determines the
percentage of each calculations
ions contribution to the output signal.
Integral/Derivative Time (10 mS)
The rate at which the Integral and Derivative calculation will be performed updating the PID output sum.
Reverse Acting
Check this box if the PID controller is to reduce its output as the error signal increases based on the PID
calculations, update speed, and gain settings.
Output Dead band (.01%)
Dead band prevents the actual PID output to the control device from changing if the amount of change
required is smaller than practical or ssignificant
ignificant for the control device. This can help to reduce wear and
tear on the control device due to "hunting" or constant slight adjustments.. For example, frequent
adjustment to the position of a control valve can wear the valve packing while the amount of corrective
effect on the process for those small adjustments is minimal.
Map Analog Out
A selection list of integer registers to receive the
output of the PID controller. If the output is to be
linked to a local physical analog output, leave this
set to
o "none" and use the "Link to AO" function
under the Analog Output section under I/O
Configuration.

PWM Output Period(S)
If the output of the PID controller drives a digital
output, the controller varies the ratio of ON to O
OFF
time (Pulse Width Modulation) of that output. This
is typically used with heating devices.
Map Digital PWM Out
A selection list of Boolean registers to receive the
output of the PID controller. If the output is to be
linked to a local physical digital output, leave this
set to "none" and use the "Link to DO" function
under the Digital Output section under I/O
Configuration.
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SmartflowTM Meterless Flow Calculation
Scadaflex controllers can calculate the approximate flow rate in or out of a tank
tank,, basin or vessel my
monitoringg the level change (with high resolution) correlated with a pump running (or pair of pumps
running in a duplex system) or not. Accuracies of just a few GPM are achievable, saving thousands
th
of
dollars in many cases by eliminating the need for an actual flow meter.
SmartflowTM Configuration
The configuration information
for Smartflow Meterless Flow
Calculation is accessed under
CONFIGURATION | SPECIAL
FUNCTIONS | SMARTFLOW.

Tank Level Source
A selection list used to select the input signal source. This can be an analog input or an integer register.
Volume per Level Unit
Enter the volume that a single count change in level represents. For example, If the scaled level
represents tenths of a foot, enter the number o
of gallons (or liters) that a 0.1 foot change
cha
represents. For
better flow resolution, scale the input level to a finer resolution. It can be divided down later for
displaying the tank level for users at a lower resolution.
Pump A (B) Run
A selection list used to select the input signal that indica
indicates
tes when the pump is running.
Pump A (B) Flow Rating (per Minute)
Enter the output flow with just this one pump running.
Combined Pump Flow Rating (per Minute)
Enter the output flow with both pumps running.
Production Units
Enter the units for labeling the output flow (i.e. GPM or LPM).
Output
A selection list used to map the calculated flow output to an integer register.
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Programming
The programming section provides the tools to create, modify, download and debug custom programs in
the controller. Three languages
nguages are supported:
•
•
•

Ladder Logic
Function Block
Text

A single program can consist of portion written in any or all of these languages. Variables, registers and
I/O access are shared between all three languages. Subroutine
Subroutines written in one language can be called by
any of the others.
Programs in a Scadaflex
flex II controller execute very much like
any other PLC. The program executes from start to finish and
then loops back and repeats, typically hundreds of times per
second. In the case of a Scadaflex II cont
controller, programs can
be written in text and graphical logic (ladder logic and function
block). The text portion of the program executes first, and
then the graphical logic. All I/O, registers and variables are
“global” so that they are shared throughout th
the program,
regardless of the language.
The program execution path can be altered with GOTO and
GOSUB instructions. GOTO instructions are allowed to jump
forward or backwards, so be careful not to program an
endless loop by using a GOTO statement to jump ba
back to any
earlier portion of the program without some form of exit logic.
An endless loop in a users program will have no effect on the
operation of the rest of the controller ((it is an isolated task).
A web based program editor with text and graphical mod
modes
es is built into the controller. The editor is also a
compiler that does syntax error checking and conversion of the text and graphical programming to
compact lower level programming that is executed by the controller CPU. Once a program is developed,
source
ce and compiled forms of the program are downloaded to and stored in a flash disk drive within the
controller. Once a program is downloaded and running, the editor becomes a real
real--time debugging tool
with live display of “power flow” for graphical logic, as well as live display of registers
register and local variables.
Values can be injected into registers and local variables,, Booleans can be set and cleared, and I/O points
can be forced. There are also single
single-step
step and breakpoint functions to make troubleshooting easier.
ea
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The web based the tools to create, modify, and download ladder logic, function block and text programs
are found under CONFIGURATION | PROGRAMMING
PROGRAMMING. You will be prompted to enable pop-ups
pop
if they are
not enabled already. For security purposes, most browsers allow you to enable pop-ups
pop
for specific
addresses, in which case, you can limit pop
pop-ups to the controllers IP address.

Lines per Scan
This parameter sets the approximate number of programming lines to be executed for each scan. To avoid
slowing down all of the other controller functions, by default this value is set to 2. This typically will
provide overall program scan times of just a few milliseconds, but keep the rest of the controller functions
fu
very responsive. Increasing
ing this number will give more resources to the program execution at the expense
of the other controller operations such as communications, web page services, etc.
etc
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Ladder Logic and Function Block Editor
The Ladder Logic and Function Block editor consist
consists of a single window with programming tools, a
program editing area, a tag selector, a status display, and a library.

Primary Tools
The Primary Tools are the ones most commonly used for creating logic programs, including editing,
downloading and
d debugging. Selector buttons across the top of the editor window are used to access
them.

Home
Click on this button to return to the home (upper left
left-hand)
hand) position in the program. This is a
shortcut to scrolling to the top of the document if you are eediting
iting an especially large program.
program
Download
Download the entire program (ladder logic, function block and text)) to the Controller. This
button is enabled whenever a change in the program has been made.
Run a Stopped Program (resets local variables)
If you stop a program, or if you do not have the Auto Run checkbox checked, you can restart the
program running
ng by clicking on this button. Clicking on tthis button is just like a controller power
on or reset in that is clears all of the local variables.
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Continue
tinue Running a Stopped Program (DOES NOT reset local variables)
If you stop a program, or if you do not have the Auto Run checkbox checked, you can restart the
program running by clickin
clicking on this button. Clicking on this button just restarts the program
running
unning from whereever it stopped without affecting any of the local variables.
Stop
Click on this button to stop a running program. Typical use for this is for enabling single
stepping for debugging. Be careful when using this in the field with a live system!
sys
Single Step Through
hrough a Program
Clicking on this button will cause the program to execute one program line or function block at
a time (once per click). It is enabled when you stop a downloaded program. The last function
block executed is highlighted w
with a blue box. The last text executed is encicled in a gray box.
Switch Editors
Clicking on this buttons switches between the ladder logic/function block editor and the text
program editor.
Debug
Click on this button to bring up a debugging panel to display
play and edit local variables. This panel
also has a cross reference feature to locate variables in your program. The cross reference can
be printed. Please see the Program Debugging section in this chapter for more information.
Undo and Redo
Click on the
these buttons to undo or redo edits to your program. You can go back
up to 25 changes.
Delete Selected Logic Element(s)
Clicking on this buttons deletes any currently selected function block(s).

Duplicate
uplicate and Paste Selected Logic Element(s)
Click on this button
utton to duplicate any selected logic elements(s) (select the logic to be duplicated
first). When this button is clicked on, a small gray square will appear that tracks with your
cursor. Position the square where you want the duplicate logic to be placed and
a click once on
your mouse.
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Secondary Tools
The Secondary Tools are the ones less commonly used for working on programs.
The Secondary Tools menu is displayed by hovering your cursor over the small
black box in the upper left-hand
hand corner of the editor screen. The menu and its
selection buttons are pictured to the right:
File Load and Save
Click on these buttons to store and retrieve a copy of a program (logic and text)
locally on your computer.
Clear Breakpoints
This button is always grayed out when wor
working in the logic editor. Breakpoints
are only supported with textual programs and the textual program editor.
New Program
Clicking on this button erases the entire program (logic and text). A warning
prompt is displayed before actually clearing out the p
program.
Console
Clicking on this button brings up a floating
diagnostic window with a debug console. The
console has two sections; one for displaying
messages printed to it from the program (using a
PRINT command), and the other with an activity
log showingg status and error information from
each editing, downloading and running session.
The information in each section can be cleared
using the buttons at the bottom.
Find/Replace
This button is always grayed out when working in
the logic editor. It is only used
ed by the textual
program editor.
Functions
This button is always grayed out when working in the logic editor. It is only used
by the textual program editor.
Info (Program Information)
Clicking on this button provides a window with information that is pr
primarily
helpful for ICL Technical Support.
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Config Pages
Clicking on this button opens a new window to the controller configuration pages.
Print Source
Clicking on this button generates a printout of the entire program (logic and text)
Help
Clicking on this button brings up a condensed programming section manual.
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Program Status Area
The Program Status Area shows the current running status of the program and statistics on program scan
time and memory usage.

Auto Run Program
This checkbox controls whether
hether a program automatically runs and loops in a PLC
PLC-like
like scan. It should be
checked for normal operation (by default, it is checked). If unche
unchecked,
cked, a program will run one
on scan when
downloaded, and then stop.
Current Status
Displays the current program “line
line number” that is executing, and the last total program scan time. The line
number is mostly useful for textual programs (for example, when single stepping),, but you should see it
changing while even just a ladder logic or function block program is runn
running.
Notifications
Displays the current program memory usage (total for all languages):
PGM: Compiled program memory usage
VAR:

(Local) numeric variable memory usage

ARR:

Array variable memory usage

BOOL: Boolean variable memory usage
SRC:

Source code memory usage

Tag Selector
The Tag Selector (floating) window at the bottom of the editor window contains pull-down
pull
lists of every
register and internal system variable. Selecting a tag from these lists inserts a Read Only or Read/Write
register (as appropriate) into your logic program. Normally, these lists only display I and B registers that
are marked as “visible” along with the System Registers, but all registers can be included by checking
che
the
“All” checkbox. A facility is also provided to rename any non System Registers.. This saves time by not
requiring switching to the controller configuration pages. All function blocks that use a renamed variable
are automatically updated.

All
Check this box to have the selection lists include all registers instead of just registers that have been marked
as “visible”.
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Ladder Logic and Function Block Library
The Ladder Logic and Function Block elements are kept in a library accessed on the
left-hand
hand side of the editor window. The most commonly used elements (called
“Common Objects”) are always accessible without going into a menu. The other
function blocks are accessible from a pull
pull-down menu, grouped into eight categories.

Common Objects
The Common Objects include the most basic and frequently used programming elements
element used for both
Ladder Logic and Function Block programming. They include access to Registers (and I/O), Constants and
Local Variables, as well as all variations of contacts and coils and a comment block.
Constants, Read Only and Read/Write Boolean and Numeric
eric Registers, and Local Variable Storage
Library

Display

Function
Constant
A 32
32-bit static value
Read/Only
A 32
32-bit Read Only Register, I/O Point, or System Variable
Read/Write Register
A 32
32-bit Read/Write Register, I/O Point, or System Variable
Local Variable
Internal
nternal User Program Storage. Users can create their own Boolean and
Numeric variables for use within a program. Variables can be used very
much like Registers. Unlike registers though, they are not accessible to any
other functions in the Controller, such as communications, HMIs, trending,
reports, etc. They are very useful to store the results of intermediate
calculations. Programs can up to 125 different local program variables.
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Coils
There are seven types of coils; Normally
ormally Open and Normally Closed, Set, Reset and Toggle, and Negative
or Positive edge-triggered one-shot
shot pulse. Coils types can be edited and changed within a logic program
so that they don’t have to be deleted and re
re-entered to change between types.
Library

Display

Functio
Function
Normally Open Coil
A Boolean
Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns ON with input power
applied
applied,, and turns OFF when input power is removed.
removed
Normally Closed Coil
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns OFF with input power
applied
applied, and
nd turns ON when input power is removed.
Set Coil
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that is set ON when input power
is applied. There is no change when input power is removed.
Toggle Coil
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that is alternately
alternat set OFF and ON
each time input power is applied.
Reset Coil
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that is set OFF (cleared) when
input power is applied. There is no change when input power is removed.
Positive
Positive-edge One-shot Coil
A Boolean, I/O Po
Point, or System Variable that turns ON for one program
scan, then OFF, each time input power transitions from OFF to ON.
Negative
Negative-edge One-shot Coil
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns ON for one program
scan, then OFF, each time input pow
power
er transitions from ON
O to OFF.
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Contacts
There are five types of contacts; Normally Open and Normally Closed, Negative edge-triggered,
edge
Positive
edge-triggered and Either edge-triggered
triggered one
one-shot
shot pulse. Contact types can be edited and changed within
a logic
ic program so that they don’t have to be deleted and re
re-entered
entered to change between types.
Library

Display

Function
Normally Contact
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns ON with an input
applied, and turns OFF when an input is removed.
Normally
rmally Closed Contact
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns OFF when an input is
applied, and turns ON when an input is removed.
Positive
Positive-edge One-shot Contact
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns ON for one program
scan, th
then OFF, each time an input transitions from OFF to ON.
Negative
Negative-edge One-shot Contact
A Boolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns ON for one program
scan, then OFF, each time an input transitions from ON to OFF.
Either
Either-edge One-shot Contact
A Boolean,
oolean, I/O Point, or System Variable that turns ON for one program
scan, then OFF, each time an input transitions from ON to OFF.

Comment
Comments are short lines or paragraphs that describe the operation of a portion of a program. The
comment has no effect
fect on program execution.
Library

Display

Function
Comment
Free
Free-form
form text that has no effect on program execution. This is strictly
used to add internal documentation to a program.
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Timers
There are three types of timers; ON timers, OFF timers and PULSE timers. ON and OFF timers can be used
to add a ON delay or an OFF delay to an control operation with millisecond accuracy or to filter an on/off
signal to ensure that it is on or off for at least a minimum amount of time before being used to operate a
device or control a process. PULSE timers generate a frequency, also with millisecond accuracy.
Library

Display

Function
ON Timer
The ON Timer has two inputs and two outputs. The enable input must
have a value >0 to run the timer (the input can be a Boolean or a number).
The timer period input is a set point value in mS. The Q output of the timer
turns ON if the input is enabled constantly for at least the set point time
period. If the input drops out, even momentarily, the timer Q output
resets immediately. The forth output is the elapsed time of the timer. As
long as the timer is running, the elapsed time in milliseconds is output.
When the timer is not running, either because the enable input is disabled
or the timer has reached its set point period, the elapsed time is reset.
OFF Timer
The OFF Timer has two inputs and two outputs. The enable input must
have a value of 0 to run the timer (the input can be a Boolean or a
number). The timer period input is a set point value in mS. The Q output of
the timer turns ON if the input is disabled constantly for at least the set
point time period. If the input becomes enabled, even momentarily, the
timer Q output resets immediately. The forth output is the elapsed time of
the timer. As long as the timer is running, the elapsed time in milliseconds
is output. When the timer is not running, either because the enable input
is enabled or the timer has reached its set point period, the elapsed time is
reset.
PULSE Timer
The PULSE Timer has two inputs and two outputs. The enable input must
have a value of >0 to run the timer (the input can be a Boolean or a
number). The timer period input is a set point value in mS. The Q output of
the timer pulses ON for just one program scan every time period if the
input is enabled. The frequency of the pulses is therefore one divided by
the set point time period (1/mS). If the input goes OFF, the timer Q output
resets immediately. The forth output is the elapsed time of the timer. As
long as the timer is running, the elapsed time in milliseconds is output.
When the timer is not running, the elapsed time is reset.
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Comparison Functions
Comparison Functions compare two numeric input values and turn ON an output when the comparison
condition is true, otherwise the output is turned OFF.
Library

Display

Function
Compare Greater Than (>)
The Compare Greater Than function compares the first (top) numeric
input value to the second (lower) numeric input value. If the first input is
greater than the second input, the Q output is turned ON, otherwise the Q
output is turned OFF.
Compare Greater Than or Equal To (>=)
The Compare Greater Than or Equal To function compares the first (top)
numeric input value to the second (lower) numeric input value. If the first
input is greater than or equal to the second input, the Q output is turned
ON, otherwise the Q output is turned OFF.
Compare Less Than (<)
The Compare Less Than function compares the first (top) numeric input
value to the second (lower) numeric input value. If the first input is less
than the second input, the Q output is turned ON, otherwise the Q output
is turned OFF.
Compare Less Than or Equal To (<=)
The Compare Less Than or Equal To function compares the first (top)
numeric input value to the second (lower) numeric input value. If the first
input is less than or equal to the second input, the Q output is turned ON,
otherwise the Q output is turned OFF.
Compare Equal (=)
The Compare Equal function compares the first (top) numeric input value
to the second (lower) numeric input value. If the first input is equal to the
second input, the Q output is turned ON, otherwise the Q output is turned
OFF.
Compare Not Equal To (<>)
The Compare Not Equal function compares the first (top) numeric input
value to the second (lower) numeric input value. If the first input is not
equal to the second input, the Q output is turned ON, otherwise the Q
output is turned OFF.
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Math Functions
Math Functions
unctions perform a mathematical calculation on two or more 32
32-bit
bit numeric input values.
Library

Display

Function
Add(+)
The Add function calculates the sum of two to sixteen
numeric input values. The number of inputs is
configurable when you initially drop it into your
program, or changeable when you double-click
click on it.
Subtract (-)
The Subtract function
nction calculates the difference between the first (top)
numeric input value and the second (lower) numeric input value.
value
Multiply (x)
The Multiply function multiplies from two to sixteen
numeric input values together. The number of inputs is
configura
configurable when you initially drop it into your
program, or changeable when you double-click
click on it.
Divide (<=)
The Divide function divides the first (top) numeric input value by the
second (lower) numeric input value providing an integer result.
Modulus
Thee Modulus function calculates the remainder integer value after the first
(top) numeric input value has been divided by the second (lower) numeric
input value as many “whole” times as possible (leaving a remainder less
than the second value)
value).
Raise to a Power
The Raise to a Power Function multiplies an input value (upper) to itself
for the number of times specified by the second (lower) input value. For
example, 4 raised to the 3rd power results in an output of 64.
Sign
The Sign function output is turned
rned ON when the input value is greater than
0,, and turned OFF with the input value is less than 0.
0
Absolute Value
The Absolute Value always outputs the positive value of a positive or
negative input value (the sign is stripped from the number). For example,
exa
an input value of 12 or -12
12 always provides an output value of 12.
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Binary Functions
Binary Functions take two inputs (typically numeric) and perform logical operations on them, treating
them as arrays of bits.
Library

Display

Function
Binary AND
The Binary AND function sequentially ANDs the bits of the first (top)
numeric input value to the bits of the second (lower) numeric input value.
The value at the Q output will have a 1 in each bit position where the two
inputs both had 1s in those same corresponding positions.
Binary OR
The Binary OR function sequentially ORs the bits of the first (top) numeric
input value to the bits of the second (lower) numeric input value. The
value at the Q output will have a 1 in each bit position where either of the
two inputs had 1s in those same corresponding positions.
Binary XOR
The Binary Exclusive OR function sequentially exclusive ORs the bits of the
first (top) numeric input value to the bits of the second (lower) numeric
input value. The value at the Q output will have a 1 in each bit position
where the two inputs differed in those same corresponding positions.
Binary INVERT
The Binary Invert function sequentially inverts each bit of the incoming
numeric value and presents it on the Q output.
Shift Right
The Shift Right function takes the value on the first (Val) input, shifts it to
the right (MSB to LSB) by “N” bits starting from the right at the radix bit.
Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If radix of 16 is used then the
upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different radix value is used then the
bits to the left of the radix are left alone.
Shift Left
The Shift Left function takes the value on the first (Val) input, shifts it to
the left (LSB to MSB) by “N” bits starting from the left at the radix bit.
Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If radix of 16 is used then the
upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different radix value is used then the
bits to the left of the radix are left alone.
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Rotate Right
The Rotate Right function takes the value on the first (Val) input, shifts it
to the right (MSB to LSB) by “N” bits starting from the right at the radix bit.
On every shift, each bit that “falls off” from the LSB position is rotated
back in at the MSB position. Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If
radix of 16 is used then the upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different
radix value is used then the bits to the left of the radix are left alone.
Rotate Left
The Rotate Left function takes the value on the first (Val) input, shifts it to
the right (MSB to LSB) by “N” bits starting from the left at the radix bit. On
every shift, each bit that “falls off” from the MSB position is rotated back
in at the LSB position. Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If radix of
16 is used then the upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different radix
value is used then the bits to the left of the radix are left alone.
Pack
The Pack instructions takes sequential B register bits (starting at “BReg”)
and “packs” them as sequential bits to a value on the “Pack” output. The
number of bits to be transferred is the “Nbits” value.
Unpack
The Unpack instruction transfers sequential bits LSB to MSB) from the
input (val) to sequential B register bits, starting with the first “BReg”. The
number of bits to be transferred is the “Nbits” value.
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Logic Functions
Logic Functions take two or more inputs (typically Boolean) and perform logical operations on them.
Library

Display

Function
AND
The AND function logically ANDs one or more
e (up to
16) Boolean inputs
inputs. The value at the Rslt output will be
a 1 iif each input bit is a 1.
OR
The OR function logically ORs one or more (up to 16)
Boolean inputs
inputs. The value at the Rslt output will be a 1
if any input bit is a 1.
Exclusive
xclusive OR
The Exclusive OR function logically Exclusive ORs one
or more (up to 16) Boolean inputs
inputs. The value at the
output will be a 1 if an odd number of inputs are a 1.
Not
ot
The Not (Invert) function inverts the incoming value and presents it on the
Q output.
Rising
ng Edge Detect
The Rising Edge Detect function presents a 1 on the Q Output for one
program scan when the input transitions from OFF to ON.
ON
Falling Edge Detect
The Falling Edge Detect function presents a 1 on the Q Output for one
program scan when the in
input
put transitions from ON to OFF.
Either Edge Detect
The Either Edge Detect function presents a 1 on the Q Output for one
program scan when the input transitions from OFF to ON or ON to OFF.
OFF
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Instrumentation Functions
Instrumentation Functions are more complex and advanced blocks that calculate precise runtimes,
totalize, perform analog comparisons, perform change detection with hysteresis, apply custom scaling,
and do conversions back and forth between integers and floating point numbers.
Library

Display

Function
Runtime
The Runtime function block accumulates the amount of time that the Run
input is ON. The spSec value is the time interval that the input is checked
and therefore sets the resolution of the measured runtime. RegRT is the
accumulated runtime output, which is normally recommended to be a 32bit register if spSec is set to a small value.
Totalize
The Totalize function block accumulates the value at the “In” input into a
regTot output register. The spSec value is the time interval that the input
is checked (sampling frequency) and therefore sets the resolution of the
totalized value. The RegRT output is normally recommended to be a 32-bit
register if spSec is set to a small value.
Delta
The Delta function provides 1 on its Q output for one program scan
whenever the numeric value on the “Val” input changes by an amount set
by the “Sp” set point input. This function is especially valuable for
generating a trigger for on-change communications.
Compare Less Than (with hysteresis)
The Compare Less Than function presents a 1 on the Q output whenever
the “Val” input is less than the value on the “Sp” set point input. If the Val
input then rises above the set point value, the Q output will continue to be
ON until the Val input exceeds the set point value by the “Hyst” hysteresis
value (Q output ON if Val < Sp and Q output OFF if Val > Sp + Hyst).
Compare Greater Than (with hysteresis)
The Compare Greater Than function presents a 1 on the Q output
whenever the “Val” input is greater than the value on the “Sp” set point
input. If the Val input then drops below the set point value, the Q output
will continue to be ON until the Val input is below the set point value by
the “Hyst” hysteresis value (Q output ON if Val > Sp and Q output OFF if
Val < Sp + Hyst).
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Scale (4-point)
The (Linear) Scale function scales a “raw” value “InVal” with minimum
(InMin) and maximum (InMax) values, to engineering values scaled linearly
ranging between “OutMin” and “OutMax”. InMin and InMax simply set
the scaling slope, but do not clamp the input value. The scaled value can
then have a fixed offset of “outOff” applied to it.
Care should be used if any of the parameters are less than -32767 or
greater than 32767 (larger than a signed 16 bit number). This could cause
an overflow of the internal signed 32-bit calculations. The formula is:
( ( inVal - inMin ) * ( outMax - outMin ) / ( inMax - inMin ) ) + outMin + outOff
If the numerator of this formula is too large, the output number will "Roll
over" and will no longer be meaningful.
Float To Integer
The Float To Integer function converts a 32-bit floating point number to a
32-bit integer with a specified number of decimal places. The “NDec”
decimal places argument causes the system to multiply the conversion
result by a power of 10 (1=10, 2=100, 3=1000, etc.) to allow for an
imaginary decimal point compatible with the display formatting tools in
the controller.
In some cases such as with Modbus or other 16-bit oriented protocols, and depending on the choices
made by the equipment manufacturer, the ordering of the bytes for floating point values may be in any
one of four formats. Setting the “Mode” value selects a byte ordering format. For example , assuming that
$44332211 represents 1 byte of data per pair of characters in hexadecimal:.
Mode 0 leaves the order of the bytes alone ($44332211).
Mode 1 swaps all of the bytes in the word to $11223344.
Mode 2 swaps the upper and lower words to $22114433 (upper and lower words swapped).
Mode 3 swaps the upper and lower byte of each word to $33441122.
After the bytes have been re-ordered, then the number is converted to an integer and multiplied by an
order of 10 based on “NDec”. Instead of trying to figure out what mode a piece of equipment uses, it can
be easier to just try the four different modes experimentally (connect Mode to a writable variable).
If the floating point value cannot be translated or the value returned is out of range for a signed 32-bit
integer, a warning will be generated and may be read from the ERROR register directly after FloatToInt
block.
115 = Invalid Floating point number
116 = Floating point number out of range
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Integer Swap
The Integer Swap function re-orders the bytes of a 32-bit integer. In some
cases such as with Modbus or other 16-bit oriented protocols, and
depending on the choices made by the equipment manufacturer, the
ordering of the bytes for 32-bit integer values may be in any one of four
formats. Setting the “Mode” value selects a byte ordering format.
For example , assuming that $44332211 represents 1 byte of data per pair of characters in hexadecimal :
Mode 0 leaves the order of the bytes alone ($44332211).
Mode 1 swaps all of the bytes in the word to $11223344.
Mode 2 swaps the upper and lower words to $22114433 (upper and lower words swapped).
Mode 3 swaps the upper and lower byte of each word to $33441122.
Instead of trying to figure out what mode a piece of equipment uses, it can be easier to just try the four
different modes experimentally (connect Mode to a writable variable).
Integer To Float
The Integer To Float function converts a 32-bit integer to a 32-bit floating
point number. The translation first converts the value to a floating point
number, then divides that number to represent the data with the number
of decimal places specified as “NDec” to create an imaginary decimal
point. For instance, a number like 12345 with two decimal places will be
stored as an IEEE 754 formatted number which represents 123.45. The
system can convert up to 22 decimal places so that very small numbers
may be converted.
In some cases such as with Modbus or other 16-bit oriented protocols, and depending on the choices
made by the equipment manufacturer, the ordering of the bytes for 32-bit integer values may be in any
one of four formats. Setting the “Mode” value selects a byte ordering format before the conversion to a
floating point number.
Mode 0 leaves the order of the bytes alone ($44332211).
Mode 1 swaps all of the bytes in the word to $11223344.
Mode 2 swaps the upper and lower words to $22114433 (upper and lower words swapped).
Mode 3 swaps the upper and lower byte of each word to $33441122.
Instead of trying to figure out what mode a piece of equipment uses, it can be easier to just try the four
different modes experimentally (connect Mode to a writable variable).
If the floating point value cannot be translated or the value returned is out of range for a signed 32 bit
integer, a warning will be generated and may be read from the ERROR register directly after FloatToInt
block.
115 = Invalid Floating point number
116 = Floating point number out of range
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Move Functions
Move Functions pass 32-bit integer values; either constants, internal variables, or registers, from their
inputs to their outputs (internal variables or registers). A move function with an enable allows for the
move operation to be conditioned by logic.
Library

Display

Function
Move
The Move Function moves a value from its input to its output.

Move with Enable
The Move with Enable Function moves a value from its input to its output
when the enable input is ON (a 1).
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Program Control Functions
Program Control functions alter the execution path of a program by jumping over a piece of a program or
by executing a subroutine. Enabled forms of these functions allow for selective changes in program
execution conditioned by logic.
Library

Display

Function
Goto Label
The Goto Label is the “target” for Goto functions. Place this at the
beginning of the program code that you want to jump to. Make sure that
the Goto function has a matching name.
Goto
The Goto function block causes an unconditional jump to another portion
of your program marked by a corresponding Goto Label.
Goto with Enable
The Goto with Enable function block causes a jump to another portion of a
program marked by a corresponding Goto Label if the input is ON.
Gosub Label
The Go sub Label is the “target” for Go sub functions which call this name.
Place this label at the beginning of any subroutine.
Gosub
The Go sub function block causes an unconditional jump to a subroutine
marked by a corresponding Go sub Label.
Gosub with Enable
The Go sub with Enable function block causes a jump to a subroutine marked
by a corresponding Go sub Label if the input is ON.
Subroutine Return
The Subroutine Return causes an unconditional return to the next
function block in a program after the Go sub function block that called this
routine. Every subroutine MUST have a Subroutine Return at its end.
Subroutine Return with Enable
The Subroutine Return with Enable causes a return to the next function
block in a program after the Go sub function block that called this routine
if its input is ON.
An unconditional Subroutine Return should be placed at the end of any
potion of subroutine after this statement to ensure that a return is
executed just in case this block does not have an ON at its input.
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Creating a Ladder Logic/Function Block Program
To create a ladder logic or function block program:
Go to CONFIGURATION | PROGRAMMING |EDITOR/DEBUGGER
|EDITOR/DEBUGGER.. You will be prompted to enable pop-ups
pop
if they are not enabled already. For security purposes, most browsers allow you to enable pop-ups
pop
for
specific addresses, in which case, you can limit pop
pop-ups
ups to the controllers IP address.
Select the Ladder Logic/Function Block Editor (if it is not alr
already
eady displayed) using the

button.

Using your mouse, drag the elements that you ne
need from the
library on the left-hand
hand side to the program area. Double
Double-click
on configurable elements such as constants, registers, local
variables, contacts, coils,, and comments to configure them.
You can change the type of contact or coil (i.e. normally open
to normally closed) in the configuration window. To use a local
variable, just enter the variable name. To use a register, select
it from the pull-down list.
“Wire” the elements together by holding down the left key of your mouse and dragging from the output
(blue dot) of one element to the input (green dot) of another. The editor will only allow valid connections.
Note that “power rails” are assumed on the si
sides
des and not needed or used.

If you need more space for your program or want to break it
up into smaller pieces, you can create new pages just above
the program area. You can also name the pages here.
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Downloading
When your program is complete, send iitt to the controller by clicking on the download button:
Note that when you download a program, it downloads all components. If part of your
program is textual, it will be downloaded at the same time.
If the “Auto Run Program” box is checked and there were no errors found by the compiler, the program
will automatically start and run
continuously. The Notifications
will show “Compile Successful”
and the Current Status will show
a program scan time.

If there were errors, the first problem will be
highlighted in a red shaded box, and a description of
the problem displayed on the Notifications line. Each
time you correct an error, re-download
download the program
(the compiler stops after hitting the first error) until
no further errors are found.

Running - Live Logic Display
Once a program is successfully downloaded and running, the editor elements change color from yellow to
green. Active contact and coils are highlighted with a bright heavy green and register values are visible.
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Testing and Debugging
There aree multiple testing and troubleshooting tools available in the controller to help test and
troubleshoot programs.
Viewing and Setting Local Variables
The state of Boolean and numeric variables can be set by right
right-clicking
clicking on them with your mouse.
The state of Boolean variables can
be set by right-clicking on the point
in the display. Each time you click on
a Boolean point, its state will
alternate between ON and OFF.
The values of numeric variables can
be set by right clicking on the
register. A dialogue window
ndow like the
one shown on the right is displayed,
enabling value changes.
Note that setting coils and output register values may not work if a program is constantly
driving or overwriting them.
Debug Watch List
The Debug Watch List (brought up with the
Button on the upper menu) is another way to view
and set all variable types including forcing of local
I/O (forcible I/O has a checkbox in the frc column).
When forcing is enabled, changing the value in the
modify column sets the forcing state (at the
terminal block), otherwise the internal program
register is written to.
The Watch List also shows where each variable is
read (R) or written (W) in a program (cross
reference) in the right-hand
hand column
column. The cross
reference list can be printed using the butt
button in the
lower right-hand corner.
The columns for setting values and displaying
where the variables are used may be turned off to
reduce
educe the size of the window by unchecking the “Modify Column” and “Location Column” checkboxes.
Checking the “Current Page Only” box limits the watch list to showing and cross referencing only the
variables in the current page of logic, otherwise all variables in the program are shown and crosscross
referenced.
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Single Step
Sometimes, instead of trying to debug a process running at full speed, it’s easier to single-step
single
through a program. This is done by stopping the program with the stop
stop-sign
sign button (after it has
been downloaded).
Once stopped, step through your program by clicking on the single-step button;; once per step.
For ladder
adder logic or function block programs, you will see the currently executing blocked highlighted in a
blue box. Each time you click on the single
single-step
step button, the blue box will move to the next function being
executed. At each step, you can right
right-click on an element to change it, or use the watch list window.

Note that the single-step
step function treats all portions of a program as one continuous program.
If your program has a textual portion along with a graphical portion,, then
the the single step
function will step though both portions sequentially.
To resume running continuously,, click on the double
double-arrow
arrow button to restart from the current
position without resetting local variables, or on the “running man” which does a full restart that
t
clears the local variables.
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Text Programming Editor
The Text Programming Editor consists of a single window with programming tools, a program editing area,
a tag selector, a status display, and a library (function selector).

Primary Tools
The Primary Tools are the ones most commonly used for creating text programs, including editing,
downloading and debugging. Selector buttons across the top of the editor window are used to access
them.

Home
Click on this button to return to the home ((upper left-hand)
hand) position in the program. This is a
shortcut to scrolling to the top of the document if you are ed
editing
iting an especially large program.
program
Download
Download the entire program (ladder logic, function block and text)) to the Controller. This
button
n is enabled whenever a change in the program has been made.
Run a Stopped Program (resets local variables)
If you stop a program, or if you do not have the Auto Run checkbox checked, you can restart the
program running by clicking on this button. This fu
functions
nctions just like a controller power on or
reset in that is clears all of the local variables.
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Continue Running a Stopped Program (DOES NOT reset local variables)
If you stop a program, or if you do not have the Auto Run checkbox checked, you can restart the
program running by clicking on this button. This functions just restarts the program running
from whereever it stopped without affecting any of the local variables.
Stop
Click on this button to stop a running program. Typical use for this is for enabling
enab
single
stepping for debugging. Be careful when using this in the field with a live system!
Single Step Through a Program
Clicking on this button will cause the program to execute one program line or function block at
a time (once per click). It is en
enabled
abled when you stop a downloaded program. The last function
block executed is highlighted with a blue box. The last text executed is encircled
enci
in a gray box.
Switch Editors
Clicking on this buttons switches between the ladder logic/function block editor and
a the textual
program editor.
Debug
Click on this button to bring up a debugging panel to display and edit local variables. This panel
also has a cross reference feature to locate variables in your program. The cross reference can
also be printed. Please see the Program Debugging section in this chapter for more information.
Undo and Redo
Click on these buttons to undo or redo edits to your program. You can go back
up to 25 changes.
Delete Selected Logic Element(s)
Not used for text programs.

Duplicatee and Paste Selected Logic Element(s)
Not used for text programs.
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Secondary Tools
The Secondary Tools are the ones less commonly used for working on programs.
The Secondary Tools menu is displayed by hovering your cursor over the small
black box in the upper left-hand
hand corner of the editor screen. The menu and its
selection buttons are pictured to the right:
File Load and Save
Clicking on these buttons stores and retrieves a copy of a program (logic and
text) locally on your computer.
Clear Breakpoints
Clicking on this button clears out all b
breakpoints.
New Program
Clicking on this button erases the entire program (logic and text). A warning
verification prompt is displayed before actually clearing out the program.

Console
Clicking on this button brings up a floating
diagnostic window with a debug console. The
console has two sections; one for displaying
messages printed to it from the program (using a
PRINT command), and the other with an activity
log showing status and error information from
each editing,
ng, downloading and running session.
The information in each section can be cleared
using the buttons at the bottom.

Find/Replace
Clicking on this button brings up a tool for searching and
replacing text strings.
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Functions
This button brings up a floating window with templates
for all of the programmable functions in a pull
pull-down
selection list. A brief description of each function and
its arguments are displayed below the function
prototype. Clicking on the “Insert Function” button
inserts a copyy of the function prototype into your
program wherever the cursor is positioned.

Info (Program Information)
Clicking on this button provides a window with information that is primarily
helpful for ICL Technical Support.

Config Pages
Clickingg on this button opens a new window to the controller configuration pages.
Print Source
Clicking on this button generates a printout of the entire program (logic and text)
Help
Clicking on this button brings up a condensed programming section manual.
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Program Status Area
The Program Status Area shows the current running status of the program and statistics on program scan
time and memory usage.

Auto Run Program
This checkbox controls whether a program automatically runs and loops in a PLC
PLC-like
like scan.
scan It should be
checked for normal operation (by default, it is checked). If unchecked, a program will run once when
downloaded, and then stop.
Current Status
Displays the current program “line number” that is executing, and the last total program scan time.
time The line
number is mostly useful for textual programs, but you should see it changing while even just a ladder logic or
function block program is running.
Notifications
Displays the current program memory usage (total for all languages):
PGM: Compiled program
ogram memory usage
VAR:

(Local) numeric variable memory usage

ARR:

Array variable memory usage

BOOL: Boolean variable memory usage
SRC:

Source code memory usage

Tag Selector
The Tag Selector (floating) window at the bottom of the editor window contains p
pull
ull-down lists of every
register and internal system variable. Selecting a tag from these lists inserts a Read Only or Read/Write
register (as appropriate) into your logic program. Normally, these lists only display I and B registers that
are marked as “visible”
sible” along with the System Registers, but all registers can be included by checking the
“All” checkbox. A facility is also provided to rename any non System Register. This saves time by not
requiring switching to the controller configuration pages. All ffunction
unction blocks that use a renamed variable
are automatically updated.

All
Check this box to have the selection lists include all registers instead of just registers that have been marked
as “visible”.
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Text Programming Functions (Library)
Functions may be used in place of variables if they return a number based on the arguments passed in. All
parameters of a function can be a variable, register or constant except where specified.
Functions that have internal data are noted below. These functions update internal data when
they get executed and keep that data from one scan to the next. If execution is bypassed with
an if statement or got, then the internal data is not updated. If they are used in an if statement
logically and'ed with another expression, they should be the first expression in the if
statement. This way they will always run and update. You may also assign local variables the
return value of these functions as an alternative i.e. a = ton( DI1, 1000 ) then use that variable
in your if statement.

Numerical Functions
These functions return a Boolean value.
sgn(numeric variable)
If the number is positive a 1 is returned.
If the number is 0 a 0 is returned.
If the number is negative a -1 is returned.
abs(numeric variable)
If the number is negative, returns the reciprocal positive value.
A positive value is returned as-is.

Logical Functions
These functions return a Boolean value.
redge(Boolean variable)
This function has internal data.
Detects a Boolean value changing from false to true and returns true for one program scan.
fedge(Boolean variable)
This function has internal data.
Detects a Boolean value changing from true to false and returns true for one program scan.
edge(Boolean variable)
This function has internal data.
Detects a Boolean value change from true to false or false to true and returns true for one
program scan.
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Binary Functions
These functions (except for Unpack) return a value (modified by the function).
shftr(numeric variable, radix, number of bits)
Returns the variable value binary shifted to the right starting from the right at the radix bit and
shifting right the number of bits. Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If radix of 16 is used
then the upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different radix value is used then the bits to the left of
the radix are left alone.
shftl(numeric variable, radix, number of bits)
Returns the variable value binary shifted to the left starting from the right at the radix bit and
shifting right the number of bits. Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If radix of 16 is used
then the upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different radix value is used then the bits to the left of
the radix are left alone.
rotr(numeric variable, radix, number of bits)
Returns the variable value binary rotated to the right starting from the right at the radix bit and
rotating right the number of bits. Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If radix of 16 is used
then the upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different radix value is used then the bits to the left of
the radix are left alone.
rotl(numeric variable, radix, number of bits)
Returns the variable value binary rotated to the left starting from the right at the radix bit and
rotating left the number of bits. Typical values for the radix are 16 and 32. If radix of 16 is used
then the upper 16 bits will be left alone. If a different radix value is used then the bits to the left of
the radix are left alone.
unpack(numeric variable, number of bits, Boolean start register )
Reads the bits of the variable input from least significant to most significant writing them to
Boolean registers specified from the Boolean start register to the number of bits specified. The
Boolean start register parameter must be a valid register in the system and all of the number of
bits block size registers must be contiguous and writeable or a compiler error will result.
pack(number of bits, Boolean start register )
Returns the encoded value of the Boolean start register and the number of bits block size. The
Boolean start register parameter must be a valid register in the system and all of the number of
bits block size registers must be contiguous or a compiler error will result.
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Timer Functions
These functions return a Boolean value.
ton(Boolean variable, timeMs)
This function has internal data.
On Debounce timer function.
If the input changes from false to true, the ton() function begins timing. When the timeMs (time in
milliseconds) has elapsed and the input has remained true for the entire timeMs time ton() returns
true until the input goes false again. If the input goes false, the ton() time is reset until the input
goes true again and ton() begins timing again.
toff(Boolean variable, timeMs)
This function has internal data.
Off Debounce timer function.
If the input changes from true to false, the toff() function begins timing. When the timeMs (time in
milliseconds) has elapsed and the input has remained false for the entire timeMs time toff()
returns true until the input goes true again. If the input goes true, the toff() time is reset until the
input goes false again and toff() begins timing again.
tpulse(Boolean variable, timeMs)
This function has internal data.
Pulse timer function.
When the input is true tpulse() will return a true for one scan every timeMs (time in milliseconds).
When the input is false tpulse will always returns false.
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Instrumentation Functions
These functions return a Boolean value except as noted.
delta(Boolean variable, change set point )
This function has internal data.
Detect a change in variable by a set point amount. If the input changes by the set point amount,
the delta() function will return a true for one scan. The function will continue to return false until
the input has changed by the set point amount again.
cmplt( variable, set point, hysteresis)
This function has internal data.
If the variable is less than the set point the function returns a true. It will continue to return true
until the variable is greater than the set point + the hysteresis parameter.
cmpgt( variable, set point, hysteresis)
This function has internal data.
If the variable is greater than the set point the function returns a true. It will continue to return
true until the variable is less than the set point - the hysteresis parameter.
scale( input, inputMinimum, inputMaximum, outputMinimum, outputMaximum, outputOffset )
This function returns an integer value.
Linear scale function. Scales the input according to the inputMinimum and inputMaximum and
scales that range to the outputMinimum and outputMaximum range. At the end of the operation,
outputOffset is added to the scaled output.
Care should be used if any of the parameters are less than -32767 or greater than 32767 (larger
than a 16 bit number). This could cause an overflow of the signed 32 bit calculation. The formula is
calculated as:
( ( input - inputMinimum ) * ( outputMaximum - outputMinimum ) / ( inputMaximum - inputMinimum ) ) + outputMinimum + outputOffset

If the numerator of this formula is too large the output number will "Roll over" and will no longer
be meaningful.
runtime(Boolean Input, seconds Interval, runtime Register )
This function does not return a value.
While the Boolean Input is a non-zero, this function increments the runtime Register submitted
every period based on the seconds Set point. This is useful for knowing how long a Boolean is true.
This function is intended for accumulating pump runtime. It is suggested that the runtime Register
be an INT32 or UINT32 retained register to accumulate large values. This function does not return
a value.
totalize( analog Input, seconds Interval, totalize Register )
This function does not return a value.
This function accumulates the analog Input register into the totalize Register submitted every
period based on the seconds Interval. It is suggested that the totalize Register be an INT32 or
UINT32 retained register to accumulate large values. This function does not return a value.
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The following functions return an Integer value.
floattoint( analog Input, decimal places, swap mode)
This function allows a 32 bit floating point number, brought in as 4 bytes to be translated to an 32
bit integer with a specified number of decimal places. The decimal places argument tells the
system to multiply by 10, 100, 1000 etc. when decimal places is 1, 2, 3 etc. up to 11 which is a
multiplication of 100,000,000,000. This way very small floating point numbers may be translated
to an integer with a significant number of digits to work with.
The swap mode parameter when set to 0 leaves the bytes in the order they were originally
received or assigned. In some cases where Modbus or other protocols are involved the bytes may
be stored in a format that is not valid.
Once the value is stored into a 32 bit register, we can fix up the byte ordering so that the proper
floating point values is received. To provide an example, we start out with a known set of bytes
such as $44332211 where each pair of characters represents 1 byte of data in hexadecimal for the
examples below. This number the floating point representation of 716.5323.
mode 0
mode 1
mode 2
mode 3

leaves the order of the bytes alone.
reverses all the bytes in the word (result = $11223344).
reverses the upper and lower words (result = $22114433 w/upper and lower words swapped).
reverses the upper and lower byte of each word (result = $33441122).

After the bytes have been moved to their proper location, then the floattoint multiplication and
translation to a signed 32 bit variable are performed.
If you do not know what swap mode you need, after getting the 32 bit value into a register you can
experiment to see which swap mode will work for you to get the proper values.
If the floating point value cannot be translated or the value returned is out of range for a signed 32
bit integer, a warning will be generated and may be read from the ERROR register directly after
floattoint() is called.
115 = Invalid Floating point number
116 = Floating point number out of range
As an example let's convert PI to an integer number:
PI = $40490fdb ' floating point single precision (32 bit) version of PI 3.1415927
a = floattoint( PI, 8, 0 ) ' convert to a 9 digit integer with no byte translation
print a 'print the result
The console output will be:
314159264
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inttofloat (analogInput, decimalplaces, swapmode)
This function allows an integer to be converted to a floating point value and stored into a 32 bit
variable or register to be transmitted to or polled from a device that can use the floating point
value. Since only integers are represented in this interface, there is no way to view the new
floating point value other than on the remote device that uses it.
The translation first converts the value to a floating point number, then divides that number to
represent the data with the number of decimal places specified making a useful floating point
value from an integer value. For instance, a number like 12345 with two decimal places will be
stored as an IEEE 754 formatted number which represents 123.45. The system can convert up to
22 decimal places so that very small numbers may be converted. If zero is specified then the
number is converted to an integer in floating point form.
The swapmode parameter when set to 0 leaves the bytes in the order they were originally
converted. In some cases where Modbus or other protocols are involved the bytes may be stored
in a format that is not valid. The swapmode parameter allows this to be corrected before that data
is transmitted or polled for.
Once the value is stored into a 32 bit register, we can fix up the byte ordering so that the proper
floating point value is presented to the remote device. To provide an example, we start out with a
known value that has a known set of bytes. 716.5323 is represented in a 32 bit number as
$44332211 where each pair of characters represents 1 byte of data in hexadecimal for the
examples below.
mode 0
mode 1
mode 2
mode 3

leaves the order of the bytes alone.
reverses all the bytes in the word (result = $11223344).
reverses the upper and lower words (result = $22114433 w/upper and lower words swapped).
reverses the upper and lower byte of each word (result = $33441122).

If you do not know what swapmode you need, after getting the 32 bit value into a register you can
experiment to see which swapmode will work for you to get the proper values.
If the floating point value cannot be translated or the value returned is out of range, a warning will
be generated and may be read from the ERROR register directly after inttofloat() is called.
115 = Invalid Floating point number
116 = Floating point number out of range
As an example let's convert PI to a floating point number:
PI = 314159264 ' floating point single precision (32 bit) version of PI 3.1415927
REG_PI = inttofloat( PI, 8, 0 ) ' convert to a 9 digit integer to floating point with no byte translation
print hex( a )'print the result in hex
The console output will be:
40490fdb
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intswap( analog Input, swap mode)
When using protocols such as Modbus, it may be necessary to decode 32 bit integer values from 2
16 bit registers. These may be presented in a variety of configurations depending on the device
being read. First get the two register into a 32 bit register. From there, intswap() can move the
bytes around to get the proper value.
The swap mode parameter when set to 0 leaves the bytes in the order they were originally
received or assigned.
If we start out with a known set of bytes such as $44332211 for the examples below (each pair of
characters represents 1 byte of data in hexadecimal) we can see how the swap mode parameter
will operate on the data passed in to intswap().
mode 0
mode 1
mode 2
mode 3

leaves the order of the bytes alone.
reverses all the bytes in the word (result = $11223344).
reverses the upper and lower words (result = $22114433 w/upper and lower words swapped).
reverses the upper and lower byte of each word (result = $33441122).

If you do not know what mode you need, after getting the 32 bit value into a register you can
experiment to see which swap mode will work for you to get the proper values.
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Communication Functions
The following functions are to ease the work of sending and receiving ASCII ( human readable text )
protocols over a serial port.
comopen( port, string char or 1 byte constant )
This function does not return a value.
This sets up a serial port on the device to use the current settings in the configuration and take
over the port. The port specified is opened and the value passed in is the terminator of the
message and can be any single byte character. This character triggers the comread() command to
read in the bytes from the port (see below):
comopen( 1, "\n" ) ' Open the port and look for a new line character as a terminator
comopen( 1, $ff ) ' Open the port and look for a binary 255 as a terminator
Only values from 0 to 255 or single string characters are allowed for the terminator. See String
Arrays for details on special control character "escape sequences". Comopen does not return a
value.
comclose( port )
This function does not return a value.
Closes the port specified and releases it to the system for other purposes. A warning will be
generated if the port has not been opened first. Comclose does not return a value.
comwrite( port, string )
Writes string to the port specified and returns the number of bytes written out the port.
comread( port, string )
When the terminator defined in the comopen() function is received, the comread function fills the
string passed in with the data from the serial port and returns the number of bytes fill in the string.
If the string is not large enough, the data will be truncated to the available space in the string. In
this case, some data may be lost. If the return value is 0, a terminator has not been received.
ping(edgeenable, ipaddress,interface,statusvariable,timeoutms)
This function allows a ping command to be sent to any ipaddress when a positive transition is
detected on the edgeenable input. To retrigger the ping, edgeenable must go to zero for one scan
and then non-zero for one scan to fire the ping command again.
ipaddress may be a dimensioned string variable or a string constant consisting of a dotted ip
address such as "192.168.237.199". The interface may be selected as a 1 for Ethernet or 2 for
Cellular Data Connection.
When called this function will assign a value to the statusvariable passed as the last argument. This
must be a local integer or integer register. It will begin the ping process and write the status to the
statusvariable until the ping process is done or timed out according to the timeoutms parameter.
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If the ping is successful then a minimum value of 2 is returned. Any value greater than 2 represents
the time the ping took to respond after being sent.
The ping function should be called then the variable monitored in code to determine if the ping
was successful. The status values are:
STATUS
Bad Interface

VALUE
-1

EXPLANATION
The interface specified is not correct.

Invalid IP

-2

The IP address specified could not be decoded.

Interface Down

-3

The interface specified is inactive (cable unplugged?).

Ping Sent Timeout

-11

Timed out receiving ping message.

Timeout Ping Not
Sent

-12

Invalid Response

-20

Interface busy timeout.
A message was returned but was different than expected.

Ping Start

0

Interface is inactive or ping has not been activated.

Ping Active

1

Ping has been sent waiting for a response.

Ping Success

>= 2

Ping response has been received. Response time in milliseconds.

ping( testping, "8.8.8.8", 1, pingstatus, 1000 )
if testping then
if ton( pingstatus < 2, 2000 ) then 'if the status is less than 2 after 2000 milliseconds
pingerror = -1 'post an error
else
pingerror = 0
endif
endif
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Print And String Functions
These functions are used only with print and string array statements.
fields( string, delimiter )
This function returns the number of fields found with the given delimiter. A string with 5 comma
delimited values will return a 5. This allows for looping through and using the following parse()
function for reading the right number of values out of the string.
parse( string, delimiter, decimal places)
This function may used anywhere an expression is used. Decodes a value one record at a time
from a string. If a delimiter is encountered in the string, then the conversion stops there and
removes the converted bytes and waits for the next call. Typically, Up to 10 digits including
decimal places can be decoded if the number is a floating point number. The ASCII represented
number including decimal places must not exceed the range of a 32 bit integer from
−2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 or a parse() funcfon Warning will be posted and a zero returned
for the value. This function is useful for parsing data from the ASCII comread( ) function for
comma, tab or any other character delimited strings. If the decimal places parameter is set to zero,
then all digits will be decoded regardless of decimal point up to the next delimiter or the end of
the string. If no delimiter is encountered in the string, then the parse() function will stop at the end
of the string allowing it to be used for parsing single numbers. A delimiter must be specified
however.
val = parse( rcvbuf, "," ,0 )
This function can be used in conjunction with the fields() function to parse multiple records until
the end of the string is encountered as in this example:
r = comread( rcv )
if r then ' if we have received bytes
flds = fields( rcv, "," ) ' get the number of fields based on a comma delimiter
for i = 0 to flds - 1 ' parse all fields
v = parse( rcv, "," ,2 ) ' get the next value from the rcv string with two decimal places
puthold( 11 + i, v ) ' write it to the next holding register
next i
endif
When using the parse function, a failure to parse can be detected as an Error 104 in the ERROR
register.
format( variable, decimal position )
Prints a value to the console or to a string formatted with a decimal point at position specified
from the right.
hex( variable)
Prints a 32-bit hex value to the console or stores it to a string.
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hex4( variable)
Prints a 16-bit hex value to the console or stores it to a string.
hex2( variable)
Prints an 8-bit hex value to the console or stores it to a string.
find( search string, pattern string )
Search a string for a particular pattern. Returns the position of the string found (one based).
Returns 0 of the pattern string was not found. The pattern string may be a string variable or a
string constant.
len( string )
Returns the current length of the string submitted.
right( string, number of characters)
Returns a string that is the number of characters from the right (the end of the string). The string
that is being assigned cannot be the same string as the one passed to the function.
left( string, number of characters)
Returns a string that is the number of characters from the left (the start of the string). The string
that is being assigned cannot be the same string as the one passed to the function.
mid( string, position, number of characters)
Returns a string that is the number of characters from the position submitted ( position is 1 for the
start of the string ). The string that is being assigned cannot be the same string as the one passed
to the function.
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Event Logging
Event logging is the recording of formatted strings to a storage area known as the "Event Log" on the
target unit. There is only one log area per unit and each logging function call will simply append to that
area. The event log is circular meaning if it runs out of new space, the oldest space will be overwritten.
The event log may be downloaded from the units main web interface.
log( string or string constant )
This function appends any string variable or string constant to the event log with no treatment of
data.
logline( string or string constant )
This function appends any string variable to the event log adding carriage return and line feed
characters per logline function call.
timedate( integer)
This function allows you to return a time stamp, date stamp or both (space delimited). This may be
used anywhere a string assignment or print function is used.
Integer input and return output strings:
IntegerOutput String
0

"hh:mm:ss"

1

"mm/dd/yyyy"

2

"hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yyyy"

dim $logentry( 80 )

'dimension the logentry string

if delta( UI1, 10 ) or delta( UI2, 10 ) then

'look for a change of at least 10 in either UI1 or UI2

logentry = timedate( 3 ) + "," + UI1 + "," + UI2
logline( logentry )

'compose the data with a leading timestamp
'write data to the event log on a single line

endif
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Register Access Functions
Allows access to all registers in the target device's register map by index and the following register banks:
Bank Type

Description

Status

Read-only Boolean registers (Digital Inputs)

Coil

Read/Write Boolean registers (Digital Outputs)

Input

Read-only integer registers (Analog Inputs)

Holding

Read/Write integer registers (Analog Outputs)

These functions write a value to a register and do not return a value.
putcoil( Register Index, value)
Puts a value to a writeable coil register (does not return a value)
puthold( Register Index, value)
Put a value to a writeable holding register (does not return a value)
These functions read a value from a register.
getstat( Register Index )
Get a value from a read/only status register
getinput( Register Index )
Get a value from a read/only input register
getcoil( Register Index )
Get a value from a read/write coil register
gethold( Register Index )
Get a value from a read/write holding register
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Creating a Text Program
To create a Text program, go to CONFIGURATION | PROGRAMMING |EDITOR/DEBUGGER.
|EDITOR/DEBUGGER You will be
prompted to enable pop-ups
ups if they are not enabled already. For security purposes, most browsers allow
you to enable pop-ups
ups for specific addresses, in which case, you can limit pop
pop-ups
ups to the controllers IP
address.
Select the Text editor (if it is not already displayed) using the

button.

Enter a text program by simply typing it in, or use your own extern
external
al text editor (plain text only) and paste
it into the editing window using a Control
Control-V key combination.
Internal library functions can be inserted using the
“Functions” button on the Secondary Tools menu, or
simply typed in.
Tag Names can be selected usingg the tag name
selector at the bottom of the editorr window, or simply
typed in. Be careful to check the spelling of names if
you hand enter them. New names in the editor
automatically become new local variables if they are
not found as existing tags!
Comments are preceded by an ' (apostrophe) and are displayed in green.
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Downloading
When your program is complete, send it to the controller by clicking on the download button:

Note that when you download a program, it downloads all components. If part of your
program is graphical,, it will be downloaded at the same time.
If the “Auto Run Program” box is checked and there were no errors found by the compiler, the program
will automatically start and run continuously. The Notifications will show “Compile Successful”
Su
and the
Current Status will show a program scan time.

If there were errors, the first problem will be highlighted in a shaded box, and a description of the
problem displayed on the Notifications line. Each time you correct an error, re
re-downloa
download the program
(the compiler stops after hitting the first error) until no further errors are found.

Once a program is successfully downloaded and running, the editor background color changes from white
to green.
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Testing and Debugging
There are multiple
iple testing and troubleshooting tools available in the controller to help test and
troubleshoot programs.
Debug Watch List
The Debug Watch List (brought up with the
button
utton on the upper menu) is another way to view
and set all variable types including fo
forcing of local
I/O (forcible I/O has a checkbox in the frc column).
When forcing is enabled, changing the value in the
modify column sets the forcing state (at the
terminal block), otherwise the internal program
register is written to.
The Watch List also shows where each variable is
used in your program (cross reference) in the right
righthand column. The cross reference list can be
printed using the button in the lower right
right-hand
corner.
The columns for setting values and displaying
where the variables are used
d may be turned off to
reduce the size of the window by unchecking the
“Modify Column” and “Location Column” checkboxes. Checking the “Current Page Only” box limits the
watch list to showing and cross referencing only the variables in the current page of logic,
l
otherwise all
variables in the program are shown and cross
cross-referenced.
Console
The Console provides a means of seeing textual
debugging messages which you can embed in
your program, or for seeing text strings that you
are working with in the program.
m. Debugging
information is sent to the console using a “Print”
instruction. This can be especially useful to see a
series of values that change in close succession,
like the results of a calculation in a loop.
The Console is a floating window that is bro
brought
up by clicking on the appropriate but
button on the
Secondary Tool menu.
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Single Step
Sometimes, instead of trying to debug a process running at full speed, it’s easier to single-step
single
through a program. This is done by stopping the program with the st
stop-sign
sign button (after it has
been downloaded). When the program is stopped, step through your program by clicking on the
th
single-step (“stair step”) button.
For ladder logic or function block programs, you will see the cur
currently
rently executing block highlighted in a
blue box. Each time you single-step
step, the blue box will move to the next line being executed. At each step,
use the watch list window to view and optionally change variable values
values.

step function treats all portions of a progra
program
m as one continuous program. If
Note that single-step
your program has a textual portion along with a graphical portion, then the single step function
will step though both portions sequentially.
To resume running continuously, click on the double
double-arrow button to restart from the current
position without resetting local variables, or on the “running man” to do a full restart that clears
local variables.
Breakpoints
Another dubbuging tool available for text programs is breakpoint
breakpoints.
s. After you download a program, simply
double-click
lick on the line number (far left side) for any lines that you want to stop program execution at if
the program reaches that point. You can set up to 10 breakpoints at one time in a program.
Once a program stops at a breakpoint, you can continue by single
single-stepping
stepping with the “stair
“
step”
button, or run continuously by clicking on the double
double-arrow
arrow button to restart from the current
position without resetting local variables, or on the “running man” which does a full restart that
clears the local variables.
hen you hit a breakpoint in a text program
program, you will see the currently executing line highlighted in a blue
When
box and the current status showing that the program is stopped and the breakpoint line number.

To remove a breakpoint, simply double
double-click on the line number again. A new download removes all
breakpoints.
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Sample Text Program
Programs
The following section describes how to create a couple of simple text programs.
Hello World – a first program
Clear all text out of the document and enter:
print "Hello World"
This line can also be written as:
? "Hello World"
Be sure that the Auto Run Program is unchecked and click on the Download button:
button
This is a simple string print to the console.
You should see the Current Status: field update with Downloading Program, then Downloading Source
Code, and finally a Compile Successful! Usage: PGM:0%, VAR:0%, ARR:0%, SRC:0%
Click the Run button and take a look at the Console window (Secondary Tools Menu).
Menu)
You should see:
Hello World
You have just written, downloaded and rrun your first program!
Click the Auto Run Program checkbox and Download again. The program will run automatically now and
repeat the program (each repeat is called a scan). You should see the program run as soon as the
Download is complete and see the foll
following output in the Console window:
Hello World
Hello World
Hello World
.
While the program does little, it shows the repetitive nature of the Auto Run Program configuration.
Click the Stop button to stop the program. You should see the Current Status: upd
update
ate to Program Stopped
Line:1!
Click the New button to erase the program and say okay when the system asks for confirmation.
Let's do some real work.
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Flasher Program
At the bottom of your screen are Register selectors. Click on the BOOLS selector and select
DIGITAL_OUT_1. Clicking the Register in the selector will insert the clicked register into your program
document.
The Register selectors contain all the registers that are currently configured as "Visible" in the unit's
register interface. Any of these registers may be used in the program as variables. The register interface in
the unit will also allow you to change "Tag Names". It is suggested that you do this first as any renaming of
Registers that are already used in the program will need to be reconciled before the program can be
downloaded.
It should be noted that some registers are read-only and will not allow values to be assigned (written) to
them. The compiler will tell you if you attempt to write to any read-only registers at Download time.
Any changes to the configuration of the unit will automatically reload the Register lists.
Let's enter a new program:
if tpulse( 1, 1000 ) then DIGITAL_OUT_1 = not DIGITAL_OUT_1
The if statement looks to see if the output from the tpulse() is true and will read and invert (not) the
DIGITAL_OUT_1 and write the inverted value back to DIGITAL_OUT_1
The tpulse() function says that if the enable is true (the 1 in the first argument) then it will return true for
one program scan when the set point (1000) in milliseconds has elapsed.
Note: more information on tpulse() and other functions can be found under the Nav Menu | Functions
dialog and later in this document.
Check the Auto Run Program and click the Download button. You should hear and see DIGITAL_OUT_1
toggle every second.
The same if statement can also be written as:
if tpulse( 1, 10000 ) then
DIGITAL_OUT_1 = not DIGITAL_OUT_1
endif
The if-then-else-endif format allows you to place multiple lines inside of the if statement and also to nest
other if statements.
Setpoint Control
You can also use the programming interface for set point control. This is a small example where
DIGITAL_IN_1 is the enable for the set point control.
UNIVERSAL_IN1 is the sump level or other input level.
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DIGITAL_OUT_1 is a pump or other control to bring the level down.
ton() is an On Delay timer turned on by the conditional in the first argument.
if DIGITAL_IN_1 then
if ton( UNIVERSAL_IN1 > 12000, 10000 ) then
DIGITAL_OUT_1= 1
elseif ton( UNIVERSAL_IN1 < 8000, 10000 ) then
DIGITAL_OUT_1= 0
endif
endif
When DIGITAL_IN_1 is on the set point processing is enabled.
When UNIVERSAL_IN1 is greater than 12000 for 10 seconds then DIGITAL_OUT_1 is turned on.
Conversely when UNIVERSAL_IN1 is less than 8000 for 10 seconds, DIGITAL_OUT_1 is turn off.
Any one of the constants above can be replaced with a variable or register in the system for configurable
set point control.
Middle Line Operator (:)
In many cases it may be desirable to execute several operation on one line. This increases code efficiency
as many operations can be done with one line call or can be executed after a then or else statement.
c=1:d=1
if ( c and d ) then DO1 = 1 : goto mythencode else DO1 = 0 : goto myelsecode
It should be noted that programming this way does not generate new line numbers so the code is smaller
and more efficient. However code that is compacted in this manner, is more difficult to step through as
breakpoints and steps are line based.
Local Variables
Local variables may be used and reused throughout the program. They simply need to be applied
somewhere in the program and not match any register or label names. The first use of the variable set
aside 4 bytes of memory for it and initializes it to zero. These variables are 32 bit signed values.
The simple line:
a=a+1
Declares the a variable and will increment the value of a each time the line is run. Once a is set it will
retain its value through the program life. Stopping and Running the program or restarting the unit (with
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Auto Run Program checked) will reset it as well. Try running the above little program and look at the Nav |
Watch List window to see the value increment.
The "a =" is an assignment and can also be written as let a = a + 1
If you want to use this functionality to count pump starts for instance you could do something like this:
if redge( DIGITAL_IN_1 ) then
a=a+1
endif
The redge() function looks for a false to true transition of DIGITAL_IN_1 and returns true for one scan and
the a variable is incremented.
Note: a word of warning. If a register name is mistyped, there is a good possibility that the compiler will
count that register as a local variable. You can see when this happens by looking in the Nav | Watch List
window to see what local variables are defined. If one of them is intended as a register, it can cause the
program to execute in ways that are not intended.
Labels, Gotos and Gosubs
The system can jump over large groups of code and even call sub-routines.
The format of a goto and label is:
if (some condition) then goto mylabel
(some code you don't want to execute)
#mylabel
(some code you do want to execute)
Labels always begin in the first column with a # pound operator and a name immediately after.
Some rules are:
Labels must start with a letter and be alpha-numeric (can have underscores and dashes) with no spaces.
They must not match any other register or local variable names.
Labels are not code in themselves just markers so breakpoints cannot be set on that line.
The gosub command uses the same label format as goto but with a return key word.
if (some condition) then gosub mylabel ' jump to sub-routine
(continue code execution after sub-routine call)
end 'end program so we don't run into the sub-routine
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#mylabel 'start of sub-routine
(some code you do want to execute)
return 'return from sub-routine
Goto and gosub commands cannot use the same labels as a gosub requires a return statement. If a return
statement is executed and there has been no gosub to call it, a runtime error will result. If the Auto Run
Program is checked then the end keyword will tell the program to jump back to the start. The end
keyword will keep the program from executing the sub-routines. Without the end keyword the program
will continue executing to the return keyword and will generate the error RETURN without GOSUB.
While and For loops
A while loop is an iterative execute while a test is true.
while condition
(iterative code)
endwh
'accumulate the number of seconds that DIGITAL_IN_1 is off
while not DIGITAL_IN_1
if tpulse( 1, 1000 ) then
a=a+1
endif
endwh
It should be noted that while the test condition is true, that no other code in the program will run until
the while loop test is false. This should be taken into careful consideration when implementing while loop
functionality in a system that uses a repetitive program scan like this one.
A FOR loop is a good tool for iterating a known number of times.
a = $11223344 'set a to a constant hex value
for i = 1 to 4 'iterate 4 times
a = shftr( a, 32, 8 ) 'shift a 8 bits to the right each operation
print hex( a ) ' print the hex value to the console
next i ' next iteration
' at the end of loop i will be equal to 5
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The shftr (shift right) function will shift the a value 8 bits and operate on all 32 bits of the a variable.
Notice that a is set to a known value with the $ operator. This operator tells the system this is a
hexadecimal value.
print will output the function hex() to the console. When running this little program with the Auto Run
Program option off ( and clicking the Run button after Download ) the console output will be:
00112233
00001122
00000011
00000000
A for loop can also be used to step through values by a certain step amount.
for a = 0 to 25 step 5 'iterate 5 times incrementing a by 5 each time
print a 'print a to output console
next a 'next iteration
print a 'print final value to console
The console output for this program will be:
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
Notice that the final value of the variable a is 30 and not 25. The test for the for loop to exit at the end of
the to keyword is always a "greater than" test and not a "greater than or equal to" test as the variable is
first incremented by the step then the limit is checked.
For loops may also be used in reverse with a negative step value:
for a = 25 to 0 step -5 'iterate 5 times incrementing a by -5 each time starting at 25
print a 'print a to output console
next a 'next iteration
print a 'print final value to console
Variables may also be used in any or all of the FOR statement parameters. If variables are used and set
inappropriately, a runtime warning will be generated and may be checked in the ERROR register as 114.
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Reference
The following section provides technical reference information on the textual programming language.
Some of the error messages documented also apply to the graphical languages. If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact Industrial Technical Support at:
Support@iclinks.com
530-888-1800

Comments
Comments may be added to the code with a rem statement or an ' (apostrophe). Anything to the right of
these markers will be colored in green and considered not part of the program. Comments may be placed
at the beginning of a line or at the end of active code. Nested comments are not supported. Comments
are only stored in the source code and have no effect on run-time code.
rem this is my line comment
'this is also a line comment
if DO1 then goto updlabel ' this is an end of line comment
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Constants
There are several types of constants that may be used in the program.
Numerical Constants
-1
-1000
31415
Hex Constants
The $ operator in front of a numerical constant allows a hex number to be specified using A - F as digits in
the value:
$aa
$55
-$FFFF
String Constants
String constants may be used to initialize strings or in a print statement as shown here:
print "a = ";a
print "Hex Value"; hex( a )
' print three values in column format commas separate output by inserting a tab at each comma
print "a","b","c"
print a, b, c
When using a print statement, placing a semi-colon operator after the last element will inhibit the
carriage return/line feed from being printed and will print just a space instead. This can be handy for
placing more data on the screen as the console is limited to 1000 lines of back buffer.
Care should used not to overload the print buffer as it will lose data if the program writes to the buffer
faster than the webpage can update (which is what clears the print buffer on the device). When the
webpage is not present, the print buffer will fill up and stop updating once it is full. While there is no harm
in leaving them in, print statements are primarily for debugging and should be commented out or
removed in the final runtime version of the code.
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Math Operators
Standard math operators order of precedence applies.
a=a+1
Parentheticals may be used for complex statements and to force order of precedence.
y=m*x+b*(x+1)
Math expressions may be used anywhere a variable can be used so an assignment to a local variable is not
always necessary.
If (a + b) > 100 then.
+

Addition

-

Subtraction and negation

*

Multiplication

/

Division

mod Modulus
^

Power

&

32 bit binary and

|

32 bit binary or

^|

32 bit binary exclusive or

inv

32 bit binary not (invert)

All calculations are 32 bit integer. Floating point math is not supported.
During a division operation, if the divisor is zero, a Divide by Zero Warning will be posted to the ERROR
register as 101, and the result returned will be zero.
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Strings and Arrays with Dim() Statement
There are two types of arrays used in the system. 32 bit integer arrays and string arrays. Both use the
same dynamic memory resource. The Dim() statement(s) may only be configured at the start of a program
are run one time at program startup. Dim statements must be before any other active code in the
program or an error will be generated.
The array memory is referred to as ARR x% when the compile status returns successfully. The memory is
limited to what is available on the target device. The percentage reflects how much of that memory is set
aside after all the dim() statements are processed. If the memory is exceeded at compile time, the
program will not be downloaded.
Numerical Arrays
To allocate and array of signed 32 bit integers the Dim() statement may be used in the following manor
dim array( [constant] ), array2( [constant] )
Only a constant number may be used to allocate the space used by the array. Dim() statements are only
executed once at runtime and must be at the top of the program listing before any other active line. To
assign a value to an array element by index the following may be used:
array( x ) = (some expression, register or variable)
Reading the array element is like any other variable outside or inside an expression but with the
parenthetical index called a "subscript".
a = a + array( [ some variable or constant ] )
If a subscript is out of the range allocated or is a negative number, a Subscript Warning will be generated
and may be read from the ERROR register as 100 and the array element will be zero. Care should be used
when accessing any array by a variable subscript value.
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String Arrays
String arrays are special strings used to format and display human readable text as well as being used for
ASCII or binary communication access via the comopen(), comwrite(), comread(), fields() and parse()
functions. These arrays are allocated using the following format
dim $string( [constant] )
Notice the $ at the front. If the $ is missing, this array cannot be used as a string. This allocation will set
aside the number of bytes specified + 3 management bytes for maximum length and current length. String
arrays (called strings) may be assigned values in the following manor:
dim $string( 40 )
string = "Some Text " + a + "," + b + "," + c
Where there are 32 bit variables, register or constants, the elements are translated into ASCII text
representing the 32 bit number. Binary values may be placed in the buffer using binary constants and
appended to the string in the following format:
string = string + $0A 'append a carriage return character after the string
The same assignments may be accomplished via a \ control character like so:
string = string + "\r" 'append a carriage return character after the string
Other control characters are supported and may be added to any string within a string constant such as:
"\t" 'append a tab character
"\n" 'append a newline character
"\0" 'append a null character
Strings only support the + operator for appending.
You can use the hex(), hex2(), hex4(), and format() functions to format a number. You can also use the
len(), find(), left(), mid() and right() string functions to parse and dissect an incoming string. See Print and
String Functions for details:
a = 3462
string = "a = " + format( a, 2 ) + " ft.\r" 'format a with 2 decimal places with units at the end followed by a
carriage return
You may print a string to the console at anytime using the print command to see the format result:
print string
The above will show on the console as:
a = 34.62 ft.
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To facilitate using binary protocols, strings may also be accessed by subscript and used to transmit and
parse binary values.
To use a subscript and get the first byte from the above string you can use the expression:
print string( 0 ) which will print the ASCII value of the first character "a" of the string array:
97
You can use this in an if statement for example to qualify incoming values:
if string( 0 ) = 97 then
'more parsing code here
endif
If using a string subscript when writing a value (assignment) , only values from 0 to 255 are supported as
one element is exactly one byte.
If using a variable for a subscript value, take care not to go negative or go beyond the length specified in
the dim() statement. If this happens, a runtime subscript warning will be generated. If reading the
subscript, the value returned as zero. If writing to the array, the value will not be written. This warning
may be read from the ERROR register as 100.
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Data, Read and Restore Statements
The data keyword sets aside constants that can be used later by the read command to initialize variables
to constant values. Think of it as an array in memory that cannot be modified at runtime. It is primarily
used for initializing arrays or registers where iterative values are not appropriate.
dim arr( 3 )
data 35, 10, 22
restore ' start reading from the beginning of the data statement
for i = 0 to 2 'read the three values
read x 'read the next value
arr( i ) = x 'load the value into the array
print arr( i ); 'print each value
next i
This program reads each value of the data statement and stores it to the array. Then prints that array
element. Each read command increments an internal pointer to the delimited data in the data
statements. As each is read that internal pointer is moved to the next element. The output of the program
is:
35 10 22
If the end of the data statements is reached a Warning is posted:
Out of data in READ or RESTORE
This error may be read from the ERROR register as 104 and may be checked after each read. On the
warning the internal pointer is reset and the read statement will return the first data in the data
statement(s) defined and continue on from there.
A restore command may be used to reset the internal data pointer to the first element.
The read command also supports doing multiple variable reads in this format:
read a, b, c 'read the first three elements and initialize a, b and c values
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Logical Operators and If Statements
Logical operators are used in if, elseif and while statements to determine if a logical state is true.
Parentheticals may be used to insure order of operation and/or improve clarity in the program. If multiple
logical expressions such as multiple AND and OR, multiple AND and EOR or multiple EOR statements are
used, parentheticals will be required. An error "Ambiguous logical operators; Use parenthesis" will be
posted if these rules are violated.
if a and b then
.
elseif (not a ) or (not b ) and ( c >= d ) then
.
else 'neither the if or the elseif conditions are true
.
endif
while a < b
.
endwh
and

Logical AND

or

Logical OR

eor

Logical Exclusive OR

not

Logical NOT (may also use !)

=

Equal to

<

Less than

>

Greater than

<=

Less than or Equal to

>=

Greater than or Equal to

<>

Not Equal to

When evaluating logical expressions with and, or, eor, and not, the system will always evaluate a non-zero
value as true and a zero value as false.
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Errors and Warnings
There are three classifications of errors that can occur in the programming system.
•
•
•

Compiler Errors
are errors that occur when a download attempt is made and will stop
the download of new code until they are fixed.
Runtime Warnings
are errors that occur in the execution of the program, but may be
read and recovered from.
Severe Runtime Errors
occur after the program has been downloaded and run. These errors
are catastrophic and will stop the program execution.

Compiler Errors
Compiler errors happen when a download is attempted. The compiler checks that the syntax, most
operations and data types are legal. When Downloading, the compiler will stop on any error and present
the line number where the error occurred if possible. The download operation is aborted.
Table of Compiler errors:
* indicates those errors that can also be Warning errors (see Warning Errors).
Error Callout

Error Explanation

* "Missing comma"

A comma was not found where required

* "Syntax Error"

A general syntax issue has been encountered

* "Invalid hex digit"

A conversion from a hexadecimal constant or string found an invalid character.

"Constant value too large"

A constant value of greater than a 32 bit number has been specified.

"Invalid expression"

Usually associated with a math or IF statement test and the system cannot
evaluate the result.

"Data type mismatch"

An unexpected variable data type has been used in an operation.

"Illegal operator"

A math or logical operator was expected but not found in a logic or math
expression.

"Illegal variable"

The variable name format has been violated.

"Missing quote"

A quote was expected at the end of a string constant.

"Equals '=' required"

An assignment or a FOR statement is missing the "=" operator.

"Expected open or close paren"

An open or close paren was expected at the start or end of an array or function
call.

"Illegal data type"

A string was submitted where a numerical variable was expected for example.

"Undimensioned array"

An array access was attempted with no corresponding DIM() statement for that
array variable.

"Illegal READ; No Data statement"

A READ was attempted but no DATA statement exists.

"Illegal RESTORE; No Data statement"

A RESTORE statement was attempted but there are not DATA statements in the
program.
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"GOSUB without RETURN"

GOSUB to a label or line number but that section of code has no RETURN
statement.

"GOTO or GOSUB Invalid Label"

The label referred to in the GOSUB or GOTO does not exist.

"No valid code after label"

GOTO or GOSUB label exists but there is no valid code after the label

"Illegal Assignment to Read/Only Variable"

An assignment is being attempted to a Register that is Read-Only.

"String cannot be assigned & passed as an argument" This is specific to the RIGHT, LEFT and MID string functions. The string being
written to is also being passed in as the string source argument.
"String type variable required"

The function required a string variable for an argument but some other data type
was attempted.

"Invalid string or string too long"

The functions FIELDS, PARSE and COMOPEN require a one character string.

"String type variable or constant required"

A numeric variable or constant was passed to a function where a string variable or
constant is required.

"DIM statements must come first in the program"

DIMension statements must be in the first lines of code before any other operation.
They are done once at runtime.

"Missing THEN in IF statement"

An IF statement without a required corresponding THEN clause.

"Misplaced ENDIF"

No IF statement is associated with the ENDIF operator.

"Empty ELSE line required"

IF statement ELSE clause is out of sequence.

"ELSEIF requires multiline IF THEN"

An ELSEIF operator was encountered with no multiline IF THEN clause.

"ENDIF required multiline IF THEN"

A multiline IF THEN statement was found but there was not corresponding ENDIF
statement to terminate the operation.

"Illegal IF statement"

An ENDIF, ELSE or ELSEIF was found with no corresponding multiline if
statement.

"Integer constant required in DIM() statement"

Something besides an integer constant was passed to the DIM() statement.

"Function returns a value that must be assigned"

A function is being called that has a return value that must be assigned to some
variable or register.

"ENDWH required for WHILE"

A WHILE statement was found with no corresponding ENDWH terminator.

"Missing TO in FOR statement"

A FOR statement without a TO clause.

"FOR without NEXT"

A FOR statement was found with no corresponding NEXT terminator.

"NEXT missing FOR statement"

A NEXT statement was found with no corresponding FOR statement.

"Invalid STEP constant cannot be zero"

In a FOR statement, the STEP parameter is declared as zero.

"Negative STEP constant required"

A FOR statement was configured with a starting constant that is greater than the
TO constant value. In order to count properly a STEP parameter must be added
that will be negative.

"Positive STEP constant required"

A FOR statement was configured with a starting constant that is less than the TO
constant value and the STEP parameter was configured as a negative number.

"Invalid constants in FOR statement"

This usually means that zero was used in both the FOR = and TO parameters.
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"Not enough contiguous registers for block size"

When a register block size is required, the registers in the system must be in
contiguous order and enabled.

"Register type required"

A function requires a register input only and cannot support other data types such
as constants or internal variables.

"Too many tokens in a single line"

There is a built-in limit of 127 tokens to every line of code. This error is usually the
result of using the multiline token ":" to execute several operation on one line.

"Ambiguous logical operators; Use parenthesis" An IF or WHILE conditional has multiple AND, OR, or EOR operators and cannot resolve the
logic intended for normal rules of precedence. Use parenthesis to define the order of operation to get the proper result.
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Warning Errors
Warning Errors occur at runtime after a successful Download. When warnings occur, the program will
continue to execute but the warning will abort the offending operation. If the operation has a return
value either from a function, variable or array is required, it will be returned as zero. If the warning occurs
during an assignment to an array, the assignment is aborted.
Warning errors can be read (and are subsequently cleared) from the ERROR register. Since execution is
continued, the ERROR register may be checked after an operation to implement a recovery strategy. If the
ERROR register is used, it is a good idea to read it first before attempting the operation that could
generate a new warning. Then going into the function, the ERROR register will be preset to zero. Reading
the ERROR register does not clear the Warning code itself that is read from the web page and editor.
Table of Warning Errors
* Indicates those warnings that may also be Compile errors (see Compile Errors).
Warning Message

Explanation

100 "Subscript out of range”

An array access was attempted on an array element that does not exist. If the operation
is an assignment then a 0 is assigned. If the operation is a read, then a zero is returned
from that operation.

101 "Divide by zero"

A zero was in the denominator of a division operation. A zero result will be returned from
the division expression.

102 * "Constant value too large"

A constant defined was too large to be entered into a system variable. A zero will be
returned the operation that reads the constant.

103 "String conversion too long in parse() function"

A string being converted to a number in the PARSE function was either too large in
value or contained too many characters to be parsed properly. A zero will be returned
from the PARSE function.

104 "Out of data in READ or RESTORE"

A DATA operation usually a READ operation has been done and there are no more
DATA statement elements. If this happens a RESTORE is automatically called and the
first value of the DATA statement(s) is used.

107 "Invalid Register Access"

A register index that does not exist is being accessed by GETHOLD, GETCOIL,
GETINPUT, GETSTATUS, PUTHOLD or PUTCOIL register access functions. The
ERROR register may be checked after any GETx or PUTx

112 * "Invalid com port"

When using the COMOPEN, COMCLOSE, COMWRITE or COMREAD function, the port
specified is not valid.

113 "Com port not open"

When using the COMCLOSE, COMWRITE or COMREAD function, the port specified is
has not been opened with the COMOPEN function.

114 "Invalid FOR loop range"

A variable combination used as FOR TO parameters were both set to zero when the
FOR statement was called.

115 "Invalid floating point number"

When using the FLOATTOINT function, the translation of bytes from a 32 bit value did
not yield a valid floating point result and the system could not translate the floating point
number into an integer.

116 "Floating point number out of range"

When using the FLOATTOINT function, the translation was valid but the value is too
large to be assigned to a signed 32 bit integer.
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Severe Runtime Errors
Severe Runtime Errors stop the execution of a program! They are catastrophic in nature and cannot allow
the program to continue to run. Runtime errors are reported to both the editor and web interface of the
device and should be reported to Technical Support.
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Maintenance
On the Configuration pages, there is a section entitled “Maintenance” (near the bottom of the menu on
the left-hand side). This section has functions useful for installation, support (such as backup and restore)
and I/O calibration.
The initial Maintenance web page (sample shown below) gives basic hardware and software information
for the controller. You may be asked to relay some of this information to technical support if you are
receiving help from them.
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Test Mode (I/O Simulation)
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controllers have a built
built-in
in I/O simulator. This test function can simulate ramping
analog inputs and cyclingg digital inputs. The ramping and cycling rate are adjustable in 0.1 second
increments.

The test mode functionality is especially useful during system startups, where not all of the sensors may
be installed at remotes sites and a second perso
person
n is not available to force I/O values. By enabling the
simulation of analog and digital inputs, the other portions of the system including the communications
links, trending and control configuration can be tested.
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System
A collection of system maintenance
ce functions are found under CONFIGURATION
TION | MAINTENANCE |
SYSTEM. These functions include:
•

Installation of software updates

•

Creating and Restoring configuration backup files to/from your computer

•

Creating a backup system image in the controller

•

Setting local
cal numbering system mode (American or European)

•

Restoring Factory Default Settings

•

Restoring Factory Default Calibration Values

•

Resetting the Controller (same as cycling power)

•

Manage System Log files

•

Formatting the historical trending micro SD memory car
card
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Installation of Software Updates
The firmware of the Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 controller is contained within two files:
•

scadafx2.sfsxxxxx

Main system firmware file (xxxxx is the version number)

•

IclMagic.wfsxxx

Graphical components file (xxx is the version number)

The scadafx2.sfs is updated relatively frequently as new functionality is added or bugs are found and
squished. The IclMagic file changes less frequently when new graphics are added (such as for the Web
User Interface)
Before doing a firmware update, always back up your configuration as described in the next
section. Some firmware updates require the Controller to have its configuration reset to
factory defaults, after which you will want to restore a backup of your work

Installing firmware updates requires no external program. The same tool is used to update both the main
firmware and the graphics file. Simply...
1. Click on the “Download
Firmware” button, and the
downloader pop-up window
will appear.
2. Use the “Browse” button to
navigate to the new firmware
file on your computer.
3. Click on the “Download
Firmware” button to start the
download process
The downloading of the main system file is a 4-step process...
1. Downloading – transfers file to the Controllers internal disk drive
2. Unpacking – decompresses the file
3. Verifying – Verifies the file integrity
4. Installing – Replaces the existing system firmware with the new code
If the new firmware requires an update of the graphics file, you will see a pop-up error message on the
User Home Page.
Installation of the IclMagic file is only a two-step process; downloading and installing.
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Creating and Restoring configuration backup files to/from your computer
You can make a backup of a Controller
configuration by simply clicking on the “Make
Backup” button. A dialogue box will appear to
prompt you as to where you want to save the
backup on your disk.
The backup file is named:
backup< date stamp >.ibk
and is largely a text file (yes, you can edit it in
an text editor if you choose to).

If you want to rename the file, please keep the beginning of the name (“backup”) and the
extension (.ibk) intact.

To restore a backup file, simply...
1. Click on the “Download
Firmware” button, and
the downloader pop-up
window will appear.
2. Use the “Browse”
button to navigate to
the backup file on your
computer.
3. Click on the “Download
Backup File” button to
start the download process
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Creating a backup system image in the controller
A system image is a backup that is retained on the flash disk in the controller. The system image can be
restored at any time without a computer, so this capability is useful to support less technical customers in
the field.
To create a system image, simply click on the “Create System Image” button. The system imaging process
can take a few minutes,
es, so it is down in the background of all other operation. When the imaging process
starts, a status message and progress (percent done) value is displayed on the User Home Page.

When imaging is complete, the status is updated:

Restoring from a backup system image in the controller
To restore from an internal system image, cycle the controller while holding in the Setup button for 30
seconds power (remember to disable the battery on battery backed units). The ST and RSSI LEDs will blink
bli
alternately at ever increasing rates the longer the button is pressed. At the highest rate (after 30 seconds),
the image is restored, then the LED indicato
indicators will resume normal operation.
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European Mode
Great Britain and the United States are two of the few places in the world that use a period to indicate the
decimal place. Many other countries use a comma instead. The decimal separator is also called the radix
character. To support numeric displays and proper formatting of spreadsheet
sheet files extracted from
fr
the
controller in other countries, select the “European Mode” checkbox on the CONFIGURATION |
MAINTENANCE | SYSTEM page.
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Restoring Factory Default Settings (Not IP)
Restoring Factory Default Calibration Values
Two buttons on the CONFIGURATION | MAI
MAINTENANCE | SYSTEM page are used to restore the controller
configuration back to the values set by the factory. The “Restore Factory Defaults (Not IP) button clears
out any user entered configuration other than the IP address (So you don’t get cut off from the controller
when operating remotely) and the I/O calibration. Likewise the “Restore Factory Calibrations button
independently restores the I/O calibration values originally set by the factory.

Reset
A button on the CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | SYST
SYSTEM page (“Reset”) duplicates
duplica cycling power on
the unit. This is especially useful when ssome
ome configuration changes require a controller reset which may
not be practical when supporting a controller remotely.
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System Log file Management
Scadaflex II controllers maintain three different types of logs on its internal disk drive (separate from any
historical trending operations). They are:
Event Log

A user driven log with entries made from a Scadaflex II user program.

Journal

A log that records cellular transac
transactions, alarm activity and responses.

Error Log

A log that records hardware related errors and maintenance activity, including radio and
modem errors and recovery, firmware updates, backups, etc.

All logs are typically in CSV spreadsheet format (the Eventt Log format is user controlled but CSV is
recommended) . The logs are “circular”, overwriting the oldest data when they become full.
Download and Clear Buttons
Use these buttons to download and erase the three types of log files.
Log Diagnostics to Event Log
Check this box to have diagnostic messages recorded into the Event Log.
Error/Journal Logs Oldest to Newest
Check this box to reverse the order in which log entries are retrieved. The “normal” order is latest first.
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Format SD Card
When a new micro SD card is installed in a Scadaflex II Controller, or if you wish to erase and start over
using a card that is already installed, you must format it. The easiest way to do this is to go to the bottom
of the CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | SYSTEM page and click on “Format SD Card”.

You can verify that the micro SD card is properly installed and formatted on the MAINTENANCE page:

When you have trending enabled, the total trending capacity (for the selected recording rate and card
size) and the trending
ing space that has been used is shown at the bottom of the user HOME page.
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Clock
Scadaflex II controllers have a built--in
in clock and calendar. Most data in the controllers is recorded in “GMT
time” since most devices that access that data are intellig
intelligent
ent and automatically convert the controllers
data to local time using the devices local time zone. If the controller needs to display or create reports
with the local time, it must be configured to know what time zone it is operating in and configuration of
daylight savings time; either automatic switching or to be set manually. The option is also included to
have trend data recorded using local time instead of GMT time in case the data is being downloaded to a
device that does not support conversion to lo
local time.

Time Zone
A selection list to select to local time zone where the controller is installed.
Daylight Savings Time (Auto)
Selection lists to set when daylight savings starts and stops. Set either
month to “disable” is automatic shifts to Daylight Savings Time is not
desired.
Daylight Savings Time (Manual)
Check this box to manually select Daylight Savings Time. Make sure that
the Automatic mode (described above) is disabled.
Use Local Time in Trend Files
Check this box to have trend data recorded with time stamps in local time, otherwise the trend data is
recorded with “GMT Time”.
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I/O Calibration
Scadaflex II controllers are shipped with their local I/O fully calibrated. This calibration should be checked
and adjusted if needed at least once every year. If any calibration needs to be adjusted, the I/O
Calibration screen in the Maintenance section provides calibration access. There is also a button to
restore the original factory calibration.

Calibration - General
Calibration is best done by openingg two separate browsers; one to display the measured levels (for Input
Power (Vin), Backup Battery Voltage, and the Analog Inputs) or to set the outputs (for Analog Outputs); the
other for accessing the calibration web page ((CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | IO
I CALIBRATION). As
adjustments are made on the calibration page, the results can be seen on the User pages.
Calibration - Restoring Factory Values
The remainder of this section describes how to change the calibration of a
Scadaflex II controllers I/O. If you make a mistake while making these
changes and need to get back to the original factory settings, you can click
on the Restore Factory Calibrations button.
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Vin and Battery Voltage Calibration
The Input Voltage and Battery voltage can be seen on the U
User Home Page:

For calibration verification and adjustment, measure the Input Voltage or Battery Voltage. If needed, adjust
the calibration values (CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION | M
MAINTENANCE | IO CALIBRATION ) to get the correct readings on
the Home Page. Batteryy calibration is not required if the backup battery option is not installed
Analog Input Calibration
The Analog Input readings can be seen near the bottom of the User Local I/O page:
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For calibration verification and adjustment, apply a know
known
n input from a 20mA loop calibrator on each
channel, one at a time. If needed, adjust the calibration values (Maintenance - I/O Calibration page)
pag to get
the correct readings on the Local I/O Page. The readings are in microamps; 4mA should read as 4000, half
hal
scale (12mA) should read 12000 and full scale of 20mA should read as 20000.
Analog Input Calibration
The Analog Output settings can be seen at the bottom of the User Local I/O page:

For calibration verification, connect a digital meter to the analog outputs. You can click on the blue analog
output settings to change them (be sure that nothing else in the controller is trying to set them at the same
time, such as a user program).
With the Analog Outputs set to 0, verify that your meter read
readss 0uA. Adjust the Offset values if they do not
read 0.
For Analog Output (AO) gain calibration, check the outputs at three points; 4000 for 4mA, 12000 for 12mA
and 20000 for 20mA. If needed, adjust the AO Gain calibration values ((CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANC |
IO CALIBRATION ) to get the correct readings on the digital meter.
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Remote Calibration (of
of LPR Module)
Scadaflex II controllers can be purchased with an optional internal spread spectrum meshing
mesh radio to
communicate with other Scadaflex II controllers and Low-power Remote (LPR) I/O modules. To simplify
simpl
calibration of the LPR modules (they have no other serial or Ethernet ports), a web page has been
provided in Scadaflex II controllers to facilitate remote calibration. If the mesh radio option is installed
instal in
the Controller,, the remote I/O calibration page can be accessed in the Maintenance section under
CONFIGURATION|MAINTENANCE||REMOTE CALIBRATION.

Mesh Address
This is a pull-down
down selection menu to select which unit is to be calibr
calibrated.
Remote Sensor Channel
Enter a number between Channels 1 through 4 are the resistance inputs and channels 5 through 8 are the
process inputs (usually 20mA unless specially ordered as voltage inputs).
Calibrate to Value
Enter the value that the module should read with a calibration signal input. For the resistance inputs, use a
high-precision
precision 10K (.01% or better) resistor. For the process inputs, apply a precision 20mA reference.
Send Cal
Click on this button to apply the calibration value within the re
remote.
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HMI
Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-22 controllers have built-in
in web HMI (Human Machine Interface) pages as well as
an optional LCD HMI. The basic control settings for these are located in the Maintenance section under
CONFIGURATION | MAINTENANCE | HMI
HMI.

Unit Name
This is generally set to the name of the site that the controller is installed. Besides labeling the controller
web pages, this name is used as a prefix when the controller builds files and reports.
Web Interface
The Scadaflex II SC-1 and SC-2 Contro
ontrollers
llers have both textual and graphical uses web interfaces. This
selectors determines which interface is first displayed when a user first accesses the controller. The
textual HMI is normally best for small screens while the graphical HMI looks best on
larger screens. If Textual/Graphic is selected, the user is prompted for which
interface that they want when they log in. When the Textual/Graphic Auto mode is
selected, the controller senses the type of that the user is logging in with device
(small/mobile
le like a phone, or large like a desktop PC or laptop)
laptop),, and automatically
selects the appropriate interface.
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Convert Underscores to Spaces.
In general, spaces should not be used in tag names within the controller, especially in the programming
section. It is best to use underscore characters. To make these tag name looks better with spaces in them,
check this box to convert underscores to spaces for alarms and reports.
Ethernet and Cellular User Page Refresh (S)
To automatically update changing values on web pages, the Controller instructs browsers to refresh at a
periodic rate. The rate that browsers refresh their screen through the Ethernet Port or via the optional
built-in Cellular Modem is configurable. These settings can be used to reduce data charges via cellular
links, and to optimaze operation over slower data connections.
LCD Contrast and Backlight Time
If the Controller is ordered with the optional buil-in LCD HMI display, the display contrast can be set on
this page. The contrast value is a number between 1 and 100. Likewise, the amount of time that the
display backlight stays lit after the latest key press is also configurable in order to optimize power usage.
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Power Management
Scadaflex II controllers can be configured to operate with less ssystem
ystem power consumption. This is
accomplished by managing the power supply that powers the sensors, reducing the speed of the internal
microprocessor, and configuring the Ethernet port to automatically power down when not connected to
an Ethernet device.
The
he controller power consumption under various operating settings is detailed in a table at the end of this
manual (after the specifications).
These functions are configured under CONFIGURATION | POWER SAVE.

Sensor Sleep Time (S)
Setting this parameter causes the analog inputs to be sampled at a reduced rate. The time value specified
is the "sleep" (inactive) time between measurements. While sleeping, the sensor power is turned off if the
Sensor Power control (below) is set to "switched".
Sensor Power
This setting controls the sensor power output that is used to provide regulated loop and
sensor device power (+VA). The setting may be set to ON, SWITCHED or OFF. ON leaves the
sensor power output energized at all times. OFF leaves the output dis
disabled
abled for maximum
power savings when it is not needed. SWITCHED turns the sensor power ON only when required to briefly
power the sensor(s) and take a reading. Between readings, the output is de
de-energized
energized
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Sensor Warm-up Time
Most sensors require a little time to stabilize when
powered on. This setting represents the amount of
time that the controller will turn ON the sensor
power ahead of sampling the analog inputs. There is
usually a tradeoff between sensor warm-up time
and reading accuracy. For example, the curve on the
right was supplied by Gems, a sensor company.
For this particular sensor, the readings will be within about 3% accuracy if read immediately after being
powered on, but about 3 times better than that with a 60 second Sensor Warm-up Time.
Managing sensor power with the above three settings can significantly reduce system
power consumption. For example, let's say that we need to keep track of a tank level that
won't change much between readings taken every 15 minutes. The sensor power output
(+VA) of the controller provides 15Vdc. A current loop device, left ON continually, will
consume as much as 20mA (full output) or 0.3 watts per hour (per sensor). That's the same
amount of power required by the entire controller (without using Ethernet)! If the Sensor
Powered is switched ON say for just 2 seconds per reading every 15 minutes, that
consumption figure drops to 0.00067 watts per our (per sensor), a 450x improvement!
Low Power Mode (slow CPU clock)
Slowing the operating speed of the controller's CPU can reduce the overall power consumption by as
much as 24%. Web page responsiveness, trend report generation and user program scan time will be
degraded with a slower CPU clock.
Ethernet Auto Power Down
Ethernet support represents roughly half of the power consumption of the controller. If this box is
checked, the controller will put the Ethernet section to sleep when an Ethernet device is not connected,
potentially cutting power consumption in half.
Some other devices besides the controller (such as many laptops) support Ethernet Auto Power Down.
When they don't detect an Ethernet connected device, they put their own Ethernet section to sleep. That
can be a problem if Ethernet Auto Power Down is also enabled in the controller since both the controller
and the device will put the Ethernet sections to sleep because the other end is not active. To avoid this
situation, the controller briefly turns on its Ethernet interface when first powered ON or when the "Setup"
pushbutton is pressed even if this disable setting is selected.
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Security
The Security section manages both the communications and (human) access control.
Communications security is primarily done by encryption key (when using SDM and SDX protocols), and a
register write key for helping to prot
protect
ect against intrusive writes by protocols that normally do not support
security (such as Modbus).
Human access security, when enabled) causes the Controller to require a Username/Password type login
for both the User and Configuration web pages, as well as the three types of HMIs; Graphical, Textual and
text message/e-mail. Human access security supports up to 16 users including a Master Administrator.
Security items are configured under CONFIGURATION | SECURITY.

AES Encryption Key
This parameter sets the AES encryption key for SDX and SDM SDX for Text Messaging) protocol
encryption. Since all Controllers ship from the factory with the same default encryption key, we
recommend changing this key for systems that require secure data transfers using SDX or SDM
communications).. The key must consist of exactly 16 “printable” characters.
Only Allow Configuration from Local Network
Check this box if you would like to prevent configuration changes from being made through a router. This
can limit changes to be made locally
cally even if the Controller has Internet access.
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Allow WUI access without logging in
Check this box if you would like to make the Graphical HMI interface accessible to users without requiring
a login even if security is enforced on any other access to the controller (security enabled). If users cannot
change anything critical through the Web User Interface, this can provide a friendlier HMI experience by
not requiring a log-in.
Failed Login Limit and Lockout Time (M)
Set the Failed Login Limit to a non-zero value (1 to 255) to enable this feature. If enabled along with
security being enabled, the controller with temporarily lock-out user logins after the number of specified
unsuccessful login attempts. The amount of lockout time is set in minutes, from 1 to 255.
Master Administrator Account – Username and Password
In order to enable security in the Controller, you must create a Master Administrator account.
Administrator accounts are the highest level, with full read/write access to all controller user and
configuration web pages, including the ability to set up usernames and passwords. Requiring a Master
Administrator account helps to ensure that users don’t lock themselves out of their own controller by not
having any administrator level accounts.
Be sure to keep the Master Administrator account information safe, secret and secure. We
have no “back doors” or other means to bypass security if you lose this account information
other than to reset the controller to factory defaults.
Enable Security
Check this box to enable security. Security will be activated when this box is checked as long as there is a
Master Administrator account (see above).
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Accounts
The Accounts page is used to setup the usernames, initial passwords
passwords, and security levels.
level

Usernames and Passwords
Usernames and Passwords
sswords are case sensitive
sensitive. Passwordss are only the initial values that the
t user my
customize on their own.
Security Levels
There are 32 primary security levels. The security levels restrict access by both web
pages and text messaging.
User Security Levels
The lower 30 levels (3 sets of 10), are designated as "user access" without permission to
configure the Controller or assign security credentials.
0-9
User
10-19 User R/W
20-29 User Full

Read Only
Set Pump Controller Set Points
Set DO’s, AO’s, Levels, Clear Buttons (stats, counts, etc.),, Forcing

Config Read/Write Security Level
A user must have at least this security level to access and make changes to the configuration
of the Controller. It also allows acces
access to all of the lower security level privileges.
Config Read/Write Security Level
A user must have at least this security level to access and make changes to the security
settings. It also allows access to all of the lower security level privileges.
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The Web User Interface also makes use of these levels to restrict
access to invidual web pages as well as individual elements on the
web pages. The security level of the user must be greater than the
security level of the page or element in order to access it.

Revision History
V1.00 Preliminary Release
V1.01 Full Release
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